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hree Latln words scribbled in the margin of the parchment

ledger book of Polish royal treasurer Henryk of Rog6w -ad regakm
scutellum, for the royal pot- not only extended a proprietary reach
over the markets and gardens of medieval Poland; they also conjured
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power slowly twisting toward upheaval, of farmlands and towns
thronging with emigrants from cultures unable to meld with the Pol-
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scholarly classic.
Maria Dembinska's research was originally prepared in 1963
as a doctoral dissertation at Warsaw University and the Institute of
Material Culture of the Polish Academy of Science. Published under
the title Konsumpcja Zywnoiciowa pu Polsce $redniowiecmej(Food Con.
sumption in Medieval Poland), it was immediately recognized as a
groundbreaking study of food in an area of medieval scholarship that
is not well known to the rest of Europe. Even today, although her
work is often cited by Slavic writers, it does not appear in any of the
general works dealing with French, English, or Italian medieval food

studies. The inaccessibility of Polish Languagesources, and ~ e r h a p sthe
unduly complex nature of medieval soclety in the far reaches of Central Europe, provide natural barriers against the sort of cross-cultural
exploration that has characterized similar research m England and

chosen any number of ways to view the Middle Ages; however, her
main interest lay in defining social structure in terms of food consumption, a theme she pursued throughout her professional career.
Her approach was completely novel given the Marxist definitions of history imposed on Polish universities before the collapse of

France.
Maria Dembinska was aware of this difficulty, and she published an English synopsis of the book in the proceedings of the Second International Symposium for Ethnological Food Research held at
Helsinki in 1973. It was her hope that this would spur interest in a
complete revised edition of her work, perhaps in France, where there
was a large 6migre Polish community. A son in Paris and a daughter in
Los Angeles provided Maria with family contacts outside Communist
Poland that served her well in circulating her research at international
symposia, a luxury not available to many Polish scholars at the tlme.
This was especially so for someone like Maria, who was not a member
of the Communist Party and who was by no means proletarian, having
been born Countess Gohchowska and having married Count Henryk
Dembinski. Nor was her study cast in a Marxist framework. In fact,
during the period of martial law in the 1980s, she taught underground
courses on Polish hlstory that would surely have landed her in jail if
she had been discovered. How she managed all of this is material for a
novel; to say the least, Maria Dembinska was not easily intimidated.

Communism In 1989. Yet we must remember that Maria Dembinska
began her serious work during the intellectual thaw that followed the
death of Stalin. Her approach was innovative for other reasons as
well, for she was one of the first Polish scholars to reassess what was
meant by "Polish cuisine," and she effectively challenged a number of
old but persistent myths. Only a person with a name like Dembifiska,
a name instantly recognized in Poland as one of the great noble families, could dare assume such an oracular position.
Yet her name alone was no guarantee; it was her extraordinary integrity and determination that carried her through her career.
Maria Dembinska's situation was a curious melange of elements that
were possible only in Communist Poland: she was by virtue of her
birth a symbol of Old Poland, and yet it was this same Polishness that
served as a psychological means of resistance. Maria could have left
Poland after she and her husband lost their eight-thousand-acre estate
at Przysucha, but they chose to stay because they were loyal to the
~ d e aof Poland and deeply convinced that someday the country would
agaln be free. Everything she wrote about Poland must be read in this

The focus of Maria Dembinska's study was not a cullnary hiscontext. While the Communists took away the material world that
tory of the Polish Middle Ages but rather an analysis of the dlet as a
once defined who Maria Dembifiska was, m the end, she gave back to
key to what she termed "the Polish reality of that time." She was well
Poland something of even greater value.
acquainted with the historical refinements of haute cuisine, both
For the historian trymg to flesh out the history of an age long
Polish and French. Indeed, her grandmother, Countess Anne
gone, the task is difficult enough as an intellectual challenge. Adding
Coluchowska (nee Murat), was not only French, but a direct descenthe restrictions of a police state and a political atmosphere deeply
dant of Napoleon's Marshal Murar. Maria Dembitiska could have

antagon~sticto certain types of research, it is a wonder that Maria

ting mail in and out of Poland intact. We also agreed to meet in Hun-

Dembinska was able to achieve anything at all. Yet she had the party

gary in 1983 during an ethnographic conference and that 1 would take

functionaries on her side for one fundamental reason: nationalism.

from her what was necessary to have the book published in the

What she wrote about Poland helped to supply missing pieces to the

United States. This included a complete copy of her book, which by

Polish story, indeed to one of the most brilliant chapters of Polish his-

then had become extremely difficult to find.

tory: the reign of the Jagiellon dynasty. Bits of her research even surfaced in the hugely popular W staropolskiej kuchni i przy polskim stok
(Old Polish Traditions in the Kitchen and at the Table) by Maria
Lemnis, issued by Interpress in 1979.'

Dr. Don Yoder of the University of Pennsylvania was one of
the first in the United States to recognize that an English edition of
Maria's book was overdue. In a seminal article entitled "Folk Cookery" in Folklore and Folklife: An Introduction, edited by Richard M.
Dorson in 1972, Yoder singled out Maria's book for its combmation of
historical research with ethnographic sources. In 1977 Yoder Introduced me to Maria at an international conference in Wales. Yoder and

I had just come from Poland and an extraordinary visit to my maternal grandfather's birthplace. It was in Wales, over a fresh supply of
Polish vodka, that Maria and I initiated our friendship and our discussions about an English-language edition of her book. This unfolded
into a voluminous transatlantic correspondence addressed to "Dear
Willy"; I became a collaborator, a faraway light during very dark times
for Poland.
During the next five years, Maria and I outlined the project
and discussed the many ways we could render the book in English. I
had interested the University of Pennsylvania Press in publishing it,
but a great deal of legal work had to be done with contracts, and worst

of all, the Polish mails could not be trusted due to petty thefts and
overly zealous secret police. So Maria and I devised a means for get-

When we finally met at Matrafiired, Hungary, Polish Sohdarity agitation was evident everywhere. So were the Hungarlan
police. It is difficult to describe the oppressive atmosphere that hung
over that conference, the food shortages, even the "off schedule" visits
to private homes where once we sat drinking wine with the lights out
so that the police would not suspect foreigners were on the premises.
Maria smuggled out of Poland her own copy of the book, all of the
original artwork (stuffed under Solidarity propaganda), and other
materials connected with it. The propaganda was discovered at the
Polish border, and she would have been detained then and there had
she not given the guard one of two antlque silver collar pins of the
royal arms of Poland she had with her (she gave the other one to me).
Our conspiracy was thus a success, and a friend of mine with a diplomatic passport spirited me into Austria with the manuscript files
intact. Nonetheless, for me that trip from Budapest seemed a day of
pure terror. But coupled with sheer emotional exhaustion was the
happy knowledge that the English version of the book was truly
launched.
The next problem was finding a translator. Although Maria
Dembinska's second language was flawless French and she could move
easlly into Latin, Greek, Russian, German, and medieval Polish, she
nevertheless found English more difficult than her own complex
mother tongue and realized that she could not translate the book herself. My own ability to read Polish is not that of a translator. It was

cookery manuscripts and sources of ideas for the Polish court. It is posnecessary to find a specialist who could deal with all the nuances of
Maria's style - no simple task. Thanks to a generous grant from the
International Association of Culinary Professionals toward this translation effort, Magdalena Thomas, a Polish-born scholar well acquainted with linguistics, spent the summer of 1993 rendering the
book into English. This was a monumental task considering the many
charts and graphs and the long citations from medieval sources.
However, it was evident after translation was completed that

sible that we shall never know some of the answers, considering that
the burning of the Polish National Archives in 1944 destroyed about

75 percent of that priceless collection. O n the other hand, there
are many untapped archival materials in other countries, and it is
my hope that someone more adept in medieval studies than 1 am will
pick up on some of these threads and settle the issues one way or the
other. There are good reasons for pressing forward into these unexplored territories.

the book would not work in its original form for American readers.
Part of the issue was content: what sufficed for a scholarly audience
was not necessarily appropriate for more general readers. There was
also a problem with redundancy -some of the same material was
explained in several ways-and parts of the text veered away from the
food theme into an economic study of market patterns in the 1380s.
Furthermore, since Maria Dembihska used a non-Marxist approach to
her subject, she was obliged at every step to substantiate her arguments with massive amounts of annotation, much of which would
have been unnecessary in the West. Thus, it became evident that the
book needed streamlining in some places but expansion in others.
Maria recognized this fact, and we often discussed possible
solutions. Finally, as Maria's illness began to deprive her of her ability
to work, the ultimate task of recreating her book in English fell to me.
Using Magdalena Thomas's translation, I forged a new text. It is not
the book that Maria Dembiliska wrote, but it captures the essential
parts of the food story as she assembled it. 1 have also added material
from Maria's later writings (such as her 1973 book on medieval flour
mills) and expanded both the historical background as well as some of
the details about specific foods. Of special interest to culinary historians is the material I have included about our ruminations over early

The Polish royal court was not operating in a culinary vacuum. Indeed the Angevins (Louis d'Anjou - king of Hungary and
Poland- and especially his daughter Jadwiga, who became queen of
Poland) evidently had access to some of the most important culinary
texts of the 1300s, notably a text (or texts) slmdar to those that
evolved into the cookbook attributed to Guillaume Tirel. Maria Dembifiska had wanted to pursue this because she had studied a copy of
Tirel's

Le Viandier

that had once belonged to the Duke de Berry and

determined that it was considerably older than the other surviving
manuscripts, thus throwing into doubt Tirel's authorship (a point recently raised by Terence Scully and fielded in further detail by Bruno
Laurioux). Maria had reason to believe that an Angevin owned that
manuscript before the duke bought it in 1404. Is there a Polish connection here?
The Duke de Berry's copy has been mlssing since 1945. Maria
Dembihska was obliged to use the 1892 Pinchon and Vicaire edition
of Le Viandier for her book (the only complete text that she could
locate in Poland in the 1960s). She could not say in 1963 that she
suspected Queen Jadwiga had access to all or part of the de Berry
manuscript (or an earlier one on which it was based), but she cited

material from Le Viandier because she knew of this anterior significance and hoped that the de Berry copy would resurface so that she
could revisit some of these longlingering questions. In any case, the

Le Viandim strengthened her hand in the analysis of the royal pur-

"Greek" bearing gifts, surrounded by a mixed court of Hellenized
Franks, gasmuls, Maronites, in short, perhaps the most truly exotic
medley of all the nobles assembled. They were also fabulously rich,
and the court brought with it customs and eating habits that stood in
stark contrast not just to the Poles, but also to the Austrians and Ger-

chase orders for various meals enjoyed by the Jagiellon court.
mans and others present who perhaps knew Cyprus simply as one of
It was this search for a connecting manuscript that led Maria
the Crusader states that in collusion with the Venetians was growing
Dembifiska to the Danish cookery books in the Royal Library at
wealthy on sugar. Is it an odd coincidence that Cypriot recipes begin
Copenhagen. She recognized that this material was incorrectly dated
to appear in western European cookery books after this event? Or that
(much later than assumed), but she also realized that the recipes were
table forks suddenly surface shortly after it as well? Poland seems to
copied from something older, indeed, some of the recipes could be
offer a connecting thread.
quite old and probably predated Tirel. The Danish cookery books proAnother issue that is deserving of comment is the tlme frame
vided Maria Dembifiska with recipes suggestive of an earlier medieval
for this book. Based on what is known today about medieval Poland
time frame, and this was especially useful, for example, when it came
from research carried out since 1963, a fuller account of the Jagiellon
to looking at the ways the Pollsh nobility may have wanted its fish
dynasty and its foods is entirely possible, certainly down to the 1490s,
pickled in the 1 3 0 0 ~ . ~
Likewise, I have introduced the Cypriot connection as we

which is generally accepted as the end of the Middle Ages. However,
the documentation for this later period is so rich that it deserves a

sometimes called it: a problem concerning the origin of table forks
book of its own. The same could be said for individual food histories
and certain types of medieval recipes. Polish historians have tended to
downplay the "cosmopolitan" character of their monarchs and to
restrict the effects of their reigns to inner tickings of the Polish political clock. Yet men like Casimir the Great were indeed personalities on
a much grander stage, and whether cause or conduit, Casimir may
have been responsible for more than a rapprochement of squabbling
European powers. The appearance of King Peter de Lusignan of
Cyprus at Casimir's convention of nobles in 1364 had far more ramifications to it than merely a Latin king of a Greek-speaking country
(Peter was also King of Jerusalem) politicking for funds for another
crusade - his ostensible reason for being there.
At Casimir's convention, however, King Peter was indeed a

of Silesia and the old Prussian states (Pomerania and East and West
Prussia). These reglons developed politically and culturally separate
from Poland, although the exchanges between them were many. Maria
Dembifiska's use of the records of the Teutonic Knights for comparatlve purposes should serve as a notice that the archival riches in these
parts of present-day Poland offer ample opportunities for further
exploration and analysis.
Copies of Maria Dembifiska's original work are avadable in
several North American libraries for those who want to consult it.
This new edition is intended to move the general reader beyond dissertational particulars now more than thirty years old, and to focus on

of standard Pol~shscholarship. Her approach was creative, and it is my

a somewhat broader culinary landscape than the one covered in

hope that this edition of her work will provide a glimpse into a rich

1963- not so much in terms of tlme as in terms of dimension. I was

and intriguing culinary heritage that is now assuming a more vis~ble
obliged to include a brief history of Poland so that readers unfamiliar
position in general European culture. Maria Dembiliska died on

with Poland's past may see Maria's work in its wider European context. Of course, her original audience was keenly famihar with Polish

November 1, 1996, without seelng the fruits of these labors. I hope
that this book will serve as a testimony to her scholarly contribution

medieval history, but the American reader must be reminded constantly that this is a history with many convolutions and that Pol~sh
society then was starkly different from what we know today. Furthermore, 1 have condensed charts and moved annotations into the main
text. In short, the book is a new work reassembled from the old one.
Finally, the section of recipe reconstructions is new to thls
edition; although much of it is based on Maria's research, the voice in
that section is wholly mine. The very closed nature of things in Communist Poland stalled our planned foray into the kitchen, only to
have it prevented in the end by Maria's illness. It would have been an
extraordinary experiment to have worked with her In person on all of
the recipes, along with a crew of hungry Polish medievalists sharing in
and crit~quingthe results. This did not happen, and I was left to proceed on my own to evolve many of the untested recipes out of twenty
years of our very loose but productive notes. However, during my 1985
visit to Poland, we were able to "field test" a major part of the bas~c
recipes that follow with the help of the staff of the open air museum
at Nowy Sgcz, only a few miles from my maternal grandfather's birthplace on the manor of Krasne Potockie. Thus, for me the recipes
evoke a personal note, a looking back at roots on a side of my family

I

know little about. But intellectually, they were developed for this
book as Maria would have wanted them, and designed to give material
shape to some of the d~shesshe mentioned In her text.
Maria Dembiliska's findings on medieval Poland are now part

and to the deep love that she fostered for Polish culture.
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his book is about the Middle Ages, but it is also an explora-

tion of culinary identity. Food, like language, is a transmitter of culture, a set of signals that define a people in terms of time and place.
Until now, the Polish experience has not been well understood outside Slavic-speaking countries, and nothing prior to this book has
been available for English-speakers who wanted to seek out an understanding of Poland's rich culinary past. This volume is intended,
therefore, to explore what is meant by "Polish cuisine" and to connect
this understanding to the fascinating period of the late 1300s when
Poland burst forth on the international scene as a world power. Yet,
much like the United States in its formatwe years many centuries
later, the Polish nation had only a pubescent awareness of what it
s
developed rapidly after Poland achieved a
was. T h ~ awareness
sense of purpose as a nation-state. The foods and foodways of
the country moved in tandem with this continuing cultural adjustment.
These broader issues are not necessarily medieval
problems, yet in terms of Poland and what it has become
today, they are vitally important. The pages that follow will
create a cullnary framework for looking at medieval Poland by
gradually focusing the kaleidoscopic materials and complex issues
that come to bear on the meaning of Polish identity at table. This

Chapter
Chapter

I

I

ical digs at Gdansk (Danzig), Szczecin (Stettin), Opole (Oppeln),
includes a thumbnail history of Polish cuisine down to the present.
However, the avenues of research are bumpy due to the very nature of
Polish records, especially those surviving from the Middle Ages.
During the wars with Sweden in the 1650s, which devastated
Poland in a manner not repeated until World War 11, much of what
remained of medieval Poland sank into ash and ruin. Documentation
of the Polish Middle Ages, then, is spotty. Written evidence from
before 1300 was never very extensive to begin wlth, and consisted
mostly of documents relating to cloisters or chronicles of events in the

Wrodaw (Breslau), and many other places were designed to give
political credence to the Polishness of recent German territories. Furthermore, the destruction of many downtown neighborhoods In Polish
cities during the war- Warsaw's Old Town being o n e p e r m i t t e d
archaeologists to explore sites that had previously been covered by
buildings. Many spectacular artifacts came to the surface (including
the set of kitchen utensils shown on page 63), but the archaeological
methods of this period were also quite crude and many culinary materials were misinterpreted.

lwes of certain brave or saintly individuals. However, because it has
been spared from many of the vicissitudes of war, southern Poland is
especially rich in written materials after this time, with Cracow and
its university evolving as a focal point for the preservation and study
of medieval records as Polish nationalism grew in strength during the
nineteenth century. This scholarly research continues apace, and new
editions of early manuscript material as well as new interpretations of
their significance now appear in print with great frequency.
Early medieval Poland, however, is quite another matter. This
period, dating roughly from 963 to 1194, has been characterized by
Polish historian Tadeusz Manteuffel as the period of ducal rule because
there was no powerful monarchy to hold the Polish people together as
a unified nation. What we know about this period, especially in terms
of daily life and food consumption, is derived almost entirely from
archaeological finds. The study of Poland's culinary past is therefore
predicated on two distinct avenues of inquiry: the interpretation of
archaeological remains from the early period and the analysis of
manuscript materials dating mostly after 1300.
Polish medieval archaeology received ~ t greatest
s
boost In
the years following 1945. Government-sponsored postwar archaeolog-

One classic example occurred at Wolin and Szczecin in
Pornerama (northwest Poland), where a small quantity of deer bones
was discovered.' Some Polish food historians attempted to read this
material as culinary refuse when in fact the bones were later shown to
have been artisanal waste. They were by-products of a craft industry
centered on antlers (horn spoons, utensil handles, the manufacture of
hartshom salts for baking, etc.). Thus, the caveat with all archaeological materials is vigilance, especially with materials relating to food
consumption. Fortunately, since 1963 Polish archaeologists have
greatly improved their scientific analysls so that today there is far
more certainty in identification and in dating. This has been taken
into account in the choice of archaeological evidence included in this
volume.
However, when archaeology fails to yield evidence, and written sources fall silent, ethnographic sources from more recent times
can yield a mine of culinary information. These include a range of
materials, from diaries and travel accounts, to interviews wlth older
people still living in the Polish countryside in the 1950s and 1960s.'
In some cases, due to the overlapping nature of generations, oral tradi-

Chapter I
Chapter I

them, along with small crocks of carbonized millet, have come to light
tions can be traced to the end of the seventeenth century. This kind

.~
objects of the
from a medieval house excavated at G n i e ~ n oThus,

of data proves useful in ascertaining more specific meanings for medi-

everyday provide a link to continuities from the past, as well as to

eval words like pukes (porridge), which may not always be clearly

changes over time. The ethnography of medieval culture 1s the art of

defined in an old text. How did nineteenth- and twentieth-century

weaving such threads of conttnulty and change into a cultural texture

peasants make dishes of similar consistency! How did these foods fit

that can be experienced firsthand, like the creation of the recipes for

into the daily diet! Sometimes the answers reveal striking insights that

Polish medieval dishes in the final section of this book.

further confirm conclusions based on very old sources. Polish medieval
documents are consistent, for example, in placing mead only at lavish
feasts. Ethnographic sources made the same point, thus supporting the

alent. One of the most intriguing dimensions of medieval food con-

hypothesis that mead remained expensive until quite recent times.?

sumption in Poland, from a nonculinary viewpoint, is the extent to

Aside from oral and written traditions, ethnographic evi-

polish &ere mold w i t h
Gothicpafferns,

Another challenging dimension to the exploration of food
Identity is that of class and standard of living. The two are not equiv-

which the standard of living of a particular feudal class was reflected

dence also includes daily objects-culinary tools, for example. This is

in what it served at table. This is a research problem that is neither

mater~alculture in its purest sense: the study of things and their social

simple -owing in part to subjective interpretation of the material -

context. Wear on wooden tools shows how they were held in the

nor easily quantified, as some historians have assumed in the past. The

hand, charring on pottery reveals something about hearth uses, and

most common approach to food history has been to accept a rather

ornamental patterns on gingerbread prints or cheese molds can tell us

arb~trarydivision of medieval society into four distinct groups

a great deal about artistic metaphors that were current when these

arranged in a vertically descending order-nobility, clergy, towns-

objects were made. The animal-shaped ~edykdkicheeses from the hill

people, and peasants-allowing that in Poland the lines of demarca-

country of Podolia, for example, with their physical reference to folk

tion between all of these groups were often hazy. In reality, this

tales, are the sort of cullnary material culture that unites custom with

schematic division of society is not workable if we want to understand

the imagination. Such traditional types of objects, even those of

the real differences in eating habits between particular Pol~shsocial

recent manufacture (~ed~kalki
molds are still being carved), may retain

classes of the Middle Ages. By extension, this same rule of measure

external forms or techniques of construction that link them to medi-

could be applied to any society in history. Looking at foods and con-

century. Private collection.

eval predecessors. Such evidence can be as rich a source of informa.

sumption in terms of standard of living gives us a fuller picture of the

tion as an archaeological site.

society.

Indeed, many artifacts contain their own narratives. Such

In medieval Poland the standard of living serves as a better

commonplace objects as crocks of honey and grain found in many

qualifymg principle. Based on this form of measure, we must also

Polish peasant larders even today would hardly seem noteworthy to

include, on par with the nobility, state and court officials who were

the casual observer. Yet twelfth-century pots with traces of honey in
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tional pecking order was composed of the urban and rural poor, destinot always of noble origin, as well as persons closely associated with
royal or princely courts, or with the regional courts of the slaroslas,
voivodes, and other high nobility who were the real power brokers
during much of Poland's history. The clergy was equally diverse, encompassing a broad range of individuals: landed prelates (such as archbishops, bishops, and abbots of powerful monasteries) who lived like
feudal lords, a panoply of rich and poor priests, monks and fr~ars,and
the lowest monastery monks of peasant origin. Medieval townspeople
were not homogeneous, either. There were at least three subdivisions

tute friars, low-level servants, camp followers, and similar individuals
with little personal property. These people were numerous in medieval
Poland, just as they were in other parts of Europe, but owing to the
,
are at times invisible
nature of record-keeping during this ~ e r i o d they
in the written and physical records.
The archival materials relating to nutrition in medieval
Poland mostly date from the period 1350 to 1492, roughly to the end
of the reign of King Casimlr Jagielloticzyk. Some historians end the
Polish M~ddleAges at 1506, with the death of King Alexander Jag-

within this group: urban patricians, middle-class merchants and crafts-

ielloficzyk, but no matter what cutoff date is used, two important

men, and of course, the urban poor. Likewise, the peasantry living in

points must be kept m mind. First, the overwhelming amount of infor-

the countryside was divided into many groupings, ranging from well-

mation now available deals with the highest levels of society, and by

to-do village administrators and rich farmers to middle-class peasants

virtue of this fact, this book is clearly focused on the royal court and

with modest land holdings and rural craftsmen to herdsmen with no

the people surrounding it. Second, most of these records were written

fixed address, tenants, rural poor, beggars, and tramps.
The varlations in living standards within each social group

in Latin, which was the language of the educated classes in Poland
even for literary purposes. Not much record-keeping was done in

were so profound that it is not possible to adhere to these four conve-

demotic Polish. Although culinary recipes may have been composed

nient divisions. In real terms, secular and church magnates, royalty,

in that language, none are known to have survived. The earliest writ-

wealthy nobles, high court or princely officials, and rich patricians all

ings in vernacular Polish are sermons and religious hymns.

shared similar consumption patterns. All of these individuals were sur-

The Latin records, however, are not exclusive in their cover-

rounded by entourages of servants, minor officials, state clerks, and

age of the activities of the rich and powerful. They can also be mined

other lesser folk whose eating habits closely resembled that of their

for information about the middle classes, particularly merchant fam-

masters. The only exception in this case were luxury foods of h ~ g h

ilies, small landowners, and other individuals who might have deal~ngs

cost (such as almond milk or sugar), which were enjoyed only by a

with the high nobility. But we learn very little about the poor unless

privileged few.
Next in the consumption hierarchy were the landowners of

they were criminals or became entangled in a legal case. Since the
original publication of this book in Polish in 1963, a vast amount of

small estates, knights with or without property, middle-class mer-

new information has come to light on the daily lives of common Poles

chants and craftsmen, rich village administrators and wealthy farmers,

largely as the result of archaeological research. In time, this material

and the clergy with middle income. The very bottom of the nutri-
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diet, then perhaps we can see Polish peasant cookery in a light similar
may come to interest food historians enough to explore medieval Poland as lived by the urban and rural poor at greater length.
For the present, although much of the material in this volume dates from the 1960s and earlier, it is still useful as a polnt of
contrast to what can be said about the Polish court. Furthermore, all
of the per capita consumption data that Polish historians were relying
on for their conclusions about medieval eating patterns, including
those of the poor, seemed questionable. These doubts have since been
confirmed by other scholars, but an example is in order. In Andrzej
Wyczariski's study of food consumption in sixteenth-century Poland, a
work that was also used to help understand the diet of Poland's late
Middle Ages, the food eaten by peasants, urban laborers, and hired
help both in towns and on rural manors was calculated in rather positlve terms. Wyczafiski concluded that the average laborer on a Poltsh
manor consumed about 300g (a bit more than half a pound) of fatty
meat daily.5This was interpreted as not altogether bad.
Several problems with this reasoning are obvious. First, wellbeing is not necessarily determined by the amount of meat one eats,
although in medieval terms, meat was indeed a measure of "good
food." Second, and perhaps more important, meat was not eaten alone
but in combination with grains, cabbage, and other vegetables, a fact
that improves the nutritional picture radically. Furthermore, the meat
in question was most likely streaky bacon of some sort, with very h ~ g h
fat content. Boiled, this might even be considered healthful by modern standards given the caloric requirements of heavy labor. But t h ~ s
half-pound of meat was probably distributed to the head of a household and further subd~videdamong several individuals. If this was the
sole source of protein, the picture shifts from not altogether bad to
near starvation. If the bacon is merely a garnish to a vegetable-based

to the steady advice of modern nutritionists to cut back on red meat
intake. The fact remains that the data are not clear cut, so one cannot
say with certainty that the diet was healthful or even adequate by
medieval or modern standards. All of the consumption figures provided throughout this book must be read in this light.
With the records written in Latin, traces of everyday life buried in medieval kitchen refuse, and no extant cookery books from the
period written in Polish or even claiming to be Polish, how do we
arrive at the Polish table with a firm sense of cultural identity! Surely
medieval Poles understood who they were and readily recognized certain foods as peculiarly their own. But perhaps this Identity was also
an evolving one, just as the Polish language itself was evolving at the
time. During the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, Polish was
heavily influenced by Czech, from which it borrowed many words and
concepts. Was food likewise influenced by this same flow of ideas? The
appearance in Polish of Czech terms like k o k e (from Latin collatio)
would suggest this.
Yet if an idea is Czech, when does it become Polish? The
concept of a national identity in cookery is a tricky one because it
intermingles political aspirations with religious, ethnic, and even
racial definitions based on food preparation. The Polish experience
cannot be readily understood by simply looking at the Middle Ages, or
even one narrow slice of it, because the Middle Ages is part of a larger
continuum. Viewing Polish cookery from a broader perspective will
lead us directly into the tangled matter of national identity In food. If
there is a common theme to Poland's culinary identity, it is the synthesis of peasant and the noble into one idea. Buckwheat is raised
from peasant fare to haute cuisine by the tap of a queen's fork. Bigos
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frees Itself from the gilded stag draped across the lid of a royal tureen
to find company with rye bread in a peasant's open kettle. Queen Jadwiga may be emblematic of t h ~ unique
s
combination.
Jadwiga was married off to a Lithuanian prince specifically
Histor~anshave often
because she represented political leg~t~macy.
characterized her as a mere pawn, useful in so far as she possessed
proper papers. But child-bride or not, it is also apparent that she was
cognizant of the fact that she was part Piast, an embodiment of old
Poland. Therefore, she was also a living artifact, indeed the last in her
line. Did the food on her royal table (she had her own chef and retinue) also symbolize this sense of ancient Polish identity? There were
probably two sides to Jadwiga: the Jadwiga d'Anjou, daughter of a
Hungarian king of French ancestry, who dined at court on the most
innovative dishes her chef could conjure; and the Jadwiga who
appealed to the popular image of St. Jadwiga (her namesake) when
she dined in peasant simplicity among country noblewomen. The evolution of Polish cookery is evident in the synthesis of these two distinct dichotomies: the court setting and peasant food.

and development of a rent-based economy. Archaeology forms the
basis of our understanding of the earliest period, while the second is
better understood thanks to a variety of Polish as well as foreign
works, such as the Mlnugier de Paris of Guy de Montigny and Le Viandier attributed to Guillaume Tirel, called Taillevent. These foreign
texts represent international influences during the 1300s and, on a
. ~ a result,
technical level, help place the Polish material in ~ o n t e x tAs
we have a fairly accurate understanding of the makeup, ingredients,
and preparation techniques peculiar to the food of this era.
In general terms, throughout this phase of medieval history in
Poland, there is considerable overlap in the sorts of foods consumed
by all classes of society, excluding the obvlous contrast between the
menus of the royal court and those of the poor. Most of the dishes prepared prior to the mid-thirteenth century in Poland were based on
plant and animal products gathered or raised directly by those who
consumed them, with only a small percentage sold on the open market. For example, such wild grain plants as goosefoot (Chenopodium

dbum) and black bindweed (Polygonum conwolvulus) appear frequently
m archaeological sites of this period. Szymon Syrennius even provided

The Three Phases of Polish Culinary History
The evolution of this cuisine into something recognizably Polish, at
least as we know it today, may be divided rather roughly into three

a recipe that used black bindweed in his 1613 Herbarium, evidence

that such old traditional foods remained popular over a long period of
time. In any case, as the rent-based economy evolved from the thirteenth century onward, such foraged foods and the dependence on

phases. The hrst ranges from the period of ducal rule (963-1194) to
home-grown produce became more marginalized because better marabout the middle of the fifteenth century. Polish tribes lived in the
ket networks allowed farmers to specialize in cash crops, market garregion of modern Poland long before 963, but in terms of national
denmg, poultry raising, and other income-producing activities. It is
identity, the period of ducal rule has provided Poland with much of
within this economic framework that the Jagiellon court operated.
the written lore surrounding its early foods and foodways. This book is

The second phase encompasses the period from end of the fif-

~ r i r n a r i concerned
l~
with the second half of this phase, the period
teenth century to the middle of the eighteenth century. During this
from the thirteenth century onward, which witnessed the introduction
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ing that German botanist Leonhard Fuchs did not illustrate a New
time, the quantity of food increased and the quality of food prepara.
tion radically improved. Greater emphasis was placed on the aesthetics of serving food, as described by Polish Protestant nobleman
Mikoiaj Rej in his 1568 poem "Zywot cztowieka pozciwego" (Life of
an Honest Man). This theme was later taken up by Jcdrzej Kitowicz in
his Opis o b y c d b i zwyczaj6w za panowania Augusta I11 (Customs During the Reign of August 111) published in 1777.' Similar books on the
culture of fine dining appeared in Italy and France and doubtless
served as models for the Polish works. Indeed, it is known that Rej
was inspired in part by the Italian author Palingenius.
Other changes included the introduction of foreign vegetables and culinary dishes, especially after the marriage in 1518 of King
Sigismund I (reigned 1506-1548) to Princess Bona Sforza of Milan
(queen of Poland 1518-1557). Polish historians have assigned Queen
Bona a position in Polish history comparable to that of Catherine de
Medici of France: both queens are said to have introduced the art of
cookery and Renaissance dining into their respective countries. The
truth is not as sweeping as hitherto claimed; in fact, the de Medici
myth has been debunked by recent scholarship.
Like many other Polish queens, Bona Sforza maintained her
own kitchen and chef. She also brought with her a complete retinue
of Italian gardeners who introduced to the Polish royal kitchen a
number of Mediterranean vegetables- or at Least Mediterranean varieties of vegetables that were already known-such as asparagus, broccoli, and certain types of lettuce. But Casimir the Great also had
Italian gardens at Lobz6w in the 1300s, so Polish histories of some of
these vegetables may be complicated.
Furthermore, Queen Bona is said to have introduced to
Poland the tomato, pumpkins, and other New World foods. Consider-

World bean until the publication of his herbal in 1542 (he is considered one of the first Europeans to depict a bean plant), Queen Bona's
introductions would have occurred late in her life. It is well documented that the Polish ambassador to Istanbul sent Turkish tobacco
seeds to Warsaw in 1650, so similar and much earlier Turkish connections to New World plants cannot be ignored, especially in the case of
tomatoes, beans, peppers, and maize.
Yet Queen Bona's cooks are known to have introduced the
Polish court to a new profusion of condiments and spices, as well as to
increased ornamentation of food with gold and various artificial colorings. These included an expanded number of dishes made with marzipan and almonds, all used to showcase the wealth of the high
nobility rather than to enhance the flavor of food. Rej jested that such
newfangled cookery was soporific because "after eating it, one snores,
having gobbled everything up like a hog in a pigsty

. . . all those

gilded dishes: golden chickens, eagles, and glittering hares are pretty
on the outside but in reality, they are not worth the DeviLn8
Polish aristocratic cookery has always bowed to the influence
of various foreign cooking styles, including French (or what passed for
French), German, and Oriental (Byzantine during the early Middle
Ages, Near Eastern later on). The Byzantine influence is an important
one given Poland's geographical position, but there were also direct
political connections as early as Mieszko I (reigned c. 960-992), who
malntained close contact with the court of the Dowager Empress Theophano of Byzantium. The rich culinary culture of Byzantium may
have reached Poland in several ways. During the early Middle Ages,
there may have been direct exchanges through trade. Later, during the
1300s for example, we find Byzantine cookery transmogrified into the
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but again one could ask the question: when did a Tuscan or Milanese
body of international recipes that passed for Arabic or French and
widely circulated among European cooks. (Tirel's Le Viandier represents the tail-end of this process.) Byzantine cookery also reached
Poland through Italian middlemen, especially through the Venetians
who traded with Byzantium on a tax-exempt basis after 1082. The
Genoese competed on the same footing after 1155.
The Italian influence cannot be ignored in Poland owing to
Poland's special relationship to the Papal See. High church officials
were familiar with the culture of Italy and often traveled there. Italian
artisans were commonly brought to Poland to work on med~evalbuildings. Casimir the Great was especially keen on things Italian, and
Louis d'Anjou and his daughter Jadwiga came from a family whose old
seat of power was in southern Italy. The d'Anjou family has been
called French, but like the Lusignans (originally from Poitou) who
possessed kingdoms in Cyprus, Syria, and even Armenia, they were
really a type of Mediterranean Creole. Superimpose this on Poland of
the late 1300s, and it is much easier to understand the royal larder
with its huge array of exotic foodstuffs, even the casks of Sicilian vino
COttO.

dish become Polish?
During the Swedish Vasa dynasty in the seventeenth century,
the center of influence shifted to the Baltic and especially to northern
Germany. In coastal cities like Gdansk, a Dutch presence, even in the
architecture, became a dominant feature of the culture. By the eighteenth century, the Saxon kings who ruled Poland employed mainly
French-trained cooks at the royal court, and thus French culinary
ideas eventually prevailed in spite of the earlier German culinary and
political inroads. These trends in cookery emanating from the Polish
court have been treated in some detail by Polish historian Zbigniew
Kuchowlcz, who detected an evolution of complex culinary distinctions based on class during that period. (His conclusions are lim~ted
by the fact that he did not use standard of living as his prdstick.)
Nonetheless, all of these external forces worked together in shaping
what we now call Polish cookery, but no matter how diversified, they
were still a dimension of the court setting and thus only half of the
synthesis, to go back to the duality of Queen Jadwiga's table. But
nothing Polish is ever precisely that simple, for there are always
strange internal forces at work.

Italian humanism came to Poland via Hungary during the
late fifteenth century. High church officials, the magnates who controlled much of Poland, the urban elites, all of these groups turned to
Italy and to Florence in particular for inspiration. For this reason,
some of the earliest examples of Italian Renaissance architecture outside of Italy may be found in Poland. And for this same reason, the
cuisine of the Tuscan aristocracy was studied and imitated by the Polish nobility. Aristocratic Poles of the eighteenth century often wrote
about this supposed golden age as though it epitomized old Poland,

We cannot move toward our understanding of Polish identity
as expressed in food unless we also take into account some of these

strange pulses. One of them is an escapist mentality called Sannatism
that developed in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries
among Poland's ruling elites. Some historians have described it as an
inward escape from the political failures of the nation. Others have
characterized it as a search for an ancient Polish identity in the
serenity of the country estate as opposed to urban life, as symbolized
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under Prussian control, and a steady flow of culinary ideas from the
by the hunt (and by extension of this the further apotheosis of dishes
like bigos). Sarmatism entailed a synthesis of exot~cideas about mythological Polish origins in regions bordering on far-off Persia, imaginary
Scythian roots, and a preoccupation with Turkish themes.
One might describe this as the return of the Byzantine, recast
in Turkish terms. Clothing, decorative arts, even cookery found their
way into the country houses of Poland and further isolated the nobility from the world around it. When Poland was called upon to provide
an army to defend Vienna from the Turks in 1683, Sarmatism faded
into the ranks of the enemy and France ultimately triumphed as the
ideal "other" to Polish self-consciousness.
The middle of the eighteenth century to the end of the nineteenth century has been called the third phase of development in the
history of Polish culinary identity. During this time, the food culture
of France became fully integrated into the national culture of Poland.
Flavorful dishes prepared in the French manner, but based on peasant
models, became the center of interest of the rich and middle-class

East, primarily from Russia.
The East has always been a source of culinary mfluences on
Poland and Poland has always synthesized these Asiatic ideas into
something European. During the Middle Ages, influences came from
Byzant~um,from the Tartars, and of course from neighboring Lithuanians. But as Poland moved eastward by conquest during the 1300s,
Polish culture penetrated regions with highly diverse ethnic identities
and in many cases Polish settlers lived side-by-side w ~ t hpeoples who
followed the Eastern Church- one more thread leading back to
Byzantium. The full effect of Russia on Polish foods and foodways,
however, did not occur until after the final partition of Poland in the
eighteenth century.
The Russian culinary ideas that came to Poland also did not
emanate from a court setting like the earlier foreign influences from
the West, but from the peasantry. In this respect, they were radically
different in substance and their acceptance by Poles was highly
regionalized. Russian influence was most evident in the diet of the

devotees of food. It was during this time that the two old dichotomies,

rural populations- both the gentry and the peasants - In the eastern

the court setting and the peasant dishes, finally came together as one.

areas of Poland that bordered on Russia. The eviction of Poles from

Yet the fusion was fleeting, if we allow that Polish cookery, as a culin-

these areas in 1945 and their resettlement in western Poland removed

ary art, declined rapidly after that under the onslaught of two h~ghly

this cookery from the land where it was practiced and effectively scat-

destructive world wars and almost fifty years of Communism. Even

tered it throughout the country. In any event, Russian dishes also can

during the short period of its final flowering this cookery was centered

be found in many nineteenth-century works printed in the Russian

in the cities, and before the reunification of Poland in 1918, this

sector of Poland, such as Lukasz Gotebiowski's Domy i Dwoq (The

meant only three main cultural centers: Austr~anLvov and Cracow,

Town House and the Country House; 1830). Polish food terms of Rus-

and Russian Warsaw. There are also several subthemes: the evolution

sian origin, such as tobkno (parched barley flour), salamacha (wheat

of Polish-Jewish cookery in tandem with the mainstream develop-

gruel with goosefat), prazucha (noodles made of parched buckwheat or

ments just outlined, the forced Germanization of those parts of Poland
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Ages that constitutes the main thrust of this chapter. We have already
rye flour), and knysz (buckwheat strudel) all attest to this westerly
seen that Polish cuisine was subject to dynamic forces that shaped it
food migration.
Poland's courtly cuislne was kept alive until the outbreak of
World War I1 on the great estates like Baranbw, Laticut, NieSwiei, and
Sucha and in private homes. The subsequent reorganization of Polish
society under Communism changed the old balance of dichotomies.
The breakup of the estates brought an end to the aristocratic structure. The reordering of peasant life in the villages and the urbanization of Polish society changed that dimension of the equation forever.
Peasant cookery, rather than serving as a mine for the creative synthesis of the cuisine, has now retreated into the log houses of open-air
museums and into ethnographic archives.
The Communist government was committed to improving
the Polish diet, yet this endeavor brought it up against deeply
entrenched traditional values. A general lack of funds and widespread
impoverishment brought extraordinary resistance from a populace that
was forced to subsist on hoarding and black-market goods. As a result
Polish cuisine as an artistic expression of the country suffered greatly.
But the picture is not altogether negative.
Polish scholars are presently studying what is left in an attempt to understand better what has happened. Perhaps in this new
search for identity another type of culinary synthesis will surface. In
Przy wspdlnym stole (At the Common Table; 1988), ethnographer
Zofia Szromba-Rysowa of Cracow explores the eating habits and festive meals of the mountain villages of southern Poland. In looking at
these somewhat ~solatedcultures, she was able to link their foods and
foodways to much older traditions and even detected lost symbol~c
meanings tracing to the Middle Ages.
It is this bridge from the present reaching back to the Middle

In stages. Yet, in order to understand why this cookery evolved in the
distinctive ways that it did, it is necessary to understand the shifting
meaning of "Polish and how this concept relates back to the medieval situation. Traditional Logic has assumed that there has been a
Polish national cuisine as long as there has been a Poland, and this
presumption has colored historical research down to the present time.
At the turn of the twentieth century, Zygmunt Gloger
attempted to define kuchnia polska in his much-cited Encyklopedia staropolska (Old Polish E n ~ ~ c l o p e d i aHe
) . ~detected certain "national"
dishes that he determined essentialized Polishness (bigos being one of
them). But what is meant by "national"? Whose Poland? Which Poland? How old must a dish be for it to qualify as Polish? Are we talking about a body of dishes codified as Polish by such contemporaries of
Gloger as Madame Ochorowicz-Monatowa, whose 1910 cookbook
Uniwersalna Ksiqika Kucharska (The Universal Cookbook) is still considered a classic? Or are we asking what Gloger meant by "old" and
"authentic"? The suggestion above that Polish cuisine is a synthesis of

dichotomies would imply that the recipe cannot stand alone, for it is
only a component of a much broader culinary entity.
The concept of a national or "ethnic" cookery based on certain key dishes is both highly subjective and relative, a product of the
prejudice of the times rather than an objective assessment. Some
foods characteristic of Polish cooking emerged owing to the natural
suitability of the soil and climate to certain grains and plants. Millet
and millet kasha, for example, have been consumed in Poland since
the very earliest period of Slavic settlement. Written documentation
and archaeological evidence for millet crops m other parts of northern
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Europe are minimal. Because of its low tolerance to cool night temperatures and its short growing season, millet cannot be grown in most
parts of northern Europe. Yet, because of its adaptability to the slashand-burn agriculture of medieval Poland (it thrives on newly cleared
ground), millet formed a key element of everyday diet prior to the
introduction of the potato in the seventeenth century.
While it is tempting then to assign millet to the "national"
cuisine of Poland during the Middle Ages, archaeological remains of
millet can be found all over southeastern Europe, in parts of Russia
and the Czech Republic, and even in Rumania. Farther south in the
Balkans it is very common. It is easy to prove from archaeolog~calevidence that Poles consumed millet for at least a thousand years, and
this by itself should qualify it among the old and authentic relics that
Gloger considered worthy of Polishness. But millet is not there.
In its stead we find bigos (see recipe on page 169), a cabbageand-meat dish of more recent adoption. Outside Poland, it is treated
as one of the most ubiquitous symbols of Polish culture. A winter dish
requiring several days' preparation, bigos has been described as a type
of Polish cassoulet. It has also been characterized as a type of hunter's
stew, with multitudes of recipe interpretations. It is probably all of
these things and more, since it is still a part of the living food culture
of the country. But bigos did not originate in Poland, nor is the name
of Polish origin. In concept, it appears similar to an ltalian dish
known in sixteenth-century Poland as miszkulancja (from the Italian
mescolanza, meaning "mixture"). Some Polish historians have
accepted this as evidence of Queen Bona Sforza's inventive influence,
but her Italian cooks simply may have given an older dish a new and
more fashionable label.
Mikotaj Rej did not mention bigos specifically in any of hw
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writings during the sixteenth century, so the dish must have assumed
its more familiar name and form within the past three hundred years.
Bigos was initially composed of mixed game, which by definition was
food reserved for the nobility. It has evolved over time into a more
egalitarian preparation, since many Poles make it today, although
rarely wlth game. It is even available in most Polish pubs and bistros.
Some Polish etymological material has suggested that the
word bigos is polonized from the German Bleiguss.1° This is not a food,
but something associated with a custom: pouring molten lead into
cold water on New Year's Day. The resulting strangely shaped flakes of
metal are then studied to predict the future. This etymology is doubtless erroneous, although bigos was probably a modification of a medieval German dish. The archaic German verb becken (to cut up or
chop and equivalent to the old English verb bray) would offer a more
promising possibility. So would Beifuss, which appears in old German
as bih&, bkuoz, and other variations. Beifuss is a term for mugwort
(Artemesia vulgaris), a popular medieval condiment for meats.
In any case, we do know what bigos is in medieval terms,
smce it is made with leftovers and was originally structured in layers.
It is similar to the cabbage-and-meat mixture known as choucroute
alsacienne, although the ingredients in that preparation are not
chopped up Into small pieces, which may be one of the keys to the
origin of bigos. Perhaps it is rather more like another Alsatlan dish,
potie buhng&e (Baeckoffe),which descends from the medieval compositurn (meaning a mixture). This braised layered dish made with
cabbage, leftover meats, and fruit is known as Gumhist8pel in parts of
Bas-Rhin and Switzerland." It was traditionally made in many parts of
southern Germany and Austria, where it still survives under numerous
dialect designations. It is also indigenous to the old Saxon cookery of
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If the rest of Molokhovets's ingredients had also been added
Transylvania and has thus evolved into many variant forms in Hungarian cookery. It would be tempting to point toward a Hungarian
avenue for the introduction of bigos into Poland, given the flow of
other culinary ideas from that part of Europe. But it is also true that
Hedwig of Andechs-Meran (d. 1243), later known in Poland as Saint
Hedwig of Silesia, would have been perfectly at home w ~ t hthis d ~ s h
during her thirteenth-century youth in the Bavarian monastery at
Kitzingen.
The medieval origins of bigos are oddly alluded to in a most
un-medieval source: the Pnradok molodym khozjujkam ( A Gift to Young
' ~ author,
Housewives), a nineteenth-century Russian ~ o o k b o o k .The
Elena Molokhovets, never explained where she found her recipe for
Polish bigos, but her procedure for making it involved the older, more
medieval technique of layering the ingredients in line with the structure of a compositum. The significant part is at the begmning of her
recipe, where she layers the bacon and cabbage. This step was technically unnecessary because she could have chopped them just as easily. She was evidently remaining faithful to an older recipe format, yet
she was also obliged to stew the dish because she was preparing it on a
cookstove.
The layering aspect is the connecting element, and in the
Middle Ages this initial step was easily performed in an oven or
braised under coals. The medieval Polish kitchen was supplied with a
number of utensils that could be used to accomplish this- in fact the
whole dish could be prepared this way. The most typical implement
was a three-legged dutch oven made of earthenware. Such a pot (missCwking pot excavutedfrorn
the OldMarket, Warmu,
fourteenth century.

ing its lid) was excavated from a thirteenth-century site in Warsaw's
Old Town, although the archaeological report misidentified it as a
patelnin (skillet).13

in layers, the result would still be bigos. In fact, if the recipe for cabbage compositum with mushrooms (see page 150) is combined w ~ t h
the chicken baked with prunes (see page 154), the mixture would
remind most Poles of bigos. What separates the modern Polish dish
from its medieval roots is the subtle alteration in structure and procedure that took place as the recipe shifted from hearth to stove cookery. While bigos IS stewed today, it is not sloppy with liquid because
the stewing is intended to cook it down. In any case, the preparation
should be thick like Sicilian caponata, which is why Poles today serve
it as an hors d'oeuvre on toast or bread before a formal meal.
It should be evident from the examples of millet (a Polish
food now largely forgotten) and blgos, a dish that has come down to
the present with considerable cultural baggage, that the dichotomies

of Polish cuis~neare not strictly limited to the court setting and the
peasant dishes. These two worlds have indeed fused in the creation of
a Polish consciousness at table, but other dimensions also come into
play. The Polish fascination with the writings of Sir Walter Scott during the nineteenth century encouraged an Ivanhoe mentality about
the Polish Middle Ages. In order to cut through these many layers of
romanticized history, in order to see Poland in its raw medieval terms,
we must confront the very definition of Polishness. The main players
of the Polish Middle Ages have not left us with evidence of their
thoughts on food or how they saw themselves when they dined among
foreigners. Thus, the presumption here has been that Polish cuisine is
the living food culture of the times. It is the reality of the here and
now, as well as the particular reality of a past place and time. In the
pages that follow, we will tackle the Polish Middle Ages and dissect a
particular slice of it w ~ t hthat caveat in mind.

C h a p t e r Two

7r

he traditional schema for studying medieval society based on

class alone does not work in the area of food consumption and cookery. Standard of living is the only measure that comes closest to the
reality of the times. There are also problems in identifying the various
social groups who made up medieval Poland based on the nature of
medieval record-keeping. But most important, we have attempted to
answer the question: what is Polish identity, at least as it applies to
food?
Now we shall turn to the question: who is Polish? How do we
create a logical boundary for dealing with the people of medieval
Poland and their diet? The old borders of medieval Poland were artificial because they were polit~cal.They did not always relate to the
actual distribution of ethnic Poles in Europe. A national concept of
Polishness was likewise diffuse and ill defined. It is more likely
that Poles defined themselves in terms of the dukedom where
they lived, or perhaps by a particular region during the
early Middle Ages. Certainly during the very earliest period of Slavic settlement, Poles defined who they were according to their tribe. The following pages provide a summary of Poland's medieval history up to the early Jagiellon state,
which was established in 1386.l There we shall pick up the story
of Polish food and drink in greater detail.
Historical descriptions of Poland prior to the Jagiellon mon-
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was also a political symbol. Queen Jadwiga, whose court we shall
archy, however, have suppl~edus with some of the material dealing
with the foods of the Polish Middle Ages. Of particular interest is the

Cronicae et gesta ducum sive prmcipum Polonorum of the Benedictine
monk Gallus Anonymus, who compiled his work between 1116 and

1 119.2He composed it along the lines of the chansons de geste then
common in Westem Europe, thus heroic elements are interwoven
with fact and no small amount of political agenda. The anonymous

Chronicon comitis Petri was less sweeping in its coverage, for it focused
primarily on the exploits of Peter Wiostowicz of Silesia, a powerful
noble who challenged ducal authority.
Silesia (the westernmost part of pesent-day Poland bordering
Germany) has always been fertile ground for various forms of literary
and philosophical expression. Perhaps the most exqulslte of these that
still survives (from a manuscript dating from 1353) 1s the Vita sanctae

explore in Chapter 3, owed her name to this much-loved saint, which
was doubtless useful in giving further authenticity to her own Piast
ancestry.
The first attempt at an organized Polish history, rather than
heroic deeds, was the Cronica de gestis principum ac regnum Poloniae by
Vincent Kadlubek, bishop of Cracow (d. 1223). This was followed by
the Cronica Poloniae Maioris by Godislaw Baszko of Poznan (d. before
129711298), All of these early documents refer to food, and all were
publ~shedin nineteenth-century collections of medieval sources edited
by various Polish scholar^.^ Yet, except for Gallus Anonymus, no
Polish chronicles survive from the period of ducal rule. What we
know about the earliest period of Polish history has been extrapolated
from later sources, from foreign references to Poland, and especially
from archaeological findings.

Hedwigi~.~
This is a richly illuminated account of the life of Hedwig of
Andechs-Meran (d. 1243), wife of the Piast Duke Henry I of Silesia.
The manuscript 1s full of pictures relating to the daily life of her
period and is espec~allyuseful in its visual documentation of drinking
cups, hand mills, and other objects.
Born in Tyrol and reared in the monastery of Kitzingen in
Bavaria, Hedwig (Jadwiga in Polish) could easily have introduced a
number of new culinary ideas to Poland long before the onslaught of
things Italian in the 1500s. More important, after the death of her
husband, Hedwig retired to the convent of Trzebnica and devoted the
remainder of her life to the poor. In 1267, she was canonized as a
saint. Indeed, she became the patron saint of all Silesia, the reason for
the great popularity of her name in Poland.4 Because she was connected by marriage to the Piast dynasty that created Poland, Hedwig

Origins of the Polish People
The oldest city in Poland is Kalisz, which was originally built on an
d a n d in the Prosna River. It is the ancient Calisia mentioned by
Ptolemy in

A.D.

142-147, a major trading center on the old Amber

Route between the Baltic and Mediterranean Seas. Whether the Calisians were Poles or even Slavs is a matter of debate because the people
who are generally referred to by medieval historians as "proto-Polish"
do not appear on Polish soil until the sixth century. They were largely
engaged in animal husbandry and farming.
Several Byzantine sources describe the proto-Poles and their
tribal society. Archaeological evidence has revealed widespread trade
contacts with Caroling~anEurope, Kievan Rus (modem Ukraine),
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magnates who ruled Poland up to 1370 claimed descent from this
Great Moravia (centered on the present Czech Republic), and various
Baltic peoples. Furs, amber, and salt appear to have been the lead~ng
export products.
Polish society at this time was organized under militav
leaders called kqdz (later spelled ksiqie). These leaders built fortified
settlements and eventually organized the Poles into numerous territorial entities. Eventually, the Polanie tribe (called Polanes in Latin
records), situated around Gniezno in the north, and the WiSlanie tribe
(called Vislanes in Latin), centered around Cracow in the south,
emerged as the most powerful. The Polanie tribal territory was later
known as Great Poland, while the WiSlanie territory was later known

ancient family line. The synthesis of court and peasant mentioned in
connection with food is epitomized in the legends surrounding Piast
origins, for the Piasts are said to have descended from a wheelwright.
In short, they claimed to be peasants who became rulers. Thus, when
the nobility of postmedieval Poland chose to evoke authenticity and
ancient Polishness, it could turn to these legendary peasant origins as
a symbol of identity and as a link to the land. Food in this context
assumes a dimension of political propaganda, which is quite evident in
many of the chronicles of medieval Poland that extol the virtues of
certain rulers or high nobles. Yet the Piast legend is nothing more
than that. The family name is derived from the Polish word piartowat,

as Little Poland. Archaeologtsts have carried out extensive excava-

which means "to take care of," or in a political sense "to hold office,"

tions at the old Wiilanie capital of WiSlica. As a result much is now

but since office holders take care of people, the two meanings are not

known about the early stronghold and how it was built, in addition to
massive amounts of material relating to the foods and foodways of this
period.

really separate. Polish linguistic scholars have suggested that the name
was originally some type of title, but that interpretation

IS

not hrmly

settled.
The military chiefs who headed the various tribal territories

Prince Mieszko and his Piast territories are important because

fought against one another and against foreign encroachments. After

he is mentioned in the 966 account of Jewish merchant ibn-Ya'qub of

the Polanie leader asserted control over the rest of the tribal territo-

Tortosa in Spain, who was visiting Prague that year. In 964 or 965

ries, all of the tribes were referred to collecttvely in Latin texts as Pol-

(the exact date is not known) Mieszko married Dobrova, daughter of a

onia. The name Polanes derives from the Polish word pok, which

powerful Bohemian duke. She came to Poland with Christian priests

means a held. Thus Polonia is literally a nation of field dwellers, that

and in 966 Mieszko and his court were converted to Christiamty. The

is, people who do not live in villages but in scattered single-family

rest of Poland, however, did not convert so quickly; indeed, it took

farms. These agriculturalists were pagans who worshipped the sun.

almost two centuries for the Church to eradicate pagan practices.

Their chief god was Swaroiyc.
Medieval texts mention a Prince Mieszko (d. 992), who by

However, the coming of Christianity to Poland altered the
course of Polish history. Mieszko later placed Poland directly under

960 appears to have consolidated the various tribal territories of Po-

the Apostolic See, dedicating Gniezno (then the capital) and its

lonia into one political entity and opened trade with Byzantium.

environs to Saint Peter. This placed Poland under the protection of

Mieszko was a Piast, and all the various dukes, princes, and other
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the Pope and allied it permanently with the Latin West. It also laid
the foundations for the enormous political power that would eventually flow into the hands of the Polish Church. For the most part, the
high church officials were also Piast princes or close relatives, so the
web of dynastic power during this period was tightly woven.
Mieszko's eldest son, Boleslaw Chrobry (reigned 992-1025),
expanded Poland into Kievan Rus to the East and took lands in the
West from the Czechs. In 1025, the Pope granted him the title of king
and he was crowned on Easter Sunday that year. The choice of that
date for his coronation is significant, as ~tnot only equated the event
with the widespread feasting following Lent, but in a polit~calsense it
also elevated the new kmg to a type of national savior. Boieslaw was
Poland's first true king, but if the intermingling of political and religious imagery was meant to bolster the success of the state, the gamble
failed. He died shortly after his coronation, and Poland was plunged
into political upheaval and a full-scale reversion to the old pagan
religion.
Boieslaw the Bold (reigned 1058-1079) pulled the country

that time a distinct ethnic group), and other tribes living on his east-

back together, regaining Silesia, a region that throughout Polish his-

em borders. Because the knights also had papal approval and the sup-

tory has slipped back and forth between various rulers. With the assis-

port of the Holy Roman Emperor, their appearance on Polish territory

tance of Pope Gregory VIII, the Polish king resurrected the Church.

became a threat to Polish autonomy. By 1230, the knights had con-

He also established Cracow as the capital. The Piast magnates grew

quered much of Prussia. In 1309, the Grand Master of the Teutonic

suspicious of his attempts to consolidate power, and in 1079 they

Order moved the brotherhood from Venice and constructed a vast

drove him into exile. From this time on, the real power behind the

brick castle at Malbork (Marienburg) near Gdansk that still stands.

Polish throne lay in the hands of a small group of families who con-

The duke's fateful invitation set into motion a bitter conflict with

trolled vast estates and personal revenues.

Poland that lasted for centuries and did not play itself out until 1945,

In 1226, one of these magnates, Duke Conrad of Mazovia (a
l~
Piast), invited the Knights of the Teutonic Order ( o r i g ~ n a lCrusaders
in the Holy Land) to help defeat the pagan Lithuanians, Prussians (at

when Poland absorbed the remnants of medieval Prussia and expelled
the German-speaking population from those terrltorles.
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The Peasantry

taken using Polish concepts of land tenure. By 1200, Western European concepts of special privileges in the form of fixed rents, heredi-

During the very earliest part of the Middle Ages, the Polish peasants
may have existed as free farmers holding land as part of the local tribal
unit. The actual ownership of the land may have been communal
Insofar as lt belonged to the group rather than to one person. Once

tary tenure, and village self-government were brought into play. Lured
by these benefits, settlers from abroad (mostly Germans) and from
wlthin Poland took up land in the Polish wilderness and carved out
new farms and villages.
By about 1300, the success of this settlement plan was

the military leaders, llke the early Plasm and their warriors, forged
obvious to the overlords in all parts of Poland, and special privileges
control over the tribal communities, they demanded tribute. Some
were gradually extended in piecemeal fashion to the older settlement
tribute was paid in agricultural products, others were paid in speareas. The economic benefit to the landowners lay in the fact that
cialized services, such as beekeeping, hunting, sheep herding, or
agr~culturalrisk was shifted to the peasant while guaranteeing a steady
through general agricultural labor.
annual flow of rents in cash. The peasants acquired cash by selling
By the twelfth century, some of these peasant farmers- later
their produce in the market towns which were developing during this
called "half-acre gentry" (from zagradowa, "fenced in" or "enclosed") same period. Not all Polish peasants achieved legal freedom or ecoremained free. But most of them experienced some type of restramt on

nomic independence, but from the late thirteenth century through

their existence, whether freedom of movement, use of resources, or limthe fifteenth, the rentier economy allowed them to enjoy a relatively
itations on the types of activities they could engage in. Some had bedecent standard of living. This general well-being was only disrupted
come outright serfs to their princely rulers; nearly all were required to
if they fell victim to the destruction of invading armies, climatic disaspay heavy duties. Their rulers endowed churches and rewarded loyal
followers with grants of land and the income paid by the people living
on them. In this way, the high nobility, the bishops, and the monasteries accumulated landed estates covering large areas with many hundreds, even thousands, of dependents. In some regions of Poland, these
landed estates were devoted to cereal crops under the close supervision
of the overlord. In others, temporary fields were carved out of woodlands by slash-and-bum techniques and these farmers lived more or less
undisturbed by their masters.
The Polish situation was further complicated as the ruling
princes and landowners turned their attention to vast tracts of unsettled land in order to increase their incomes. At first, this was under-

ters, or epidemics, especially the plague.
Because economic development of the region now comprising
modem Poland relied heavily on immigration during the Mlddle Ages,
Poland became a polyglot society during this phase of its history. Immigration filled large areas of Silesia, Pomerania, and Prussia with
German-speaking majorities. From the fourteenth century on, the extension of Polish political control eastward and southeast also brought
Lithuanians, Hungarians, and large Ukrainian minorities into the Polish kingdom. Ethnic and cultural tensions between Poles and non-Poles
never fully disappeared. When speaking of peasant foods and foodways
m medieval terms, we must always keep in mind this great diversity.
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The first appearance of the Woyszky family in medieval rec-

The Lesser Nobiity

ords was in an 1183 document confirming property transfers in
Bohemla and Moravia by Frederick, duke of Bohemia. Two brothers,

While much of the Polish peasantry during the thirteenth century
merged into a class of free rent-paying tenants on land owned by
someone else, the half-acre gentry retained a m~litaryrole and a status
equivalent to ownership rights over their property. This class of peasant, divided into those who performed mounted military service In full
armor and the so-called wlodurz (pages, stewards, and soldiers of lesser
rank), began to claim exemption from taxes due to their military service, a privilege already enjoyed by the entourages of the powerful
s
level of peasantry coalesced into a
overlords. By degrees, t h ~ upper
Their privgroup known as the lesser nobility (in Polish, s~lachta).~
ileges became more sharply defined after Klng Louis d'Anjou of Hungary and Poland granted them legal status in 1374. In spite of this,
their economic resources were not much better than that of a well-off
peasant, and without military rewards or the steady employment of an
overlord, the szlachta was always at risk of slipping into a lower rank.
The szlachta was already a recognizable part of medieval
Polish society by the Jagiellon dynasty. Since it further evolved as a
class during that period, it would be useful to look at an example of
one family to see exactly how complex the existence of the szlachta
could be, not just in terms of social status but in the constantly shifting nature of their standard of living. Not all members of the Pol~sh
szlachta could claim genealogies as old as that of the Woyszkys,but
since the fortunes of this family were tied to those of the early Piasts,
they serve as a convenient bridge between the early and late Middle
Ages. Furthermore, they represent the sort of soldiering class that
formed part of the entourage of individuals called familiares (retainers)
at the Polish court.

Otto and Rediwoi Woizke, acted as witnesses on behalf of the Order
of Saint John of Jerusalem (Hospitallers).7 This may also support the
supposition that they are of Czech rather than Polish origin. They are
generally described in later lists of nobility (from the 1500s onward) as
Silesian or Upper Sdesian and eventually became Germanized after
most of Silesia came under Austrian rule in the 1500s.
The family reappears in a 1290 document issued by Przemysl
11, duke of Great Poland and Cracow (king of Poland 1295-1296),
when Bernhard ("eius qul dicitur Woyszky"-he who is called
Woyszky) is referred to as castellan of C r a ~ o wThe
. ~ distinction was
mentioned because the wojski was the title of the official who stood In
for the castellan when he was away on a military campaign. Thus the
family name derives from a title of office. From this we can gather that
the family is indeed a military one, and in the case of castellan, his
primary job was to defend the walls of the royal capital. Furthermore,
as loyal followers of the Piast prmces, the Woyszkys acquired small
feudal holdings, which elevated them econom~callyabove the peasants, although in real terms the differences may have been small. Casirnir the Great mentioned a Petms Woyszky in 1354, and the family
surfaces in many later histories of Poland and Silesia.
Another complicating factor was that of clan ( r d ) , which
represented a type of political consciousness based on real or imagined
genetic relationships with a common ancestor. Knightly clans evolved
in Poland during the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries, with groupings
called gniazdu ("nests") forming protective settlements around many
towns. Pol~shfamilies that managed to rise above the peasantry at-
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Such courts would have Included those of the powerful
tached themselves through marriage or military service to various
clans according to a fixed number of insignia. This recognition of clan
gained ground as part of the efforts of the szlachta to further define itself as a distinct class with specific rights and privileges. All members
of the same clan shared one insignia and proclamatio (battle cry).
The Woyszkyclan insignia was the Wieniawa, a head of an
aurochs with a ring through its nose, a species of wild cattle symbolic
of ancient Poland. It is not known when the Woyszkys were hrst permitted to use it, but by the 1500s they were considered old members
of this clan. That the clans were powerful social forces is not in doubt,

r.:::,I

for Casimir the Great attempted to create new power elites in the
mid-1300s specifically to break the grip of the old clans on the Polish

:.. :.
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throne- and in that fallout exit the Woyszkys. Later, throughout
much of the Jagiellon dynasty, the lords of Brzesie (the Lanckor6nski

family of the Zadora clan) dominated the court politics via their clan
networks. It was through their good offices that many nobles, as well
as members of the szlachta, found employment at court.
Wieniawa, a clan inrignia.

We find, for example, Piotr Szafraniec of Luczyce (Staryk6n

voivodes of Cracow, Sandomierz, Poznan, Kalisz, and Sieradz, as well
as the church elites headed by the archbishop of Gniezno and the
bishops of Cracow, Kujawy, and Poznan. But there were others as well,
even beyond the immediate borders of the kingdom. One such court
would have been that of Wenzel, duke of Legnica, a Piast who was
sometimes an honored guest at Wawel Castle. He was doubly powerful
in political terms because he was also the bishop of Wroclaw (from

1382 to 1417) and is known to have received a barrel of corned aurochs from the Polish king. This was a gift food of high status and
would not have been served to members of the szlachta at court, unless in the form of leftovers. Leftovers, as we shall see, form a large
part of what was served to the various individuals living at Wawel
Castle, and the pecking order involves an understanding of the varying degrees of status accorded to all of these people. A list of some of
these individuals and a brief discussion of their professions appear in
Chapter 3.
This brings us to the period of Polish reunification coupled
with the extinction of the Piast dynasty. Other branches of the Piast

clan) employed as assistant master of the royal pantry (1376-13981, a

family continued to rule in Mazovia and Silesia, and many prominent

polltical crony to say the least, but for a person of noble origin, this

members married into European royal houses. In Poland, however, the

job was hardly one of influence or prestige. Such positions were more

royal line soon died out. True political unity did not come to the king

commonly filled by the lesser nobility, who were quite willing to work

dam until the reign of the Kujavian Piast, Wtadysiaw 1 tokietek,

as military officers at court, as royal huntsmen, royal falconers, and

called "the Short," who ruled from 1306 until 1333. In 1320, he

even, as we shall see, as master chefs. In fact, a whole range of duties

arranged the marriage of his daughter Elizabeth to the Sicilian Ange-

were viewed as stations above the peasantry offering honorable em-

vin King Charles Robert of Hungary. This political move was one of

ployment and opportunities for social advancement. There was also

the reasons for a strong Hungarian presence at the Jagiellon court

the added perk of sharing in the culinary largesse of the master's table.

later in the century.

This pattern not only applied to the royal court at Cracow; it was repeated in all the princely courts throughout Poland.

Upon the death of tokietek in 1333, his son Casimir 111
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Casimlr set out to accomplish several things at once. His
ascended the throne. Casimir's reign (1333-1370) 1s one of the periods of Polish history that might justifiably be described as golden. He
made Poland into a major European power, but his international successes were mixed. In 1335 and 1339 he signed treaties with Luxembourg recognizing ~ t clatms
s
over Silesia. In 1343, he recognized the
claims of the Teutonic Knights to Pomerania. As an interesting footnote to those soldiering Woyszkys, a branch of the family soon
appeared on estates at Krokau in Pomerania, acquired through service
to the Order. Clan loyalties were not shaped by nationalism.
Hemmed in by political setbacks in the west, Casimir turned
eastward and tn 1340 invaded Podolia, Halicz, and Ruthenia, thus
capturing Lvov and doubling the size of the Polish state. In the 1360s,
he arbltrated a serious conflict among the Luxembourg, Hapsburg, and

first order of business was to marry off a granddaughter, Elizabeth of
Pomeranla, to the Holy Roman Emperor, widower Kmg Charles IV of
Bohemla. Charles had been married to another Polish Piast, Anna
of Swidn~ca-Jawor6w.who died in 1362. This settled the dust on
some irritating dynastic clams and brought the major European
powers at that tlme into better harmony. The second order of the
day was to curry support for King Peter de Lusignan of Cyprus
(relgned 1359-1369) and his plans to launch a crusade against Egypt.
Among the foreign royalty present at this convention were King
Charles, King Peter, King Charles Robert of Hungary, and King Waldemar IV of Denmark, not to mention their courts and a vast following of prlnces, dukes, bishops, and their entourages, including their
private cooks.

Angevin dynasties, and in doing so, perhaps averted a major war that
would have broken up the Holy Roman Empire. In terms of Polish
culinary history, Casimir's reign marked an important shift in focus.
An aficionado of fine cooking with a keen eye for pomp and spectacle,
he helped to foster an international interest in Polish cookery.

If Polish hospitality had been a mystery to the world leaders
of the mid-1300s, Casimir changed that in 1364 when he hosted an

international convention of nobles in Cracow. Period accounts
gathered by fifteenth-century Polish historian Jan Dhgosz have cast
this event as one of the most spectacular of the fourteenth century.
Other accounts by actual participants are now beginning to surface
and suggest that the full story has not yet been told. Roman Grodecki's history of the congress has detailed the complex political ramifications, but not much has been written about the unusual culinary
dimensions that set this gathering apart from all others in the late
Middle Ages.

As host, Casimlr was called upon to supply the guests with
food and lodging, and his open generosity was everywhere noted. But
his most distinguished guests also brought gifts and reciprocated with
dinner parties according to their own taste, so that the cumulative effect was one grand culinary bazaar. Casimir took this opportunity to
showcase Polish cookery, but his household accounts do not survive,
so we can only guess at what this meant, at least in terms of the royal
court.
Casimir maintained Italian pleasure gardens at great expense

considering the severity of Poland's winters. It is likely that this Iralian emphasis was also carried over into his kitchen when he engaged
in p b l i c entertainments, the sort of pre-Platina recipes of the late
1300s that have come to light in a large Italian manuscript recently
discovered In South Tyrol (as yet unpublished). But like most recipe
collections from the Middle Ages, regardless of the language in which
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they are written, such material would represent an accretion of information spanning perhaps as much as three centuries and reaching

struction of wars have erased much of the original material, but some
of it ~assedinto the body of Western European culinary literature.
O n closer analysis, it would appear that these new rulers were

down into a number of sources. Some of this material may have perco.
lated through several cultures, with adjustments often made when a
recipe is copied, translated, or rewritten. Analysis of later cookery
manuscript collections - from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries for example - has shown that this characteristic is inherent in
the very nature of manuscript cookery books. This is a demotic literary form based on eclectic derivation.
In any event, we may safely presume that the courtly dimension of Casimir's table was derived from models found in written
sources. To complete its Polishness, his cook would have unified this
with dishes of peasant origin. For political reasons, he may also have
chosen certam foods that reinforced imagery relating to his king's
Piast ancestry: wafers stamped with the Piast insignia or shaped ltke

quickly creolized both through intermarriage and by acculturation. We
may cite as evidence the wedding feast of Richard 1 of England (an
Angevin), which took place on Cyprus in 1192. The menu discussed
by George Jeffery in his Cyprus Under an Englah King (1973) was anything but English, and it was certainly not French. Even taro was
served. It would be tempting to suggest that the "Vyaund de cyprys
bastarde" and its Cypriot roommates in the Harleian MS. 279 (supposedly dating from the 1470s), represent material handed down from
this much earlier p e r i ~ dBut
. ~ it could also stem from a (now lost)
body of recipes that evolved out of Casimir's grand convention in
1364. The recipe for hashmeat (see page 171) is offered as a sampling
of the way in which something Cypriot may have been seen through
the eyes of a Polish court cook. All that can be said about most of the

wagon wheels (alluding to wheelwright origins), mead, and dishes featuring turnips, since they figure in the legend about the founding of

surviving medieval recipes in Western Europe claiming to be Cypriot
is that they have been rewritten to accommodate foods not found in

the Piast dynasty. He would also have served dishes based on the cuisines of the king's most distinguished guests, both to flatter to them,

Cyprus.
What would we have expected among the food gifts brought

and to show that the king was indeed an international man.
by King Peter to the Polish king? Items that were easy to transport
The most exotic food at this convention was doubtless that
without spoiling, such as olive oil, various wines, rum, and the bevof the Cypriot delegation. Traditional histortes have assumed that the

erage soumndn (a form of almond milk taken as a health drink, with

dynastic families of French origin who established themselves in vanwhich rum was often mixed), or glygo amygdalou, a marzipan confecous Mediterranean kingdoms imposed their culture on their depention made in Cypriot convents.
dents. This may indeed have been true of the political structure and
This list also would include large quantities of sugar and a
the social customs directly connected with it, but in terms of food
number of costly spices. If anything could be called "Cypriot" to the
consumption, all of these societies had very highly developed cuisines
Polish mind of the middle and late 1300s, it was the importation of
in place before the French arrived. Many possessed a long tradition of
culinary literature going back to early Byzantium. Time and the de-

sugar, two sorts of galingale ("lesser," Alpina officinarum, and "greater,"
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vidual was in part due to the Byzantine style of court cookery, in
Alpinn galanga),grains of Paradise (Aframomum melegueta) used to fla-

which the food came to table cut up in small pieces and served In a

vor hippocras, and other spices purchased by Itahan merchants in
multitude of little dishes. Byzantine forks (or their copies) have also
Acre or Alexandria and shipped to Poland via Cyprus. This also
been found in archaeological sites in Sassanian Persia, which suggests
included labdanum, an aromatic resin exuded by the Cypriot rock rose
(Cistw monspeliensis and Cistw villosw cretlcw) which was carried in
the pocket as a prevention against the bubonic plague. To this we
might further add Cypriot "monk's pepper," the seed of agnia or chaste
tree (Vitex agnus cartus). The pepper was added to monastic dishes to
suppress venery or sexual desire.
Yet no Cypriot product stood out more than sugar. Sugar
cane was introduced to Cyprus from Egypt sometime during the pertod
of Byzantine rule (330-1184), perhaps in the seventh century. It was
under later Lusignan (1192-1489) and Venetian rules that it became
a major cash crop. After stripping the island of its lumber for s h p
building, the Venetians in particular created vast sugar plantations
along the warm southern coast of Cyprus and traded it out of Les
Salines (Lamaca), a city also famous for its salt used in glassmaking.
The Genoese, who were important to Poland through Black Sea trade,
also entered the picture, especially after they captured the Cypriot
port of Famagusta in 1376 and thus gained a foothold on the island.
The Cypr~otdelegation also brought with it the custom of
eating food with forks, called p e r o m in Byzantine Greek. This technique for eating food developed in Byzantium and was widespread by
the tenth century. It was adopted by Western Europeans who came in
contact with Byzantine food culture in the eastem Mediterranean.
Byzantine forks are known to date from at least the sixth century and
Byzantine fork, rixtb c e n t u y ,
w o u g b t bronze. Private
collection.

were commonly used for eating sticky foods and cheese. Their evolution from serving forks into personal implements carried by each indl-

that the Greek custom developed in response to Oriental influences
emanating from areas well outside the Byzantine world.
It is quite likely that forks made of precious metal were presented as gifts by the Cypriot king to the other monarchs attending
the Cracow convention of 1364, although no documentation has thus
far come to light to prove it. These curiosities may have been passed
on as gifts to others. Louis d'Anjou, a guest at this feast, listed a fork
In his 1368 inventory. Fifteen years later, a fork appeared in the 1379
inventory of King Charles V of France. It took more than a century
for European cookery to adapt to the use of forks, and forks do not
appear in royal inventories in Poland until 1502. They did not
become commonplace on Polish tables until the seventeenth century.
The archaeological prospects for documenting such an
exchange remain dim, as it is not likely that a royal fork with a gold
handle or encrusted with jewels and Byzantine cloisonn6 would ever
end up on a rubbish heap. But an example of lesser quality was found
in a late fifteenth-century site at Stare Miasto "Na valach in the
Czech Republic. That fork was probably old and worn when discarded,
implying that it had been in use for some time. Its place of manufacture is unknown, but ~twas definitely owned by someone of high rank.
The find is significant because it places the fork in Central Europe
cons~derablyahead of its appearance in written sources. Other serendipitous discoveries may eventually close the gaps in what is now
known about the early distribution of the fork. In the meantime, the

Medievalfork from Stare
Miasfo.

Jadwiga died childless in 1399, but left a lasting impression
Cracow congress of 1364 presents itself as one possible point of
introduction.
The culinary diversity of that event symbolized in many
respects the new Poland that Casimir 111 had assembled prior to his
death in 1370. He recognized the value of a vibrant urban economy
and pragmatically invited the Jews to settle in Poland. His royal protection threw open the country to a mass migration of Jews from
Western Europe, especially from the German Rhineland.lo Yet mixed
in with the Jews were also Waldensians from Italy and considerable
numbers of Armenians fleeing west in the tumultuous years leading up
to the Mamluk conquest of Armenia in 1375. Like the Jews, the Italians and Armenians congregated in larger towns and cities and added
variety to Poland's urban culinary and intellectual life.
Casimir 111died without a legal heir. His nephew, Louis
d'Anjou (king of Hungary), assumed the Polish throne and ruled in
absentia until his death in 1382. In 1384, after a brief interregnum,
Casimir's grandniece Jadwiga d'Anjou became the Polish queen. A
child-heiress and symbol of political legitimacy, she was the second
daughter of Louis and sister of Maria d'Anjou (who reigned from 1382
to 1395 as queen of Hungary). Jadwiga's assumption to the Polish
crown was predicated on an arranged marriage negotiated by the
Polish magnates with Jogalia, the extremely powerful grandduke of
pagan Lithuania. In return for this union, which brought together

on her husband. At her request, her jewels were converted into a trust
fund to establish a permanent income for the famous Jagiellonian
University in Cracow. Even to the very end of her life, Jadwiga was
keenly aware of her saintly namesake, and the meaning of such
patronage in Polish terms. She may have been politically powerless,
her chancellor Zaklika (Topor clan) and vice chancelor Moskorzewskl
(Pilawa clan) hemmed in by the Lanckororiskis, but her cultural and
culinary effects on the royal court were pervasive. Following her
death, Jagleito remarried several times and went on to establish a new
family dynasty that ruled Poland and Lithuania until 1572.
What we know about the foods served at the Jagiellon court
have been preserved in the household ledgers. Many of these records
are purchase orders for specific meals, and thus serve as a supplemen.
tary outline in lieu of a menu. Since quantities are given in minute
detail, ~tis possible to view many of the purchase orders in the same
light as reclpes. With all or most of the ingredients in place, it simply
remains to decipher how they were combined. Yet these records cannot be used alone, but rather viewed in context with similar records
from the same period. This helps to better define both the court cuisine itself and food preparation of a more provincial nature within Poland, not to mention a better grasp of subtle differences in food
consumption as dictated by standard of living.
To this end, a wide range of regional documents, including

Lithuania and Poland, Duke Jogalia and his people converted to

the accounts and registers of royal officials and magnates in Nie-

Christianity. He then polonized his name to Jagiello and took the

potomice, and in the cities of Korcyn, Prozbw, Zarnow, UjScie Solne,

Christian name Wtadysiaw. Poland was thus transformed from the rich

Wolntcz, Cracow, and Nowy Sgcz, have been consulted. The income

polyglot state created by Casimir 111 to an even larger and more

and expense books for the city of Lvov between 1407 and 1417 have

powerful kingdom. This political and cultural setting defined the court

provided a glimpse into the far southeastern corner of the kingdom.

life of the early Jagiellon state and its royal table.
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The private accounts of the governor of Cracow and state treasurer
Henryk of Rogdw have yielded rich insights into the lifestyle of
powerful state officials. So too did the Amterbuch (central account
book) of the Teutonic Knights, with its emphas~son Baltic foodways
and the eating habits of a military order. A t the other end of the spectrum, records like the account books of the Bochnia salt mines (from
1394 to 1421) provided useful Insights into working-class foodways."
From outside Poland, a variety of foreign culinary materials

P

receding his appointment as viceroy to the king of Bohemia in

1394, an important foreign prince paid his respects to the Polish

shed light on the similarities and differences between Poland and

court. The precise date of this encounter is not clear from surviving

areas known to have supplied the royal court with ideas about cook-

records, but it occurred during a trip through his wife's hereditary

ery, table customs, and perhaps even written recipes. Poland after Cas-

lands on their return to Germany. Of interest to us is the manner in

lmir 111 became a very different place, and the sophistication of the

which this visit played itself out at the royal table. For this was Justus,

Jagiellon court evolved rapidly. The Angevin connections of Queen

margrave of Morav~aand Lausitz, elector of Brandenburg and prince

Jadwiga to possible foreign sources are extremely important, for it 1s

of Luxembourg. He had spent some time in Italy during 1383, and

evident that she possessed a culinary text (perhaps a cookery book)

since 1387 his brother had been the Patriarch of Aquileia, thus adding

that contained a variety of elaborate recipes. Jadwiga's personal prefer-

an important churchly dimens~onto his family ties. His wife was Prin-

ence for prevailing international styles of cookery is evident every-

cess Agnes of Opole, a Piast and therefore a distant relative of

where in the type of ingredients mentioned in her financ~alaccounts.

Queen Jadwiga through her great-uncle Casimir 111.

Let us turn then to the main figures of this culinary drama as it was
played out in Wawel Castle, where Poland's rulers resided at that time.

Such distinguished visitors would have sat with the
monarchs at dinner while the court learned the latest
about the cultural events then unfolding in Italy, Prague,
and elsewhere. In this situation the Polish court would have
dusted off its best linens and Pi-esented itself in its international role as a leading European power. The food served
would also evoke this high standard of the sort preserved in
period cookery manuscripts. The dish of baked fruit (see page 191)
is just such a recipe, which reflects the ingredients found in royal purchase orders during the 1390s and their heavy emphasis on such
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imir's hospitality made it imperative for the Polish court that followed
him to h e up to his very high reputation, a task that seems to have
fallen to Queen Jadwiga.
Generally on ceremonial or state occasions such as this the
king and queen dined together. They sometimes dined together privately, but on a day-to-day basis they ate separately at the head of
their respective retinues. The male retinue dined with the king, the
female retinue with the queen. Gossip often centered on the arrangement or rearrangement of the seating, based on who had fallen out of
favor and who had lately joined the table.
Food was delivered according to this pecking order. What the
queen passed over went down to the next in line, and so the food
traveled down the head table, through the other tables in the room
and into neighboring rooms where even larger numbers of lesser
nobles and household staff waited to be served. The court records
expensive imports as almonds, lemons, French wines, olive oil, and
Cypriot sugar.
One can easily imagine that royal conversation included a
discussion of food and the long culinary shadow cast by Casimir the
Great some thirty years earlier. The father of Prince Justus, Johann
Heinrich, from whom he inherited the title of margrave of Moravia,
married Princess Elizabeth of Racibdrz and XSin in January 1364. She
was the daughter of Mieszko, Piast duke of Racibdrz, =Sin, and 05wiecim. Her mother was another Pole, Princess Euphrosine of Plozk
and Mazovia. Both parents and grandparents had been guests at the
convention of nobles in 1364. Thus, the medieval protocol for dining
wlth such dignitaries took into account these elaborate dynastic connections. The dinner conversation about the events of 1364 probably
served as a jovial common bond echoed in the songs of the minnesingers who entertained that day. But the legends surrounding Cas-

allow us to calculate consumption figures based on the first "flight,"
that is, divided among the headcount of the retinues who had first
cholce after the monarch. This provides us with a rough sketch of
how much was served, but it does not represent how much was consumed, because hidden behind these figures are all those other members of the royal household who subsisted on the leftovers. Furthetmore, most of the people during the Middle Ages were quite short by

resent-day standards. What served as an adult portion for them was
probably more like a child's restaurant portion today. In any case, the
style of cooking was heavy and it filled the belly quickly.
This organization of the table, with food traveling downward
to individuals of lesser rank, was repeated throughout Poland in the
princely and ducal courts, and in the country manors of the lesser
nobility. Indeed, even in the peasant households, food was divided up
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Burgrave to the bishop of Lvov, vice chamberlain to the
accordingly. The husband and male members of the family ate
together first; the wife and other females ate together after the men
finished. Guests were accorded special treatment and were normally
served first, often with the best food. This rule did not apply to paying
guests, who might lodge in a private home for the night. They usually
got whatever was on hand or leftover from the day's meal. Such paying guests were a common feature in the Middle Ages due to the lack
of inns in rural areas.
Whether at the royal court or in a peasant kitchen, food was
eaten with the fingers, except for porridges and soups. No one used
personal forks, although some of the royalty in Europe probably knew
about forks by 1364, even though they may not have used them. Individuals ate with a knife held in the left hand, or a spoon in the right.
At the royal court and in other situations where "good manners"
applied, carving was necessary because meats came to the table in
large pieces.
All nobles were required to understand the art of carving,
which was as essential to a gentleman's training as swordsmanship,
equestrian prowess, and falconry. Any member of the royal retinue
might be called upon by the king to carve his majesty's portions. This
task was generally managed in the French fashion, the carver kneeling
directly in front of the monarch. This meant that the food was sltuated on a table roughly at eye level or somewhat above, and had to be
carved in such a way that it could be eaten without a fork-clearly a
certain test of a courtier's mettle. We do not have a Polish treatise on
such training from the Middle Ages, but Lukasz GBmicki's Dworzanin

polski (The Polish Courtier) of 1566 describes Polish custom as it
evolved during the Renaissance. G6rn1cki's references to old customs
povide a backward glance into the Middle Ages.

crown, grand crown treasurer, castellan of Sgcz, hetman to the duke of
Masovia - the list of offices held by Polish members of the royal and
ducal courts is long and exotic. None of those just mentioned was
hereditary, although by the Renaissance many of these offices were
assumed only by the nobility. During the Middle Ages, they were
administrative positions of power, offices that could be filled even by
commoners who were clever enough to work their way up the political
ladder. Most of these high officials ate very well because they were
seated toward the upper end of the pecking order when royal meals
were served. Privately, their incomes often allowed them to live in the
same style as a duke or prince. Some of them even acquired choice
estates by holding mortgages for princes hard up for cash.
We have compiled a list of the various individuals who are
actually mentioned in the records to better understand the Polish
royal household and how it worked during the period from about 1390
to 1420. It is fascinating for the light it throws on the way food came
into Wawel Castle, who processed it, and who took it up to the king's
table. The list has been roughly organized to follow the route of
foodstuffs from the forest or garden through the kitchen to the banquet. There were two royal kitchens at this time, one for the king and
one for the queen, so some positions existed in duplicate.
In addition, the persons working at court, and most or all of
their families, including children, normally resided near or within the
fortified area, thus the headcount of the staff personnel becomes huge.
Even if all these people did not actually reside on Wawel Hill, they
often took their meals there. The wife of the royal potter may have
worked as a laundress, and some of the potter's children may have
worked with the valets assigned to cleaning rooms. In this sense, the
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belonging to other nobles. Since the royal allodia never produced
extensive staff was earning its keep. Following each position name beenough food (or income) to support the court, the king was forced to
low is the Latin designation given in the original documents, then a
rely on the many vendors mentioned in this list.
description of the duties required and some additional information that
Herdsman (Pastor). Guarded the royal cattle and hogs.
may help clarify them. Names in italics are medieval Polish equivalents
Miller (Molendinator). He operated the royal mills or the
or Polish terms that do not have an exact English counterpart.
mills under royal contract, poduced beer, yeast, and bread, and some-

Persons Associated with Food Consumption
at the Polish Royal Court
Purveyors and Staff Outside the Castle Animal flayer (Listiciarius), oprawcza. He worked in conjunction with the butcher. As his

times fattened hogs for the royal butcher.
Potter (Argillator or Argillarius seu glynarz). He made earthenware and cookpots for the royal kitchen. His pottery was usually on
or near the castle premises.
Stall-keeper, market vendor (Institor). These traders sold

duty was to skin the carcasses, he was primarily concerned with hides
products, mostly in exotic spices, at court. Although they may have
and leather, and to some extent the parchment on which the royal
been rich, they did not sit with the nobility. They sometimes ate with
court kept records.
Beer brewer (Braxator cervisie). He produced beer, yeast, and
vinegar for the royal court.
Butcher (Incisor). He slaughtered the animals and divided
the carcass into quarters for the kitchen.
Fishmonger (Piscator). The individual who delivered the fish
to the royal kitchens was either a royal factor appointed to bring the
fish to court or a person not on the royal payroll who made a living by
trading in fish. This person was always at the castle on fast days and
Fridays.

the household servants.
Vendors (Mangones). These persons would appear at the castle with products to sell. A n example is the mangones musci, vendors
who sold moss (used as toilet paper in medieval times). They were
largely transient but they often dined with the servants. Vendors also
purchased things from the court as well, such as dog manure from the
royal kennels (used by dyers) and rags.
Vessel and barrel trader (Vasator). He sold these products to
the court on a regular basis.
Vice procurator, podrzeczy. This individual was in charge of

Gardener (Hortulanus). Large numbers of these individuals

managing a particular royal garrison. He reported to the procurator.

were employed to maintain the royal gardens -both the kitchen gardens and the ornamental gardens on the castle grounds. There were
also gardeners who worked on the royal estates but who ate at the castle when they brought produce in from the country. The royal estates,
or allodia, were the personal property of the king. For political reasons, the royal court never purchased its provisions directly from farms

In-House Puweyors and Processors Baker (Pistor). The royal
baker made all the bread for the court. His ovens were on the premises but he may have had a bakery elsewhere as well. He also ground
grains in a quern (hand mill) to make special flour mixes for court use.
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tunes compiled collections of handwritten recipes. He may have been
Cooper (Doliator). His shop was on the premises. He
the only person in the kitchen who could read and write, although
made and repaired wooden vessels and also sold them in the
market.

this was not a fixed requirement. Sometimes the royal chef was also a
member of the lower nobility.

Coppersmith (Faber ereus). He made copperware for the
royal kitchen, as well as copper utensils for general household use.
Cutler (Cultellifex). He made and sharpened knives in his
shop on the castle premises. He also sharpened weapons for the
knights and soldiers stationed in the castle and made kitchen implements for the court.
Oil presser (Oleator). This specialized craft was carried out at
court to press poppy seeds, flax seeds, or hemp seeds for oil. The oil
presser was always paid in cash. The actual pressing was often done by
peasant girls under his employment. He did not necessarily live on the
castle premises.
Pharmacist, royal druggist (Apothecarius). He prepared medicines and confections, such as comfits and pastdles, which were consumed at the beginning and end of meals.
Provisioner and warehouseman (Dispensator). He acted as

Cook (Coquus dictus), cuchta. Staff cooks in the royal
kitchen performed all of the duties relating to food preparation. These
were mostly young women or girls.
Dishwasher (Abluticius). Washed the dishes in the royal
kitchen. Some purchase orders mention horse tails (Equisetum

hyemale), the common marsh plant, which were used to scour pans
and cooking equipment.
Laundress (Ablutrix), mulier. She was responsible for washing
clothes and table linens. Aside from washing the laundresses processed starch from Arum italicum for the best table linens, napkins,
and ladles' head pieces. The herb is highly ornamental and probably
grew in the pleasure gardens at the castle or in special gardens at one
of the royal estates. Large quantities would doubtless have been used
because the starch also went into the manufacture of pastilles and
other similar sugarwork.

clerk and cashier in dispensing provisions from the royal stores.

Sopny vel Szepny. This Polish term of somewhat vague meaning is the title of the individual at court whose duty it was to supplement the bread supplied by the royal baker with bread bought in the
market. He often dealt in trencher bread, which always seemed to be
in short supply.

Persons in Upper Chambers Vicethesaurus. He was actually the
royal purser. He was personally responsible for all royal household
accounts, dispensed goods and produce from the treasury, the cellars,
and the larders, and authorized the purchase of all products for use at
court. He was immensely powerful and usually became quite rich as a
result of his position. The most famous and shrewdest of these was

Kitchen and Related Staff Chef de cuisine (Magister coquinae). He
supervised the nutrition of the court, discussed food products with the
monarch he served, and oversaw the proper functioning of the royal
kitchen. He also invented new dishes for state functions and some-

Mikohj Wierzynek, chancellor under Casimir the Great. A burgher
who was elected to the nobility, he built himself a magnificent house
on the market square in Cracow where he entertained the kings of
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basically a janitorial function. He may have had a staff of lowerPoland, Cyprus, Denmark, and Hungary and the Holy Roman
Emperor in 1364.'
Courtiers (Curienses). Nobles on hand to perform various
services for the king.
Marshal of the court (Magister curiae). He supervised the

ranking individuals (even children) who worked in teams.
Wine steward (Subpincerna). Although referred to as "cup
bearer," this was customarily a person of noble birth who was in
charge of the beverages at court and their distribution. The position
was considered a great honor.

workings of the entire court, the majordomo who was both chief facilitator and head of protocol.
Procurator. His title in Cracow was wielkorwdca, something
akin to a quartermaster general. He oversaw all product deliveries to
the royal castle and controlled all deliveries to and from the royal garrisons.

These anonymous nobles and craftspeople take on a more
individual qual~tym the art of this period. The painted religious
panels of southern Poland show an array of kneeling knights in armor
and woeful saints draped in clothing typical of the era.I The wonderful
altar carvings In the Zips region of neighboring Slovakia (part of the

Royal custodian (Custos thesauri). Specifically a guardian of
s
were armed. There were
the royal treasury. As such, he or h ~ men
normally several individuals acting as security, both to watch one
another as well as to protect against theft.
Steward or chief butler (Camerarius). This was an older valet
who served the table in the royal dining room. He was usually a
nobleman, and his staff, consisting of "sewers," brought the food forward after it had been sent up from the kitchen. All food was served
in "messes," that is, in quantities for four to six persons, thus there was
usually a waiter for each mess. The cameranus did not touch the food
or carve it unless called upon by the king. HISstaff laid the food on
the table, and where appropriate, served it, except to the monarch, for
a noble person served the monarch. Whether valet or noble, no one
touched the food with the hands. Dishes and implements were held
between long linen napkins that were wrapped around the arms of the
server, a feature that often appears in medieval banqueting scenes.
Valet (Cubicularius). His duty was to keep the rooms clean,

same artistic circle led by Veit Stoss in Poland) evoke the very soul of
the period in the gentle features of everyday people captured in richly
wood. One of the panels on the great triptych in the church
of St. Jacob at Levoca shows Salome dancing before a group of diners3
The table is set with a large platter in the center, manchet rolls are
arranged beside each person, and rye bread trenchers lie before them.
All of this is spread on a handsome white linen tablecloth with woven
stripes. A cup bearer sets a large glass of beer on the table and behind
him a valet brings a covered dish of food.
Such vivid everyday images are nevertheless quite rare in Polish medieval art. The best source by far is the richly illustrated Codex
Picturatus of Cracow patrician Balthasar Behem, compiled in 1505. It
contains scenes of tradespeople engaged in daily life, including potters,
bakers, and many others who were part of the royal household. The
group of portraits of the Jagietto family by the atelier of Lucas Cranach
the Elder gives us the appearance of some of the royalty mentioned in
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lamprey, crayfish, green peas, dried peas, walnuts, pears, plums, cucumthe course of our discussions, but they are a bejewelled and sternlooking lot and quite aloof from life on the street.

Food Consumption at the Royal Court

bers, parsley, 360 loaves of rye bread, four achtels of beer, and sixty
loaves of w h ~ t ebread.4 In many cases the exact amounts are given,
and these help to create a sketch of food consumption on a per capita
basis, although by no means exact.

Before turning to individual foodstuffs and how they were used in
medieval Poland, a few words should be said about the actual quantities of food eaten by Poles during this period. First, there was a general behef among medieval Poles that quantity of food was more useful
to the body than type of food, although meat was seen as the ultimate
source of protein. Bulk foods were also considered important, so a dinner attended by nobility would include not only a large quantity of
meat, but also huge quantities of bread and rolls as well as millet mush
prepared in some form. Considerable time has been spent analyzing
historical data and then converting this into measurable quantities. In
some cases, the material defies analysis (uniform measurements were
not instituted throughout Poland until 1764), or is so complex that
the reader can easily sink into hopeless confusion over such polnts of
discussion as meat mass in medieval pigs, the quantity of beer in a one
mug measure, or the proper interpretation of terms like dunica, which
could be a flowerpot, a bowl of a very specific volume, or even a grater.
Rather than repeat the data in full detail, we here summarize the
material to show how the dishes re-created in the recipe section of
this book fit into the format of a meal. Fortunately, we have nearly
thirty years of consistent data relating to the personal eating habits of
Klng Wladyslaw Jagiello and Queen Jadwiga during their reign.
We have already mentioned purchase orders for food, which
can serve as menu outlines, but which lack a breakdown explaining
how the food was used. For example, a purchase order for one of
Queen Jadwiga's dinners at Korczyn on August 21, 1394, itemized fish,

By averaging this material against retinue lists, we are able to
calculate that a royal dinner or supper for the first serving (excluding
those "down table") would include on a daily basis forty to sixty pieces
of poultry, 120 manchet rolls (each weighing about 60 grams or 2
ounces), and three to four achtels of beer, assuming there are forty to
sixty persons attending each monarch. Each person consumed about
two to four manchet rolls and one and a half to two liters of beer. Rye
bread was mentioned in huge amounts, and if the Wroclaw price list
of 1362 is used as a base measure, then each individual consumed
about three small loaves of rye bread (weighing about 320 to 350
grams or 11 ounces) at a meal. Considering that the bread was used to
make trenchers on which each person ate, this is a fair estimate. Much
of this bread became waste in the form of trimmings (see the bread
recipe on page 180), which were sent down to the servants' dining
room, used to thicken sauces, or sent out to the poor. It is also interesting that the three-loaf count corresponds to the general number of
courses in a typical meal at court, if we allow at least two trenchers
from each loaf.
One must keep in mind that this food was intended to be
eaten mostly with the fingers and that there was an elaborate etiquette
involved both in serving the food and in raising it from trencher to
mouth. Trencher bread was extremely important. We know, for example, that during a meal In 1390, Queen Jadwiga dined with about forty
ladies. Forry trencher breads were served, and the main meal cons~sted
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of thirty boiled hens and ten young roast chickens. We are given the
impression that In spite of her love of high-style cookery, the queen
was in fact eating a very simple country meal, perhaps to emphasize
her Polish roots and symbolic role as patroness of the Polish people.
But we should not overlook an important feature of this simple fare:
poultry was served only to persons above a certain rank. The old hens
that were boiled for this dinner were presented to the ladies of lesser
rank; the plump roast chickens went to those of higher status at the
far end of the room.
During a dinner in 1563, the forty-nine women attending
dowager Queen Katarzyna at her meal consumed ninety-five loaves of
bread, nmety-five rolls, and 184 mugs of beer (about three mugs
each).5The bread consumption dropped during the period since 1390
because custom has changed: the court now ate from silver plate,
majolica, or gilded pewter. The bread was still either used as sops or
torn apart and eaten with the gravies that were served with the meal.
O n fast days, however, it was customary for the Polish court to eat
from bread trenchers rather than from silver plate or fine majolica.
We get a clearer sense of food consumption from a royal meal
given on May 10, 1389, with fifty to fifty-four gentlemen in attendance at the king's table.6 The meat served included a boiled calf's
head, two hams, fifty-four pieces of poultry, one mutton, and four piglets. If we calculate the various weights of the animals, accounting for
meat and bone mass and how they were hutchered, some of which
Queen and her retinue at dinner. Pantler (left) server the royaltrenrhem. R'urenr-

her^, 1491.

is evident in the royal account books, the yield is 2 kilograms (4
pounds) of meat and one bird per nobleman. This figure would seem
substantial were it not for the fact that the meal was a special one
where the gentlemen would have indulged themselves more freely,
and that a large part of the food was only picked over, then sent down
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foods consumed tn large quantities required an increase of stomach
to the lesser tables. Therefore, the meat was actually feeding a much
larger number of individuals than the king and gentlemen. For this
reason the menus for the royal servants often said "meats" without fur.

acids necessary for their digestlon, spices were introduced to spur on
the flow of gastric juices. This theme is prevalent in old Polish medical works like Falimirz's 1534 treatise on condiment^.^

ther description.
Meat was expensive, and in many accounts the food was port~onedvery carefully to contain costs. In one late case, for the annual

obiady kiermaszowe ("dining fest") held in 1555 for professors at the
university in Cracow, a quarter of an ox was served.' Only forty-eight
meat portions and four roasts (each equivalent to several servings)
were taken from it, with each serving weighing about one pound. This
might seem a normal serving size for something like beefsteak in a
modern restaurant, but the true context of this meal is not evident
unless we also calculate its real price: the dinner cost each professor
the equivalent to 20 grosze, or the market value of twenty chickens.
By contrast to what was eaten at court, Andrzej Wyczanski
calculated food consumption among the people of lower social standing, especially manorial work hands, during the latter part of the six-

Unfortunately, poor nutrition was the source of many diseases
and no amount of exotic flavoring could prevent this result. People
were aware of which food products were the most valuable in terms of
satisfying hunger, but the medieval Polish diet was extremely deficient
in iron and in sugar. There were also few raw foods to supply the missing

nutrients.

Vegetables were always cooked; even lettuce was pre-

pared with a hot dressing so that it wilted before it was consumed.
Only apples and other fruits were eaten raw, but these were mostly
dessert foods of the rich.
The recipes included in the last section of this book have
been plucked out of this overall dietary context. Standing alone, they
do not convey the dietary relationship they may have had to other
foods on the table. The elaborate ones were only part of a larger meal
scheme when they were made many hundreds of years ago.

teenth c e n t ~ r yIt
. ~turns out that slightly more than half a pound of
meat with fat was consumed by individuals of this class on a daily
basis. We now know that such calculations can be misleading, yet one
can approximate the daily consumption of other foods, such as dry
peas (500 g or 2 cups cooked) and millet kasha (1 kg or 4 cups
cooked). By the late 1500s, the manorial system and its gradual
pauperization of the peasants had clearly opened a vast chasm
between the diets of the nobles and the farmers.
The great flaw of medieval diet was its reliance on quantity as
most important to the development of the body, together with its
adherence to cooking methods that destroyed a lot of the food value
of what was being consumed. After people realized that thick, heavy

The Equipment and Operation of the Medieval Kitchen
The small number of surviving iconographic materials show~ngperiod

p*I

kitchens and equipment makes it difficult to present a detailed picture

of the Polish medieval kitchen. Pol~shdomestic scenes do not begin
until the middle of the sixteenth century, and these are not always as
detailed as historians would like. What we know of medieval kitchens
is more easdy found in English, French, and German sources. Indeed,

pd'

most of the woodcuts of culinary equipment lncluded in this volume
are taken from a broadside printed at Nuremberg by Hanns Paur about
1475. The objects are similar to many of the artifacts excavated from

Heartb utensils.
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the standpoint of guarding against poisontng, even though assassiPolish archaeological sites, thus the cuts can be used with a certain
nation was not a threat to most Polish kings due to their figurehead
degree of reliability
status.
While there are several well-preserved medieval buildings in
The king's and queen's kitchens served their respective monPoland, among them the episcopal palaces at Kwidzyn (Marienwerder)
archs separately, including the retinue of each. The royal entourage
and Lidzbark Warmidski (Heilsberg), as well as Byt6w (Biitow) built

normally consisted of forty to sixty people on a daily basis, the king's

between 1390 and 1405 in the Pomeranian lake district, only one
being men, and the queen's primarily consisting of women. All of
medieval kitchen survives intact. It is located at the castle of Malbork
near Gdansk. Even this kitchen has been extensively restored, rebuilt,
and restored again over the years, as Karol G6rski pointed out in his
1973 history of the site. In spite of this, it is well furnished and today
presents a fairly accurate picture of kitchen life as defined by the needs
of a feudal brotherhood. The royal castle on Wawel Hill, where the
Jagiellons resided when in Cracow, was extenswely damaged by a fire
in 1500, then renovated between 1502 and 1535. Thus it does not
reflect its former medieval character. However, by combining the
relics preserved at Malbork with Polish archaeological remains and
iconographic materials, in conjunction with ethnographic sources, it is
possible to assemble an impression of the medieval kitchen in Poland.
And contrary to common assumptions, fourteenth-century manuscript
sources are indeed quite informative if they are read with caution.
The kitchen was one of the most extensively furnished parts
of the basement region in a medieval castle. Kitchens were almost
always located down in the bowels of the structure to be close to
larders, wine cellars, and other storage areas for food. At Wawel
Castle, there were two royal kitchens, one for the king and one for the
queen. There also seems to have been a third kitchen of lesser importance where food was prepared for the servants, guards, coachmen,
musicians, craftsmen, and other members of the staff. This separation
was as much practical in terms of workload as it was necessary from

these people sat at their respective tables with their monarch according to a minutely defined court protocol. When the court moved to
one of the garrisons or encampments, a kind of portable camp kitchen
was set up which served the king and all visiting dignitaries cum

familia c a s h - it must have resembled an enormous picnic. One such
event, held in Cracow in 1415 for a huge contingent of foreign guests
and nobles, mobilized all the available cooks in the city.
The king and queen also had their own personal cooks.
These cooks were accorded very high honor, and as magister coquinae
(master chefs) they often presented opinions on economic and commercial matters relating to the state. The Polish term kuchmisnz (chef
de cuisine) did not come into fashion until after the publication of the
first cookbook in Polish, Kuchmisnzostwo (1532). Beneath this chef
was a small army of ordinary cooks called coqui, referred to by the
word cuchta, a term that today carries certain negative meanings not
originally implied in the Middle Ages. The master chef reported to
the royal purser, whose job was to keep the king's and queen's
accounts and dispense money for purchases. It was also his task to dispense and keep track of all articles in the royal cellars and to direct
provtstons to the appropriate tables when they were served. He was
also responsible for the production of beer and bread. He maintained a
staff of people whose sole purpose was to go out into the marketplace
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pans, six barrels, eight sieves, six strainers, and six saucepans.10Cerand make purchases of produce and utensils and to record every purtainly, some of this relates to utensils that had to be replaced.
chase in his accounts. As controller of the royal purse strings, he was a
Sometimes the terms used in the royal accounts are confusing
person of extraordinary power and influence. At his fingertips were
lists of everything in the royal kitchen.
The diversity of the kitchen utensils installed in the royal
kitchens during this time is surprisingly large. They appear not only in
quantity but also in a variety of specialized forms and materials. There
was a broad selection of wooden, ceramic, glass, and metal utensds,
and archaeological explorations in Poland have uncovered remarkable
examples from each category. Manuscripts from this per~odhave provided us w ~ t htechnical names for many of the tools, as well as them
function. There was a lot of copper and glass, but in the context of a
royal kitchen, this would be expected. Indeed, there was even a Pol~sh
glass factory at CudnBw, which may have provided the court with
some of its supplies. Yet lesser nobles from the medieval period pobably did not have as many copper and glass items.
Judging from the frequency of purchases for large numbers of
cooking vessels, the majority of which were ceramic, breakage must

because one word stands for two different objects. The term dolium,
for example, could mean either a wooden barrel or a ceramic vessel,
such as the kind used in Spain to store olive oil. In any case, in
Poland, the vessel in question was large and was used to store such
food products as cabbage. And because it was sometimes repaired in
the royal kitchens by a cooper, we must assume that it was a type of
wooden barrel of dolium shape, that is, very small at both ends. There
were also kruzki (jugs) of ceramic and wood; the wooden ones were
used in the royal baths or the royal table
Below 1s a somewhat abbreviated version of the large list of
utensils mentioned in fourteenth- and fifteenth-century Polish court
sources. The explanations are intended to provide a better understanding of the tools that actually produced dishes like those in the
reclpe section.ll Quantities of measure are included for completeness,
but in fact, we can now only guess at the amounts intended since they
varied greatly from one region to the next.

have been exceptionally htgh. In the registers of the court administrator there is a section entered by the royal treasurer that a certain quantity of jugs, pots, saucepans, and so forth must be purchased before
June 23 (evidently the date of a large dinner) because of shortages in
the royal kitchens. Breakage is even more evident in a bill for kitchen
utensils and table vessels purchased in February 1404 for the royal garrison at Korczyn, although it is possible that the king was simply outfitting the site in preparation for the crews who were breaking ground
for his new palace. In any case, the quantity is telling: 180 cups, 480
mugs, four strainers, ten pans, six griddles, and SIX saucepans. In July,
another purchase order went through for 660 mugs, 480 cups, fourteen

Alevus (neczky). A pan or trough that was used in the
kitchen and bakery.
Amphora. Jug or a vessel in the shape of an amphora. Generally large capacity for storing liquids.
Amphoriculli parvi. Little jugs with ears or lips, normally clay
but also sometimes made of wood.
Amphorule (krugliki). Used interchangeably with the above
but may ind~catea specific measure as well. The amphorule specihcallv had a narrow neck.
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Barila. Large wooden barrels that were used for keeping wine,
beer, and other liquids.
Caldarium. Copper cauldron.
Calix deauratus. Silver drinking vessel for the royal table.
Canterum. Beer mug.
Cantharulus. Little jug or mug for beer.
Cantharus. Jug with a lip, also a mug. Appears on the royal
table at times.
Cellarium. Cellar. Storing place for provisions.
Ciphus (hostruhan, dostuchan). Colander.
Ciste, cistule. Small boxes in which spices and costly
foodstuffs such as comfits were stored.
Coclear (leffil).Spoon.
Cophinus. Basket. Was made in various sorts and sizes.
Cornuum. Drinking horn, for the royal table. Some were
made of silver; others, sheet metal.
Cortina (kessil).Small cauldron or kettle, normally copper.
Cribrum (sirha, pitel, rzessoto, koppersib). Sifter or strainer.
Also, bolters and riddles, utensils used to sift flour and meal.
Cribrum. Unit of measure.
Cubco (schakn). Mugs or cups of silver or metal as well as
covered goblets. Used for wine and often given as gifts with wine.
Cuffa. A large barrel.
Cultellum. Small knife for use at table or in the kitchen.

Czesre, alias pastim dictt uma. Wooden kneading trough used
in the bakery.
Dolium or dolea. In the Polish context, wooden barrels in a
traditional dolium shape: wide in the middle, narrow at both ends.
Flascule (flashin).Flask for liquids.

Pottery cooking wsreb, fourteenth c e n t u q . excuuated i+z the OldMarket u t Wursuw.

Fomax. Stove or furnace to heat a room, or a bake oven.
Futra. Small leather case for personal knives and forks.

Krobe. Bark basket for carrying vegetables.
Linter. Bowl or trough.
Manutergia. Towels for serving as well as tablecloths.
Mensalia (nastike). Tablecloth.
Mortablum ereum. Copper mortar.
Multrales, ollae multrales. Mugs or cups.
Octuale or achtel. Any vessel of 16-liter capacity.
Olle, olla. Cooking pots.
Olliculi. Little pots.
Ollule. Wooden vessels for storing dry sweetmeats, often
made of thm bark.
Patella. Iron or clay pan.
Patena (patenicre, patencra). Serving dishes, sometimes with
silver covers.
Pitel. Half an achtel. Unit of liquid measure equal to 8 liters.
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Schafliky. Wooden wash tubs.
Scutelle. Goblets.
Scutellule. Small goblets.
Sporte dicte barczcze. Wastebasket.
Statera dicta wagry. Scales, used to weigh ingredients.
Succidulus. Wine glass.
Syarownicze. A ceramic bowl that was used for working
cheese into flat cakes.
Tallari. Bread trenchers. The Polish term is very similar to

he Pol~shsystem of daily meals durtng the Middle Ages was

prandium (eaten between 9 and 10 A.M.) and the coena (eaten between

the French: tailloir. Both terms imply that the trenchers were round, so

5 and 7 P.M.), as they are referred to in the old Latin codexes. In terms

there may be a class distinction between those who ate from the

of time these correspond to the modern brunch and evening dinner,

Brars w t e r krnle, fourteenth

orfifteenth century.
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sunilar to that of the rest of Europe. There were two main meals: the

trimmed (rectangular) trenchers, and those who ate from the round,

but there the similarities cease. A t the royal court at least, these meals

untrimmed ones. The latter sort was evidently the most common and

differed from one another very little; accounts from the period show

therefore the "lesser" of the two.

that the food dispensed from the royal larder (spizamia)for both was

Urceus. Clay or wooden jug.

essentially the same. Alterations to the menus were determined only by

Urna. Unit of liquid measure.

seasonality of ingredients and the requirements of religious observance.

Vannus. A sieve in the bakery to winnow grain from the husk.
Vitmm, vitra. Various items of glassware, especially drinklng
glasses, mugs, and cups.
Wydelki. Flesh fork. Used when roasting meats to poke the
meat so that juice runs out. Sauces would be made from the drippings.

During the Middle Ages, the Polish Church strictly enforced meatless fast days (Wednesday and Friday) as well as
fasting on certain holy days. Lent was also a period when abstinence from meat prevailed, even the use of butter in
cooking. Many Polish religious orders ate no meat at all.
However, under the pretense of illness or for a variety of
other exceptions, it was possible to o b t a i n for a priceindulgences that more or less allowed one to turn a blind eye to
relig~ousrestrictions. Dietary patterns are therefore not as easy
to predict as one might assume, and medieval church records are
tilled with complaints and sermons decrying the flagrant shortcomings
of this once widespread practice.

Added to this were the feast days, such as Saint Florian's Day
(May 4) in Cracow, when consumption was conspicuous and overabundant. Even the poor could count on a generous dole from the
royal court, rich burghers, and nobility. But whether fish day or meat
day, it appears that nothing was consumed between the basic two
meals, both of which were very heavy. In the early morning, about
7 A.M., some the more prosperous individuals ate light foods to hold
them over until the later morning meal. However, Polish sources do
not mention breakfast as a regular custom.
Although Polish food preparation during this period was
marked by a lack of special refinement, it was not simple. Cooking
techniques may have been limited by hearth technology and the fact
that there were fewer elaborate cooking utensils compared to the sixteenth century; obviously many foreign dishes were adjusted to accord
with the availability of ingredients. While detailed recipes have not
been preserved in old Polish sources, there are many clues about specific methods of preparation. These are easier to understand when set
against contemporary texts from areas outside Poland.
The Liber de coquina (written around 1306) and Taillevent's

Le Viandier (written between 1373 and 1381) are two valuable documents of French origin that have proven quite useful, espec~allysince
Louis dlAnjou owned a copy of

Le Viandier.' Likewise, two small cook-

books in the Royal Library at Copenhagen, one with twenty-five recipes and the other with thirty-one, accurately record dishes prepared
in Denmark during the thirteenth century z All these recipe books
contain instructions specific enough to re-create the dishes with a certain degree of authenticity. There are also German menus from the
thirteenth to fourteenth centuries, as well as regulations governing the

diet of monks in German and French monasteries, that have thrown
some hght on the Polish ~ i t u a t i o n . ~
After comparing the ingredients mentioned in the French
and Danish cookbooks with those that appear in Polish registers, we
found that the Polish lists were almost identical. The condiments
were the same. Meat was often seasoned with pepper, saffron, parsley,
and mustard. Mustard was the most common Polish condiment for flavoring meat sauces, although Poles appear to have preferred their
mustard seeds whole, a texture similar to some of the coarse-grained or
"mst~c"mustards made in France and Germany today.
In both Western Europe and Poland, pork lard was the primary cooking fat. Where the French may have used olive oil, Poles
used hemp or poppy seed oils instead. Enormous quantities of eggs
were consumed in all the royal courts, for they were used not only for
pastries and baking but also as ingredients in various meat preparations
such as dumplings and mincemeat. For example, the chopped cooked
meat of roast suckling pig was bound as a paste with eggs, or eggs figured in the stuffing of a suckling pig. F~nelychopped goose meat was
similarly bound with eggs, and stuffing for chicken was made in a like
manner.+ During the 1390s, in the course of one year alone, the Polish
court consumed 266,450 eggs, an average of 730 eggs per day5
Also common were reclpes for fish, which was served in a
variety of ways, especially in styles peculiar to Poland (see recipe for
Polish Sauce on page 190). The most numerous fish dishes in both
Polish and French sources were those involvmg fish aspic. There are
many dishes that would even pass for modern-day Jewish gefilte fish,
which may suggest a time frame for Jewish appropriation of the recipe
from upper-class cookery. The abundance of these recipes is probably

Ceramic

rkiNer.

African Guinea pepper is mentioned several times during the 1390s in
due to their complexity, the reason it was necessary to write them
down. Manuscript recipes generally represent the dishes one is most
likely to forget rather than the simple preparations that were learned

the registers of royal treasurer Henryk of Roghw, but like nutmeg,
mace, and cloves it was used primarily in connection with the flavoring of comhts and pastilles.

by rote at hearth side and used frequently.
Comparisons could be multiplied tenfold, but the slmilarlt~es
between French and Polish cuisine of the period are not of as much
interest as the differences, especially how ingredients common to
France but not to Poland found Polish substitutes that in time
changed the spirit of the dish. Examples of this would be the Polish
use of sweet flag (Acorus calamus) as a flavor substitute for bay leaves,
and the use of the young stems of goutweed (Aegopodium podagraria)
instead of spinach to create green soups and sauces in the spring. Such
cultural adaptations determine the specific character of a regional

Truly elaborate ways of serving food appeared in Poland only in the
sixteenth century, coupled with the appearance of a great variety of
alcoholic beverages6 The much criticized Polish custom of drinking
distilled spirits, called at the time gormlka (vodka), was introduced
during this era. This older name for vodka is derived from the verb
gme, "to burn" or "to be on fire." Goro is a Polish word for throat, so

taken together, gorzalka may be rendered into English as "something
that burns in the throat" or euphemistically, "fire water."

cuisine.
Another example would be the French use of wine or verjus
(the sour juice of unripe grapes) in meat dishes. In Poland, these are
almost always replaced by vinegar (most commonly apple cider vinegar and malt vinegar) or beer, or even the juice of sorrel. Where the
French used sugar, the Poles more often used honey. And in the case
of condiments, the Poles use fewer than the French, therefore the flavors were doubtless less complex or at least not spiced in the same
way. However, black pepper was the most important spice in both
cookeries, with surges of popularity for such related peppers as cubeb
(Piper cubeba), Indian long pepper (Piper longum), and West African
Guinea pepper or pepper of Benin (Piper guineense). These differences
must be viewed against the fact that Polish living standards of all segments of society during the reign of Wiadysiaw Jagielio (1386-1434)
compared favorably w ~ t hthose of Western Europe, thus the dietary
choices were not necessarily based on economics. Indeed, the West

Wine The production of domestic wine in Poland during the Middle
Ages was extremely limited. It would appear from the records in
which wine references are found that viticulture was undertaken on a
small scale by monasteries and by some of the prince bishops so that
they would have wines for private or sacramental use. Most of
Poland's climate zones is not ideally suited for viticulture, so wine in
any large quantity had to be imported -as it is even today. Wine was
sold in Cracow, Lvov, and Warsaw by wine merchants who catered
mostly to the royal court, the upper nobility, and the wealthy patrician class dwelling in larger Polish towns. As the standard of living in
Poland increased during the later Middle Ages, wine consumption
also went up among the well-to-do.
This shift in consumption took place over one hundred years.
During the reign of King Wiadyslaw Jagieiio (1386-1434), wlne was

Wine fesfet:

of these are situated near large administrative centers that in the Midconsidered a luxury, but it was mentioned much more frequently during the reign of his son, King Casimir Jagiellonczyk. By the time we
reach the reign of King Sigismund I (1506-1548), wine is mentioned
in the royal accounts almost every day. In the records of King
Wladyslaw Jagielto, wine was given out only as a kind of honorarium
to mark special occasions or to recognize certain persons of talent. For
example, he served wine to the new king of Hungary at a meeting
held in Sscz in 1395, and sent two barrels of red and white wine as a
gift to Italian artists frescoing a religious building in Lisecz.' But the
workers who build his palace at Korczyn were rewarded only with
beer. Earlier, in 1370, to celebrate the wedding of a granddaughter,
King Casimir the Great put out barrels of wine in the Cracow market
for everyone to drink, but this was an unusual event and done In any
case for its political effect. Slovakian wme historian FrantiSek Kalesne
has pointed out that the bulk of that wine was of the cheaper Hungarian variety.
There were attempts to plant wine grapes and aprlcots in the
royal orchards at Prosrowice in 1394. Although the experiment with
viticulture was less successful, we know that there were small vmeyards in Poland at this time, for they show up in several old views of
Cracow. The Jagiello accounts mention on occasion a Polish wine
referred to as vinum propium from a vineyard in Zagoszcz, which was
considered worthy enough to supply the court.
Actually, the history of Polish viticulture 1s not as spotty as
one might imagine.8 It is known, for example, that in the twelfthcentury Bishop Otto of Bamberg brought with him a tub full of grapevine cuttings to establish wineries in Poland. There are many villages
in Poland which have names like Winiary (from the root word win as
in Polish wino for wine) or which contain win in some fashion. Most

dle Ages were also important centers of worship. Since these village
names date back to the second half of the tenth or to the first half of
the eleventh centuries, they must have originated in connection with
the production of liturgical wines or with an attempt among the high
n o b i l q to establish a viable viticulture within the kingdom.
We know from extant records that the wine imported into
Poland came from a w~devariety of places. From Hungary came
medium-priced red and white wines, as well as very expensive wines
(probably Tokay). There were wines from France, Austria, Spain,
Rumania, and the eastern Mediterranean. The better quality wines
were often labeled by vineyard as well. Malvasia dessert wines were
imported from Cyprus, and a wine called rywula in Polish is now
known to be the wino cotto of Sicily. All these wines are mentioned in
fourteenth and fifteenth century documents, but Hungarian wines
occupied first place in terms of quantity. Absent altogether from the
records in southern Poland are references to German Rhine wines.
These appear mostly in northern Poland, and the inventories of the
Order of Teutonic Knights at Malbork (Marienburg) contain the
largest varlety of German wines. Even the middling red and white
wines from Hungary were only slightly less expensive than mead,
which was itself a luxury item; all the better sorts of wine surpassed
mead in cost.
O n the subject of wine, it is impossible to ignore the amazing
contrast between the cellars of the royal courts of Casimir the Great,
Wtadystaw Jagiello, his son and successor Casimir Jagielloficzyk,and
those of the Teutonic Knights in northern Poland. The annual cellar
inventories of the Teutonic Knights surpass those of the Polish kings
in fine luxury beers from Gdansk, Elblag, and other Baltic towns, as

Wine jug fmm Cataj, Slovakia,eleventh century.

pared from wheat, hops, and water.1° Poles called this wheat beer
well as many barrels of mead, wine, wine must, and sour cherry wine.Y
They also had supplies of raspberry and plum juice, which were added
to beer and mead to improve their flavor. Did the knights also attempt
to make nakwka, an infusion of frmt in spirits? The manufacture of
such cordials was quite likely, considering their techn~calsimilarities
to some of the complex beer infusions made at the time, as well as to
popular fermented drinks flavored with such aromatic plant ingredients as bay leaves, yew, sage, rue, blackthorn, and absinthe.

piwo. Wheat beer was so valued that Konrad, Prince Bishop of
Kujawy, declined to take the position of Archbishop of Salzburg in
1303 because he was told he could not obtain wheat beer in Austria.
One other feature of old Polish beer-making that set it apart
from other nationalities was the use of poraj or "marsh tea" (Ledum

palushe, called Labrador tea in North America) to heighten the beer's
inebriating qualities. The leaves were prepared as a tea which was
mixed with hops. This preparation was then strained until clear.
Finally, yeast was added and the mixture was combined with barley

Beer During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, king and small
landowner alike mainly drank beer of varying alcoholic content. But
beer did not always mean the same thing it does today. The word

piwo, the modem Polish term for beer, derives from the verb pic,
which simply means to drink, and o r i g ~ n a l any
l ~ prepared drink other
than water was called beer. However, fermented beer reached Poland
with the proto-poles of the sixth or seventh centuries, one of the earliest documented being the so-called piwo macedonskie (Macedonian
beer) made from toasted millet that was fermented two to three days.
Furthermore, early medieval archaeological sites are rich with remains
of Important beer-making ingredients, including hops (chmiel).It is
not clear whether the hops was gathered from the wild or cultivated,
but it is clear that beer was fermented from a number of grains, sometimes in combination. Millet, barley, wheat, rye, and oats were the
most common. A Lithuanian barley beer called alw was sometimes
mentioned in old texts, but because it resembled Russian k v a , a
sweet-and-sour beverage of slightly fermented bread, it was not looked
upon as something essentially Polish. Wheat beer, on the other hand,
appears to have been the preferred drink, for Jan Dlugosz commented
in his Ope~aOmnia of the 1470s that Poland's native drink was pre-

and wheat. This resulted in a fermented brew called "thick beer,"
which was also used as a starter for sourdough bread. The inebriating
effect was due in part, however, to a poisonous compound in the plant
called andromedotoxin, which is quite harmful if consumed in large
quantities. In smaller amounts, it may have acted on microbes or
viruses in the body and thereby offered perceived therapeutic benefits.
Beer was even made into soup, according to the register of
the royal garrison at Korczyn under the year 1394: "to beer for

caseata" - an old Polish soup made with beer, egg yolks, and cheese
(see recipe on page 159).11In Korczyn, it was served to King
Wladyslaw Jagiello. Hence it is not surprising that one of the better
breweries in Poland was located at Nowe Miasto near Korczyn, where
the king later built a palace. Some beer was homemade, such as

oskola, a d r ~ n kfermented from the sap of birch trees favored for its
high alcoholic content.
Medieval records are qulte clear in singling out certain breweries for their beer, and there was even a royal brewery, although its
exact location is not specified. For the most part, the leading breweries
during the Jagiellon reigns were located in Prosz6w, Wislica, Bochnia

Honey was scarce, and what documentation we do have from the
(also known for its salt), Busko, and Cracow, which made a famous

early Middle Ages is consistent in casting mead as a beverage only for

"double" beer (potu mrcialis) recommended for invalids. There were
the rich. City account books show that mead purchases were always
also well-known breweries at Niepotomice and Wieliczka, and Zator
categorized as a luxury product served to the king or highly ranked
produced a famous black beer (perhaps a type of stout). The best Silenobles. The everyday drink of Polish royalty, their guests, their staff
sian beer, made at Swidnica (Schweidnitz), was also sold in Cracow.
and military advisers, as well as the servants in the royal household,
Warka beer was by far the best beer produced in Mazovia, although
was wheat beer. Priskos should have said that mead was the drink of
breweries at Sierpiec and Gostynin are also mentioned. The list of
Polish beer breweries from the medieval period is huge, and these are
only a few of the best known ones.
How does all of this beer translate into drinking patterns?
One achtel of beer was the typical measure mentioned every day in
the registers of the royal household. The average daily consumption of
beer in this period seems to have been about 1.5 to 2 liters per person.
This accords with remarks by Mikolaj Rej in his "Life of an Honest
Man" (1568) that in the "good old days" Poles had very modest eating
and drinking habits."

the Slavic chieftains, served at diplomatic meetings when they
arranged treaties and other state contracts. Throughout the Middle
Ages, mead carried with it this contractual connotation, which is why
~twas served at weddings and important feasts.
The high intrinsic value of mead may be inferred from the
fact that in 1251 the magnate Casimir, Ksiaie (duke) of Leczyca, collected three large umae of mead from the village of Czernin as a gift to
In that period, one uma mgna of mead was
the cathedral in Crac~w.~-l
valued the same as one cow, although the precise amount of liquid
that this represented can no longer be calculated accurately. Nonetheless, the duke made a gift of no small importance.

Mead The modem Polish word for mead and honey is the same,
miod, but medieval records clearly differentiate their uses. The Old
Slavic word med (equivalent to the Old German word meth or met)
meant the fermented beverage called mead, designated as media in
Polish Latin texts. Honey squeezed from the combs and used in that
raw state was called mel in Polish records.
Mead was consumed at weddings and baptismal parties, but
never to the extent of beer. In fact, there is a common misunderstanding that mead was the everyday drink of the ancient Slavs, but this
was not at all the case. This idea originated, no doubt, from a fifthcentury

A.D.

Greek reference by Priskos of Panion (in Thrace) that

Slavic tribes settled on the Danube drank a beverage called medos.

Polish sources do not provide us with a recipe for mead prior
to the sixteenth century, but it certainly was little different from the
mead described in later works. The simplest way of making mead was
to combine honey and water to obtain a mixture called czemiga in Polish (see recipe on page 163). Czemiga, ment~onedin the sixteenthcentury Pandecta Medicinae of Matheus Silvaticus, was only slightly
fermented.14 It was similar to the drink called hydromel mentioned in
many medieval French texts.
The oldest description of Polish mead preparation may be
found in Olaus Magnus's Historia de gentibus septentrionalibus (1567).
Magnus included a recipe given to him by one Marcin of Gniezno in

like beverage called nojniak produced at Zakrocym. It is first men1543." Ten pounds of honey are cooked with forty pounds of water,
and the ensuing foam skimmed off. One pound of hops is then boiled
in water and placed in a sack. The sack is put into the honey and
water mixture after it has cooled, along with beer yeast or bread
starter. It is then allowed to ferment. In his 1613 herbal, Szymon
Syrennius provided a recipe dating from the sixteenth century in
which fennel is also added to the fermenting mixture.16 Other
flavorings occas~onall~
added to mead were pepper, cloves, and
cinnamon.
The Teutonic Knights kept a large variety of meads in their

tioned in the accounts of Duke Janusz Mazowiecki dating from 1477
to 1490." The fact that mead was restricted mostly to the upper
classes is confirmed in archival material dealing with peasant wills
from the end of the fifteenth century. There is no mention of mead in
these wills unless for a spec~ficpurpose, such as leaving money to a
church so that the monks might purchase some mead. In such cases,
mead is treated as a charitable gift of the highest kind. Indeed, as
a gift, mead was considered equal to imported spices and
wine. For this reason the cities of Lvov and Cracow often
presented foreign dignitaries with gifts of mead.

cellars at Malbork. The meads appear to have been inventoried on a
yearly basis according to strength, using such terms as aldis m e h s
(aged mead), gerines alt mete (old, clarified mead), donne mete ("weak"
mead), and coventmethes (thin and watery mead). The amount of
mead stored by the knights seems impressive, but there is no way of
knowing whether it was for their own use or for sale. Furthermore,
there is no consistent unit of measure that can help us translate the
quantities mentioned in the various vats and barrels. However, if one
Prussian barrel contains 114 liters, then the transfer to barrels on the
order of the Grand Marshall in 1404 was 7,524 liters of mead and
3,762 liters of honey. This would work out to a total daily consumption rate of 20 liters of mead for all 375 knights in residence. This is
not very much, considering the various qualities of mead involved, for
some of the knights of lower rank would drink the less desirable sorts
or none at all.
Overall, mead was far more popular among the nobility in
the northern parts of Poland than in the South. In Pomerania, for
example, honey was often mixed with beer, as records indicate from as
early as the twelfth century. Mazovian sources also mention a mead-

Meat
It is evident from contemporary sources that meat was
considered a basic food to be consumed on a daily basis,
and not only by royalty. Its quality and method of preparation,
however, varied greatly, and of course, meat was always replaced by

Copper cauldmn and pot book.
Polish rvwdcut, 1575.

fish on fasting days. The most frequently mentioned meats were pork
and beef, then poultry, especially guinea fowls and chickens. Lamb was
rare, although its consumption increased in the middle of the fifteenth
century. By 1568, lamb became part of the royal court's weekly menu,
accordmg to the expense accounts of Queen Katarzyna, wife of Kmg
Sigismund ll.lR
Yet the small quantities of sheep and goat bones from
medieval kitchen refuse do not argue against extensive sheep and goat
raising, as suggested by some Polish food historians. Rather, the archaeological evidence supports the hypothesis that due to their small
meat mass, goats and sheep were valued primarily for their wool and
milk. Even today, oscypyck, a smoked molded cheese of goat's or
sheep's milk, 1s considered a delicacy by Polish gourmets.

Traditional molded sheep%

curdcbeere.

Beef A typical royal dinner or supper menu from the Middle Ages
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usually consisted of several courses involving various kinds of meat:
beef, pork, hens, or capons.19Beef, however, was king, for it was
entwined in the ancient Polish myths of migration and identity, T h ~ s
mythology drew upon a kemel of truth in that cattle traveled with the
ancient Polish tribes, but they were not the first peoples to introduce
short-homed cattle into Europe. This type of cattle was perfected in
Asia Minor and spread (via the Celts and others) into Central Europe
as early as 3,000 B.C. The Bos tourus was preferred by ancient peoples
due to the cow's ability to give good yields of milk. Since the cow or
steer was owned by the peasant for draft purposes, it had (in medieval
terms) the intrinsic value of a tractor. One only ate beef, generally,
when the draft animal died, or when the most important son was married off in a favorable land deal.
The Bos tauw evolved genetically from an ancient long-

slne. Beef took second place only to game meats on the table of Pol~sh
nobles, specihcally the above-mentioned aurochs, the European blson

(lo<).

hom type, and both of these an~malstrace their ancestry to the au-

or wsent (Bison hmasus, ruhr in Prrlish), and European elk

rochs (Bos pnmigenius). Also called "wild urus," among other things,

These wild animals wcrc protected in the forests of the high nubility,

the aurochs was indeed the granddaddy of most modem European

wh~chalso insured t h c ~ rexlstencc against extmction. Banquets using

cattle. The European aurochs roamed wild in Polish forests during

the meat of these ;tnim:lls in various creative ways are commonly

the Middle Ages but died out in 1637. There have been recent

notcil in Polish records, and even today hison are allowed to range in

attempts to back-breed cattle to reproduce this handsome lost

the old primeval forests of Biatowwa.

ancestor.
The aurochs - standing six feet tall at the shoulder - must
have been especially impressive considering how bony and lean cattle
were in the Middle Ages. In fact, the animals were often very small
due to poor foddering and bad inbreeding practices. Thus, cattle were
only about 45 inches (112 cm) tall in the rump and "weedy," resembling donkeys in size. This is no vision of opulence in culinary terms,
yet beef was valued monetarily above all else in the hierarchy of cui-

In 1417, Ulr~chvon Rlchental chronicled an Interesting gift

ot aurochs hy Ktnfi Wladyslaw Jagldto to the Holy Roman Emperor
during the Councd of Constance.
On Tuesday after St. Valentlne'~L h y rhe Holy Roman Emperor recelved a
huge an~malcaught In L~thuan~an
ternror~e~,
wh~chwas sent to hun hy the
Polrsh klng. The klng had ordered three such anlnrals ro be hrought from
L~thuanraalive. Howcver, hy the tlme they arrlvcd at Cracow, due to rheu
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beef, rather than about modes of preparation. Polish archaeology has
being wdd and bound with shackles, the creatures went mad to such an
extent that it was no longer possible to send them on to Constance alive.
Thus the kmg ordered them killed.
The king further ordered that the meat of two of the animals be packed In
herrlng barrels. The third was cut through, left in its skm, "salted with
gunpowder and rubbed down with spices. The barrels filled w ~ t hthe meat
were sent to the Polish b~shopsthen attending the conference at Constance, while the salted animal was offered to the king of England by the

proven that beef bones were consistently cracked open to remove the
fatty marrow, a part of the animal that was highly relished during the
Middle Ages. Records of t h e royal court make very little reference to
this. W e do know from royal purchase orders that beef was often
served assatura, that is, grilled or spit-roasted (and normally marinated
before cookin g ), or seared then roasted in a pot. This is the only form
of preparation specifically mentioned in Polish court ~ o u r c e s . 'In
~
nutritional terms, it is also the healthiest.

Emperor. The beast resembled a large ox, only its head was larger and ~ t s
neck thicker. It had a huge chest and two small, sharp-ended horns. Its
forehead between horns was one foot w~de.With its short tail, it resembled
a buffalo simdar to those that live in Italy. Its inner organs were taken out.
s
wlth its legs raised up. As
When the an~malarrived ~t was lying on ~ t back
soon as it arrived at Constance, more gunpowder was put on it as well as
s
it was sent on to the Engl~shk ~ n gthen on
spice powder. In t h ~ cond~tion
the Rhine. As the animal was being carried out of Constance, the Emperor
ordered that a servant go before it playing a t ~ m p e t . ' ~

There is considerable information o n sources of the meat in
medieval Poland. For example, in the Codex Diplomaticw Civitnti Cracoviae under a regulation dated July 23, 1453, the Cracow city council
ordered that "anyone drlving oxen from Russia for sale here, should
drive them through Sandomierz, whereas oxen that Cracow butchers
purchase in order to slau g hter to sell in their stalls, should be driven
along a shorter route through Ropczyce, for which the butchers have
royal permi~sion."~'Obviously, such a regulation had its origins
m concern over the quality of the meat, in this case, the
short-horned Podohan steppe cattle. Bony and swayback a t

T h e hapless aurochs is now a historical curiosity, yet its eventual
extinction was n o less tragic than the loss of Polish cattle breeds during World War 11. Hunger, combined with the Nazi determination t o

t h e ~ very
r
fattest, they needed the shorter route to maintain their
weight -and their market edge. This took them through the large
cattle trading centers a t Busko and Nowe Miasto near Korczyn.
Polish meat claw, circa 13J0-

exterminate all vestiges of Polish culture, not to mention predatory
Russian troops, eliminated all old Polish cattle breeds that would have
provided a link with the Middle Ages. These include such breeds as
Polesian (Polish gray steppe cattle) generally found in the Pripet
Marshes, as well as breeds like Polish whiteback, Polish marsh cattle
(Zuawka), and several rare Silesian races."
Although the royal registers frequently mention beef o n a
daily basis, it is usually in reference to deliveries of quarters or sides of

T h e lowest quality beef, what the old sources called muncelli

(a term also applied to the intestines and offal), probably came from

1400. Uredfor lifting clodr
of meat from a cauldron.

Wrought iron. Priwate

discarded parts of oxen or old milk cows. Apart from the meat itself
(eaten mostly by the poor after boiling), the intestines were converted
to sausage casings, and the suet (in Polish, sadto) was used as a cooking fat. Oxen suet was also added to food for hunting dogs and
mastiffs.

callection.

acorns, beech mast, and forest pasturage on royal lands to yield supeWe can infer both from the kitchen utens~lsuncovered from
the period and from recipes discussing other meats that beef was important in the medieval Polish diet, and that it was generally stewed,
boiled, or spit-roasted, depending on the cut.

rior bacon. By contrast, analysis of pig manure excavated in Gdansk
confirms the supposition that hogs belonging to commoners foraged
for food in p b l i c garbage dumps and ate kitchen refuse. Bacon was
therefore of greatly varying quality, but its consumption was widespread, and not just limited to the nobility. Indeed, it was the most

Pork Beef appears less frequently in the records than pork in part
because it was not processed in as many different ways. Pig farming
had the advantage of easy foddering and rapid reproduction, although
pigs had no value as a draft animal, which therefore placed it at a
lower economic status.
Like beef, pork was also grilled and roasted, although it was
bacon that made the most frequent appearance on the table. Streaky
bacon, called rqbanka in old Polish documents, was evidently the most

och
valued product of the pig. Losrijna (possibly derived from Polish l
for "SOW") was a type of lard prepared expressly for the king and may
have been the med~evalequivalent of leaf lard, the most delicate type
of lard, taken from the underbelly and loins, and used primardy in
pastries.

common form of meat eaten in Poland during the Middle Ages.
This is streaky bacon as we call it today, except that it often
came to market with the outer rind and hair attached, like bacon
shown in a number of Italian and Spanish painting^.^" It was also sold
as perm lardi, that is, with the sidemeat still attached to the ham, a
cut similar to the old English bacon known as a Wiltshire side. Most
hogs were fully mature when butchered, anywhere from one to two
years old, and their average cost in Poland during the 1380s was about
21 grosze, or the market value of twenty-one chickens. As a point of
comparison, a fat ox cost about 54 grosze, and a fat cow about

44.

Archaeological evidence confirms the high proportion of
pork in the Polish diet at this time. Animal refuse recovered from
medieval sites at Wolin broke down into the following percentages:

In medieval Poland, two distinct types of pigs were raised for
general consumption and there were doubtless a number of gradations
between the two extremes. The first was called the "great swine," a
half-wild, half-domesticated razorback often illustrated in medieval
manuscripts. The other-small, mean, and not easily domesticatedwas known in Polish as "swamp hog" (Sus snofa pulustn's), which not
only captures a sense of its fierce independence, but also h ~ n t at
s its
culinary qualities. While they may have resembled wdd boars in flavor, swamp hogs were considered livestock as opposed to true wild
boar (dzik), which was hunted only as game.
The hogs belonging to the king were specially raised on

cattle 31.5 percent, hogs 63.4 percent, and sheep (or goats) 5 percent.
Reassembled, this represented the remains of 65 cattle, 219 pigs, and
46 sheep or goats (their bones are similar and cannot be differentlated). Similar percentages were determined for animal remains from
medieval sites at Bonik6w.
Specific pork products mentioned in period texts include
szo!dre or soldre (ham), sdsucia (sausage), and farcimina (blood pudding
. ~ ~ sausage
or blood sausage- called kiszka in modern P o l i ~ h )Blood
was introduced to Poland before A.D. 1000 from German-speaking
areas. It is known that beer was supplied to the royal kitchens for the

and it is shown in old manuscript illustrations along with barbecuing,
purpose of preparing a blood soup called czernina or jwzka in old
spit-roast~ng,and grilling.
Polish and referred to as iusculum in Latin. Blood from ducks, geese,
Archaeology has revealed another cooking technique that
and pigs was used.
has been confirmed in manuscript sources: boiling to create an aspic
A fourteenth-century text from Weissenfels, Germany, menor souse.Z9Large pieces of meat were boiled with finely broken bones
tions ham served with cucumbers, a combination that was likewise
popular in Poland (see recipe on page 179).26Ham is also called p e w

in a cauldron so that the bone marrow would cook out and form a
thick stock. This stock was then strained and used as a component in

in old Polish sources, but this term can be confusing because rt 1s also
other dishes such as stew, gruel, or mush. We can assume that the
used for certain types of flitch bacon. In modern Polish the word for
pultis mentioned in numerous royal bills and registers incorporated t h ~ s
sausage is kielbasa, but the older medieval term salsucia implies that
the meat is in some way salted or brined, not necessarily that it is also
smoked as many Polish sausages are today.

Meat cooked and pickled in its own jelly was also an important source of food. Large provisions of meat ad salsandas were stored

The farcrmina, according to Szymon Syrennius's discussion in
connection with millet kasha, "are used for stuffing blood sausages of
pork and beef, having first been cooked in the

type of enriched stock.

Farcimina appears

in much earlier sources in a similar context, so there is little doubt as
to what is meant by it. Similar sausages using various types of grain
stuffings are still made in Poland today.
Toward the end of the fifteenth century and the beginning of
the sixteenth, small sausages similar to frankfurters appeared in Polish
sources for the first time. They were referred to in a royal account of

1502 as circinellas pro p~andro-sausages for dinner.28Pork sausages
gained in popularity because they could be introduced into a great num-

both at the royal court and at royal military stations. Huge amounts of
both corned beef and corned pork are mentioned among the provisions of the Teutonic Knights. The Libellus de coquinaria, dating from
the thirteenth century, contains a detailed recipe for corned meat that
may be one of the few surv~vingfrom this perrod.
Polish royal registers occasionally use such expressions as
"thirty haunches of pork for preserving in fat" or some variation of
this.1° They appear to refer to the purchases of meat intended for salt,
ing, then preserved in lard. Gall's chronicle mentions pork stored in
wooden tubs, and this method of preserving meat over the winter is
still In use in many rural areas in Poland.

ber of dishes, thus giving more variety and imagination to the menu.
Regarding methods of preparation, fried pork must have
been popular because Polish texts often mention frying pans. This
would also be consistent with the many references to eating bacon,

Organ Meats and Veal Lesser meat products also appeared on Polish royal menus, especially organ meats. Tripe (called trippe in the
early texts) was frequently mentioned, as well as intestiw de porco and

which is generally fried. However, fry~ng1s normally discussed in
sometimes

connection with fish in medreval Polish texts, not with meat, thus the
evidence is more indirect. Nevertheless, frying was certainly known,

the more generic term nuncelli. It is not clear how these

were prepared, but in general, this was considered food for the poor,

'
Hearth utenrilr
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saddle of veal); any large cut of veal could be used. Rumpolt, himself a
for servants, or for common soldiers. There are two documented cases
Hungarian (born in Wallachia), cooked in Poland sometime before
where organ meat was served to military commanders while vis~ting
the coronation of Queen Barbara RadziwiH (1550), and noted that the
encampments, but we do not know whether it was tripe or liver or
dish was then a great favor~tewith the Austrian court. In his 1581
lungs. However, tripe put up in sauerkraut appears to have been used
recipe, the roast was taken from the loin or saddle, scored, and laid in
as an emergency or convenience food during cold weather for all
a marinade of spring water, wine vinegar, garlic, and sweet marjoram
classes of people (see recipe on page 187).

(Onganum majoranu). After marinating overnight, the meat was seared

It is worth mentioning that in the charter of 1140 for the
on a spit, then pot-roasted along with the kidneys in a mixture of
Cistercian monastery at Jedrzej6w (later known in Poland for its fine
melted butter and the marinade, all well flavored with herbs and
gardens), the townspeople were required to give the local prince and

garlic. The meat was served in its sauce with grated pepper. The prep

his posterity all the hearts of cattle slaughtered in that place.jl It is
aration is simple and invariably results in tender meat. But then as
not clear whether these beef hearts were considered a special delicacy
or whether they were simply food intended for servants connected to

now, veal was expensive.
For farmers, calves and other young animals are "sacrifice"

the princely household. The context would suggest that the hearts
foods in that slaughtering them eliminates their larger economlc
were set aside for the monks, who were of low social standing. Mikotaj
potential later on. Therefore, it is not surpris~ngto find these meats
Rej referred to beef hearts in his writings as something only fit for

limited to menus of the royal court and upper nobility. Servants and

monks, servants, and the poor.
people of lower station simply did not consume this kind of meat.
Piglets and calves were consumed less frequently than adult
animals, but their mention is not rare. Veal, for example, is noted in
Polish records as early as the fourteenth century, but such things as
assaturn vitulina (veal sauerbraten) only appear in Cracow during the

Lamb and kid were eaten even more rarely, but the references are
clear that when lamb was cooked, it was always served with onions
(we mention this because the medieval cookery of Poland relied
heavily on onions).33

1 4 6 0 ~ . The
' ~ dish seems to have originated at the Holy Roman Court
in V~enna,or at least made fashionable by it, for it is said to be a Hungarian invention which originally relied on csombor as a flavoring
ingredient. Csombor is an herb with a taste that resembles mugwort
(Arremesia vulgaris). It may be replicated by grinding together equal
parts tarragon, dill seed, and caraway seed.
A little over a century after the appearance of the dish in
Poland, Marcus Rumpolt mentioned it in his Ein new Kochbuch
(Frankfurt, 1581). He called it Kalbern Braten in ein Duba (pot-roast

Poultry The most commonly consumed meat after beef and pork was
poultry, especially chickens, capons, and poussins. Poultry raising must
have played a very significant role in the economy of medieval Poland
judging by the vast orders that would be quickly filled for the royal
and princely courts. Poultry, too, figures significantly in the payment
of manorial quitrents. For example, peasants were required to pay
annually anywhere from six hens, two cheeses, and two eggs to eight
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game without the express permission of the king. Game killed by the
hens, two cheeses, and twelve eggs above and beyond what was owed
in grain harvest (these quantities varied from manor to manor). At
the royal court, which recelved payments of this sort from its serfs,
tithe poultry was generally spit-roasted or prepared in aspic, depending
s
on ~ t quality.
The royal accounts also mention ducks more often than geese.
The ducks were either young or specially fattened. Wild ducks were
mentioned only once and pigeons only on occasion. The nature of
these references seems to suggest that all of these last-mentioned fowl
were consumed on a seasonal basis. The Weissenfels text from the fourteenth century made mention of chicken baked with prunes (see recipe
on page 154), goose baked with turnips, and small birds fried in lard,
preparations that definitely had their counterparts in Poland.'+

A r c h a e o l o g d evidence confirms this general schema,
although only in Gdansk is the record clear enough to draw conclusions about the relative consumption of chickens, ducks, and geese.
Oddly, the archaeological record for poultry during the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries remains puzzling, for remains are scarce. This is particularly strange given the fact that this period was characterized by an
increase in specialized poultry raising.

king or at his order was eviscerated on the spot. All parts of the animal with any value, such as the hide, some of the bones, and of course
the meat, would be taken back to town. Bear provide a particularly
interesting example of the practice, for only the paw bones show up at
archaeological sites connected to food consumption. These parts of
the anunal enjoyed culinary esteem among the nobility, along with
bear bacon and smoked bear tongue, which were treated as gourmet
fare. Of course, the fur was also highly valued. The rest of the animal
was left in the forest.
O n occasion, the archaeological record provides surprising
evidence about the hunt, although it is difficult to interpret. For
example, excavations at a twelfth- and thirteenth-century settlement
of artisan-fishermen in Gdansk revealed bones for elks, aurochs, wild
boars, and stags. Several Polish historians have rightly pointed out
that these animals were not hunted by individuals but by large groups
of men. A single hunter could not have carted the dead animal alone,
and in the case of the material from Gdansk, it is obvious from the
types of bones found that the game was dressed in the village, not in
the forest where it was killed.
The explanation for thls is that the local prince arranged for
collect~ve,organized huntin g by men from settlements in the area.

Game Game 1s perhaps one of the most perplexing of all the food
categories of medieval diet in Poland. The archaeological record is
quite clear in its scarclty of game remains, and written sources confirm
that game was rarely eaten by rich or poor. Yet these same sources also
make abundant mention of huntin g , indeed the royal court maintained huntsmen almost year round. What happened to the quarry?
The Polish ius regale (law of royal privileges) regulated huntmg of big game throughout the kingdom. No one could hunt for big

The meat and hides were sent to hun for his own use, while the
bones, horns, and antlers went to local workshops specializing in the
manufacture of utensils. This hypothesis was confirmed when archaeologists discovered bones and skulls with traces of saws, axes, and
sharp knives.35It appears that in return for hunting, the men were
paid with animal parts useful to their craft industry.
Royal accounts do not contain any references to big game in

meat of all sorts appears to have been quite popular, since purchases of
spite of the fact that there are ample references to hunting dogs and
royal huntsmen. Only small game, such as beavers, badgers (borsuk),
hares, partridges, and black grouse, was regularly prepared for royal
menus in season. This kind of game was commonly hunted by village
officials or privileged peasants who had the legal right to hunt it and
sell it to the royal court.
Venison presents an interesting puzzle, for it is not mentioned
very frequently in medieval Polish texts. Gallus Anonymus devoted a
lengthy passage in his chronicle to "magnanimitati mensae et largitati
Boleslai," which described the wealth and hospitality of King Boleslaw
Chrobry (reigned 992-1025).36 The king expressed his generosity in
receptions given to large numbers of people who were closely associated w ~ t hhim. According to the menus described by Gallus Anonymus, the king's feasts abounded in a variety of venlson dishes prepared
from animals caught by professional hunters. This pattern of professional huntsmen delivering game to the court is confirmed both by
written sources and by archaeological evidence. Hunting in medieval
Poland played a different role than in other parts of Europe, for it was
less a form of food acquisition and more an extension of court diplomacy. Game was more than just meat, it was a political expression of
h ~ g hesteem and appreciation.
Big game was not common in Poland to begin with, and its
consumption was reserved exclus~velyfor large royal celebrations, high
military officials, or, most important, a luxury gift food to visiting dignitarie~.~'
Indeed, a good-sized elk was valued at 90 grosze, almost
twice as expensive as an average ox. It is known that King Wkadysiaw
Jagietlo organized hunts mainly for the purpose of offering venison to
distinguished officials. It is also well documented that he gave "salted
port~ons"of venison as gifts to various state visitors. Indeed, salted

fresh meats were as a matter of practice specially designated as carnes
recentes in the royal register^.'^ This preference is probably why venison was normally salted, rubbed down w ~ t h
condiments, and then
partially smoked or treated in some other way, and then stored in barrels. Otherwise, fresh venison was always placed in a vinegar marinade
before it was cooked. This practice was done as much for sterilizing
the meat as for flavor and tenderizing.
The kings of Poland were well aware of the symbolism
attached to venison, and King Casimir Jagielloticzykused his royal
privilege in 1448 to accomplish an interestmg political point. That
year he granted the citizens of Cracow the right to hunt for venison in
the royal forests, but only to satisfy their needs. It may be that the
deer population was mult~pl~ing
too rapidly or that the king wanted to
curtail hunting on a large scale by assertmg his rights over venison.
Whatever his ulterior motive, the immediate result was to win over
the sympathies of the townspeople, who at least for a short time
enjoyed the luxury of a food formerly served only at the royal court or
at princely estates.
The maintenance of royal hunters and falconers was a large
expense in all the royal accounts for this period. In fact, there are
quite a number of purchase orders for specific dinners where the royal
falconers entertained foreign guests. One of the royal purchase orders
for Korczyn in August 1405 covered the expenses for entertaining
Russian falconers as well as the king's own men: two boiled beef
heads, sixty chickens, two sheep, and three achtels of beer. The falcons themselves were fed thirty live chickens.39 At another dinner,
which included drummers, hunters, falconers, bakers, vendors, and
lute players, much less meat was served, but almost twice as much

abundant supplies of honey, so there is no doubt that some of it at
beer. The beer came from Busko (a very cheap quality), which may
least was being used to create sweet-sour combinations.
suggest how the court managed to contain some of its costs. Since
hunting was considered a diversion with no real economic object in

Fish

mind, it is easy to see how entertainment expenses could quickly eat
Fish, which constituted the second basic food product in Polish mediinto royal reserves.

eval cookery after meat, was eaten in large quantities and was pre-

Yet the kings always viewed hunting as one of the perks of ofpared in a variety of ingenious ways. Its consumption was directly
fice and a certain way to escape the pressures of work. King Wladyslaw
Jagietio's letter to the master of the royal hunt at Pryz6w expressed
this sentiment when he remarked that hunting existed "for the salutary refreshment of our body following the exertions of labor."4O There
were high costs involved, for the royal huntsmen had to be prepared
at all times to accommodate the king, should he decide, on a moment's notice, to spend a day at the hunt. The entire community of
Jedlina in the Radom forests enjoyed the privilege of hunting venison
in return for being ready at all times to handle every aspect of the
hunt, from driving the animals to transporting the trophies back from
the woods.41
The preparation of game at court might be inferred from the
huge inventories of vinegar consumed by the royal kitchens. The
Polish love of sour marinades is constantly referred to in medieval
texts under the term sakum dominorum. One of the marinades discussed in the Danish Libellus de coquinaria called for cloves, cinnamon,
ginger, and pepper thoroughly mixed (with the cinnamon predominattng), white bread dissolved in it to thicken it, and strong vinegar.
Such thickened marinades were also cooked with pan drippings to
make sauces or gravies for the meat. Another marinade recipe in the
same text consisted of honey, vinegar, and mustard seeds, a combinatton that reminds one of the honey mustards popular today (see recipe
for green mustard on page 156). The royal kitchens always listed

connected to the religious practices introduced by the Catholic
Church, since fish always appeared on the table during Lent, every
Wednesday and Friday, and on other fasting days. It never appeared
on the menu on regular "meat" days (Sunday, Tuesday, and Thursday).
Quite the opposite was true in Germany, where fish and meat might
appear at the same meal. Because the Polish Church strictly enforced
fasting days and because such days were far more frequent in the Middle Ages than in later periods, there was a steady demand for fish of
all sorts. The royal accounts of Wladystaw Jagieilo and Jadwiga are
very precise in their mention of fish as recentes (fresh), sicci (dried),
salsi (salted), or semiassati (pickled). The archaeological record, however, is not as easy to interpret. What is evident from the remains,
however, is that fish consumption was about the same across all levels
of society and that fish in the Middle Ages, were larger and of a
higher quality than is seen today. Modern pollution and overfishing
have contributed to this decline.
The remains include such fish as sturgeon and wyi (a Polish
relative of sturgeon); salmon, sea trout, lavaret (a type of whitefish),
trout, and grayling; pike perch and perch; pike; wels (European catfish); carp, ide, roach, boleri (Aspius rapax), barbel, tench, bream, CNcian carp, certa (Abramis uimba), and krqpie; cod and turbot. These
have been grouped by family and some of the fish do not have com-

mon English names. This is complicated by the fact that there are
fewer remains of fish with small bones because these bones degrade
more quickly in the soil. For example, herring bones are rare, yet we
know from written sources that herring was very popular in the early
1100s. In fact, ruins of salt-processing sites connected with herring
and dating from the eighth to ninth centuries have been discovered at
Kolobrzeg in Pomerania.
Manuscript sources from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries further confirm the archaeological findings for the earlier period,
and add a few more species of fish to the overall list. This is particularly useful in the case of eel, fish imported in barrels from Hungary, and crayfish, none of which were identified from archaeological
evidence prior to the 1970s. However, it is very difficult to determine
the fish most commonly consumed as opposed to those considered rare
delicacies. If we simply list the fish according to the number of times
they are mentioned in the written sources, then herring is always at
the top. Following this would be eel, then salmon. Trailing far behind
these were grayling, perch, ide, pike perch, pike, wels, and at the very
bottom of the list, sturgeon and sterlet. These last mentioned fish may
have become scarce by this time, a fact supported by the very high
prices quoted for large fish in general. A whole large salmon cost 20
grosze, but a portion of sturgeon cost 70 grosze per piece, or more than
an entire ox.
Records from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries also
mention various forms of preserved fish, particularly herring and strac-

fusz (pike processed like dried cod). There is also a clear inference

rency terms, these served as pennies. For comparison, one hundred
pieces of herring during this period cost roughly 8 grosze.
The only smoked fish mentioned frequently 1s lamprey, although the remains of smoked eel are now becoming common due to
improved archaeological methods. Because sea lamprey was considered
the most flavorful, it was generally smoked so that it could be shipped
to inland markets. It was sold by the w6zanka (bundle) at a cost of
about one-half grosze per Polish pound. All of these fish, whether
fresh, salted, or smoked, do show up in the culinary record, for we find
a number of specific dishes mentioned in period manuscripts.
Two common preparation methods at the royal court included fish fried in olive oil and fish made into aspic. Another cooking method was h ~ n t e dat in a bill in the accounts of WIadysIaw
Jagiello and Jadwiga for the purchase of fish and herring with

It

is probable that the herring was preserved in oil, as it is often preserved today. Herring was quite popular during the medieval period,
and as a commercial product prepared in the Baltic ports, it came to
market in oil, salted, smoked, pickled, and on occasion sold stuck on
wooden spits, thirty fish to the spit. Salt herring was cheap and was
often sold to nunneries and monasteries. For example, in 1214 the
Cistercian nuns at Trzebnica in Pomerania were granted the privilege
to transport salt herring on their own boat rather than to pay a middleman for deli~ery.4~
In any case, the better grades of herring were
poached In vinegar stock with mustard and onions or commonly
served with a green sauce. There are also references to baking them
with cinnamon, or with white wine and condiments.
Other fish that appear with some frequency were perch

that salt-dried cod was extremely popular. Three pieces of cod cost 1
Pollsh kopa or 8 to 11 grosze. Food in late medieval Poland was generally sold by kopa units, with 1 kopa divisible into sixty "bits." In cur-

p a c h e d in wine with parsley, in soup, or stewed with vegetables; carp
with green sauce or in aspic; and various types of galantines using fish

blood to color them black. The galantines were made only on special
occasions, usually with pike or some other large fish, and several
Polish references are quite clear that the fish was served whole or in
large nicely carved pieces (one of the defining features of a Polish
galantme). Aspics, composed of meat cut into small bits or shaped
into dumplings, were evidently prepred from mixed fish of lesser
quality; and in Poland, vinegar rather than wine is the most consistent
ingredient (see the recipe for an ornamental aspic flavored with lavender vinegar on page 166).
Salted fish is commonly mentioned, but nor by species. It
was consumed by rich and poor alike, and even pike and eel were
sold this way. Eel was the second most frequently mentioned fish in
Polish sources following herring. By the 1300s it was sold by the barrel for about 1%to 2 grosze per barrel and consumed while rather

transported and stored when salted, smoked, or dried, so we may presume that these methods were used when the fish was given to officials
en route to other places or sent as a gift to a locality that would have
required several days or even weeks of travel. Smoked lamprey and
dried p ~ k ewere often prepared specificallyfor this purpose, and the
accounts of the Teutonic Knights are full of references to such provisions, mainly cod and herring. Herring was usually listed by the cask
(containing six hundred to eight hundred fish), whereas cod was listed
. ~ ~ barreled herring became common in the 1300s.
by the p ~ e c eSuch
Earlier ~twas sold in bundles of a thousand.
We also find references on occasion in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries to fish sent in barrels from Hungary, which must refer
to some type of migratory river fish (perhaps sturgeon) taken from the
Danube. The royal accounts under the year 1412 mention Hungarian
fish sold by the cask while Queen Anna (second wife of King Wlady-

young.
Wels or sheet fish (Siluris glanis), known in Polish as sum,
which can attain a length of four meters, is mentioned in written
sources much less frequently than one would assume, judging from

slaw Jagiello) was returning to Poland accompanied by her Hungarlan
guests. The royal entourage paused at Sgcz, where a merchant from
Kosice (in pesent-day Slovakia) sold them the fish. The merchant
e v ~ d e n t trailed
l~
the court as it moved toward Cracow so that he

numerous archaeological remains dating from the eighth to tenth cencould turn a good profit by supplying it with daily provision^.^^
turies. Bones and vertebras found at Biskupin during digs in 1956 suggest that large pieces were smoked to supply the table of the local

Grains: Kasza (Grits) and Old Polish Porridge

feudal lord.44Excavations also uncovered impressive smoking pits.
The polish term knsza (kasha in English) refers to a texture rather
These sheet fish, the largest of the European catfish, probably came
than to a particular type of grain. However, in the context of medieval
from the lake at Biskupin, but similar smoking pits have been discovPolish cookery, millet is almost universally implied, and porridge made
ered throughout the lake districts in the Palucko region of Poland.
with finely ground millet or millet grits was the staff of life for all
There may be an interesting explanation for t h ~ s .
Poles, princes and commoners alike. Millet was also one of the disFish was often mentioned as a tithe ~nmedieval documents,
tinctive features of medieval Polish cookery that differentiated it from
and several city registers mention fish specifically as honoraria for
cookery in Western Europe. Today, the potato has replaced millet in
important officials. Owing to its perishable nature, fish is more easily

Mush pot.

Polish diet, but this is a change that came to Poland much later, in
the late seventeenth century. Until the potato, millet kasha was one
of Poland's defining regional foods, and this has been confirmed by archaeological evidence.
Millet, wheat, and rye were equally in demand, yet were utilized in very different ways. The first was primarily for domestic consumption while the latter two grains were generally converted to flour
and therefore served as commercial commodities for breweries, mills,
and bakeries. In terms of units sown, rye held absolute priority, and
millet never appeared as sep (medieval tithe payment), whereas rye is
mentioned often in this respect. Yet millet has left a far clearer
archaeological trail, for unlike wheat and rye it resists decomposition.
One of the most revealing aspects of millet culture from the
Millerbaulinggraifi to be
ground.

archaeological record is the huge biodiversity of plant stock that once
existed on Polish soil. Archaeologists have discovered not only a wide
variety of seed colors (red, brown, orange, yellow), but also evidence
that the plants themselves had undergone many local adaptations.
This implies that there were many regional varieties specially selected
and adapted to particular soil types. The very existence of such
remains has caused histor~ansto reassess the prevailing image of agriculture in Poland during the early Middle Ages. Evidence points to a
level of sophistication not previously appreciated, and all the more
intriguing given the fact that of all the grains grown in Poland, millet
is also the most demanding in terms of soil and weather conditions.
The only logical explanation for this is that the Polish preference for
millet was cultural and that millet must have arrived with the earhest
Slavic migrants. The oldest cultivated species from that period was
the so-called foxtail millet (Setaria italics), but it was soon replaced by

Panicum miliaceum, the species best adapted to Polish climate due to
its shorter period of vegetation.
There are no direct references to millet flour or to breads
made from millet flour from early medieval Poland, although the ethnographic record is rich in material on millet plncki (flat breads).
Hearth breads and ash cakes made with millet must have played a role
in the medieval Polish diet, especially In rural areas. Since it contains
very llttle gluten, it may have been mixed with other flours. But millet
was not, per se, a food of the poor. Indeed, grits made from millet were
a feature of meals for all levels of society in medieval Poland. Furrhermore, millet was eaten during Lent, on "meat" days, on fast days, and
on holtdays. Quite simply, it was an everyday dish and was prepared In
a wide variety of ways. O n exceptional occasions, it was substituted
wlth other grains such as rice (an imported luxury) or with kasza
manna, grits from Glyceria fluirans, a type of grass that grows wild in
Poland. Both of these were delicacies consumed by the rich. In fact,
rice was considered so precious during the Jag~ellonianreigns that it
was locked up in the royal treasury along with valuable spices.
Polish medieval records make two distinctions regarding the
way in which millet was prepared. One of the most common designations was pultes (pulse), which refers to the coarse texture in porridge.
It was cooked like modem oatmeal until thick, then eaten plain or
with milk, or it was cooked with meat or vegetable stock and such

ingredients as dried peas, fresh root vegetables, and sometimes cheap
cuts of meat. This form of millet porridge made with coarsely broken
grain was rarely consumed by the higher social classes. It was strictly
village fare and was considered rustic by the prevailing standards of
Polish court cookery. The English word gruel best conveys its charac-
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ter. T h e concept survives in Polish cookery today under the name pol-

ewka, a cheese gruel consistmg of hot milk, water, and fresh curds that
is eaten like soup.
Its counterpart among the nobility was zacierki, commonly
referred to as pulmentum in Latin texts, a contraction of pulpamentum.
In this case the millet was ground very fine to yield two d~stincttextures: a true flour consistency, and a fine, even-textured form of grlts
resembling modem polenta. The Italian word for polenta is itself
derived from the Latin pulmentum, and before the introduction of
maize, was made with a variety of other grains, primarily barley. In any
case, old Polish zacierki may be equated with pap ment~onedin medieval texts in England and France. It was a thick soup or porridge with
a smooth puree-like consistency. Egg yolks, milk, meat stock, and various spices were also normally added to the millet to create a range of
distinct recipes (see recipe using capon stock, honey, and saffron on
page 160).

A dish called pulmentum avenaticum is also mentioned in

mostly in connection w ~ t himprovements in animal husbandry and
brew~ng.This grain was not held in high esteem, and coarse grits or
meal made from it (referred to as gruellum de avena or auenata) were
sometimes consumed, but usually by servants and laborers. In contrast
,
was a dish of some d~gnityin Western Europe. Chlto t h ~ savenata
quart, a fourteenth-century Savoyard cook, included a reclpe for

avenast (his spell~ng)in his cookery manual.+Wnd the Catalan Liber

de Sent Sovi of the same period featured an avenat sweetened with
sugar and intended primarily as a porridge for invalids.
In general, aside from kucza, oats were viewed as fodder for
horses or as a component of ttucz ("mash"), a food made for hunting
dogs by mix~ngcooked oatmeal with beef suet. Otherwise, oats did not
play a pervasive role in the medieval Polish d ~ ebut
t they do show up
on occasion as payment by peasants in exchange for the so-called

wrqb, the r ~ g h tto hunt In manor forests. Such payments are recorded
during the 1380s in the accounts of the manor of Niepolomice.
Quitrents were also sometimes paid in oats, although the nobility always preferred cash.

some of the noble accounts. This appears, from seventeenth-century
ethnographic evidence, to be similar to the tolokno of Lithuania and
Russia, which was made with parched oats ground into flour and used
as a provision during long travels. It was cooked as needed with water,
pork fat, and salt. Barley flour and millet kasha were sometimes pre-

L~kewise,barley is not mentioned with regularity untd the fifteenth century. It was used for grits and meal, but this was not common. The importance of barley can be inferred from the fact that it
was planted only in small plots on a scale much more restricted than
other grains4' We do know, however, that barley was used to "stretch

pared the same way. Evidently, the Polish oatmeal counterpart was
considerably more refined, at least as it was served at the royal court.
The records of Klemens Watrobka, vowode of Cracow in 1419, offer a

rye flour in bread making.
Barley was also the main component of a yogurt-like dish
referred to in Latin texts as glycerius and in medieval Polish as kyssel;

contemporary explanation: "to a half measure of oats for soup called

kucza."4' Thus, Polish soup made with tine oatmeal was known as

the modern Polish spelling is usually given as kisiel. Normally characterized as nobleman's fare, this thick soup was prepared by pouring
boiling water over barley flour, then adding a hquid yeast called "thick

Oats did not appear in Poland until the eleventh century,

and thar more likely than not, the whole mixture was reduced to a
beer." It would ferment slightly and thicken, then honey, milk, or fruit
was added (see reclpe on page 164). There are references to this dish
in Polish records as early as A.D. 997. It was served for dinner at the
royal table, and the king often served it (without mllk) to guests during Lent. For example, in 1394 King Wladystaw Jagielkoserved kisiel
at a meal attended by Prokop, t~tularmargrave of Moravia; the duke
of Raciborz; Janusz, duke of Oswiecim; and others.50

IS

the mix of grains.

Several texts from late antiquity and from Byzantium make
reference to similar porridges or gruels made with mixtures of grains.

A type of polenta called chondrogala by Galen (about A.D. 165) consisted of barley, wheat, millet, and cracked chickpeas cooked until
thick in water and goat milk.5' The mush became so thick that it
resembled mashed potatoes and could be molded into the shape of a

Today, this preparation has evolved Into the dish known in
Polish as iur, a loan word from Russian. Zur has further evolved into
a number of regionalized forms. Buckwheat rather than oat flour is
used in eastern and northeastern Poland, while oat flour

thick mush. What remains unclear

IS

more

restricted to the South. Rye flour is used in the rest of the country.
Until quite recently, many peasants reserved a ceramic pot especially
for making tur. It was not washed, allowing the fermentation from one
batch to act as starter for the next. Durlng Lent, the soup was flavored
only with salt and garlic, and so symbolic was lt of fasting and selfdenial thar it is often used in Polish literature as a metaphor for sacrifice and asceticism. In fact, at the end of Lent, the iur pot was symbolically "killed" either by smashing it or burying ~tin the ground. A
new pot was bought, and thus began another annual cycle. Archaeology has uncovered many such pots in medieval Polish sites, lending
material evidence to the age of this tradition.
Because of the peculiar role of oats and barley in the old Polish diet, we are led to wonder about the nature of the p l l u m compositum mentioned in some early sources. Was it a mixture of grits

made from millet, barley, and oats as some scholars have suggested?
Each of the grains has a different cooking time, oats being the shortest, barley the longest. But because the term gruellurn compositum is
smgular, we must assume that the grains are being cooked together

cheese. Medieval Poles may have had a variety of other grains available to them, but the end result would have been similar in texture.
The recipe for gruel of mixed grains, which combines broken wheat
groats and millet kasha in a stock of pureed greens, strikes a middle
ground (see recipe on page 147). Its makeup is based on ethnographic
evidence; similar dishes were made in rural Poland into the late nineteenth century. The fact that it works as intended in the medieval
texts - as a side dish for boiled or roasted m e a t further strengthens
the case for this interpretation.
Perhaps the most pertinent question is, how was millet consumed in medieval Poland? We know that millet was ground to a
sandy cornmeal consistency and cooked, yet sources from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries do not contam much material on actual
millet preparation. Only in the 1613 herbal of Szymon Syrennius do
we find actual descriptions of dishes. There are references to millet in
Taillevent, and at least one "French reclpe of the same period is of
poss~blePolish origin. The foreign recipes are most useful for information about preparation techniques and methodology, which may provide clues as to how similar processes were accomplished in Poland.
One of the preparations described by Szymon Syrennius
stated that millet kasha was "cooked in milk with butter and sugar."
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A t truly refined meals, millet was replaced with manna
Such a recipe would have been exceptional in medieval Poland,
although Cypriot sugar was known in the fourteenth century and
shipped on a regular basis from Famagusta via Genoese factors. Some
of the very rich could have indulged in millet prepared this way,
although honey was far more likely as a sweetener. Sugar would have
been used mostly in the preparation of konfekty-confections and candied fruits for the beginning and end of meals-rather than to
sweeten porridge.
More realistically, at least in terms of mainstream diet, Syrennius's reference to another method of preparation comes closer to the
point. He noted that servants ate millet kasha "cooked with water,
butter, and salt." Or, hulled millet was "cooked until fluffy and loose,
then browned in butter and thus served."5zThis last dish would
resemble fried rice.
One fourteenth-century French recipe is more elaborate,
although it is simple enough to have been used in Poland and the
Ingredients were available.53Grits were soaked and rinsed three times
in boiling water, then poured into hot milk and left to cook without
stirring until the milk came to a full boil. After they boiled, the grits
were removed from the fire and beaten vigorously with the backside of
a wooden scoop or "clasher" to make the mixture smooth. They were
then placed over the fire again, saffron was added, and the porridge
was cooked until thick.
The millet clasher may be peculiar to Polish cookery, for
nothing quite like it has come to light in other parts of Europe. It was
Ckrherfor working rnilief.
After an eighteenth-century
artifact.

shaped like a dipper, but with the inside of the bowl left unfinished.
The backside was used to mash the soft millet against the side of the
cookpot.

(Glyceria fluitans). Known in Poland as Mazovian semolina, manna
grows in wet meadows or near water and yields a grain slmilar in size
to common grass seed. According to archaeological evidence, manna
t a large way until the end of the thirdid not enter the Polish d ~ ein
teenth century, which suggests that the concept of harvesting it may
have come from outside Poland. Large quantities of manna remains
have been found during excavations of the Rynek GlBwny (the main
marketplace) In Cracow, clearly suggesting that manna was an important article of commerce and not just a luxury foraged for the nobility.
The Poles also differentiate between several species or subspecies of manna, among them Glyceria mamma (large manna, with
grains resembling miniaturized wheat) and Glyceria lithwlnica (Lithuanian manna, with grains no larger than celery seed). In North Amertca, the native manna is more commonly known as floating manna
grass under dtfferent taxonomy (Panicularia fluitans). Polish manna's
slightly sweet flavor is far more dehcate than millet and it was historically much costlier than any other grain consumed in Poland. It was
purchased In large quantities by the royal court and appeared on the
royal menu almost exclusively, usually under the name " ~ e m o l i n a . " ~ ~
As we have mentioned, on rare occasions, rice was served to
important guests of the royal household as a further substitution in
the hierarchy of costly ingredients. Rice was often combined with
hashmeats (see recipe in the Cypriot style on page 171). To substitute
for rice, rural people gathered the seeds of a plant known as manna
lichen (Lecanura esculenta) that they used in cookery the same way as
rice. This seed was widely used in rural Poland until rice became inexpensive in recent times.
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practice was in place even in the early Mlddle Ages, and before literLikewise, on the more modest end of the culinary scale, we
come to buckwheat, which was p r ~ m a r ~consumed
ly
in the villages.
During the Middle Ages, only two types of buckwheat were known in
Poland: Tartarian buckwheat (Fagopyrum tataricum), called paganca in
old Polish texts; and true culinary buckwheat (Fagopyrum esculentum).

In Mazovia, both species were called buckwheat since both were prepared the same way as kasha, or kasza gryczana, as buckwheat grlts are
properly known in Polish. Tartarian buckwheat came to Poland from
central Asia during the thirteenth century, along with sweet flag
(Acorus calamus) and Tartar bread plant (Crambe tatarica), a potherb
often cooked in porridges pepared with buckwheat grits. The fleshy,
sweet root of this latter herb was grated into vinegar like horseradish
or cooked with parsnips, carrots, or skirrets. The leaves were often
used by country people to wrap around bread baked downhearth in
ashes or in bake ovens, which gave bread a nice, golden crust. The
popular dumplings made with buckwheat and known today in Southe m Poland as pierogi ruskle did not enter Polish cookery until the
nineteenth century, when they came to Poland from Russia.
Another medieval grain dish mentioned in Polish records
appeared under the name prazmo. Judging by remarks made by
Szymon Syrennius, this was a pottage consumed mostly by the poor,
although on occasion it was also eaten by the upper classes. It was
made by oven-drying the unripened grains of rye and using these as
the basis for a gruel. When needed, the green grains were soaked in
warm water, then cooked with milk and bacon. Upper-class versions of
this dish used capon stock and better quality ingredients. Various

ary documentat~on.
The practice of oven-drying green grain continues in southwest Germany, where the process is applied to Griinkern, the unripe
kernels of spelt, a species of wheat (Triticum speltn). I t is known from
archaeological evidence that spelt was dried in this manner prior to
the Roman occupation of the Rhineland in the first century B.c., and
in fact was a widespread practice among the Gauls and other Celtic
peoples. Today, Griinkern is considered a health food. Like spelt, green
rye also cooks more quickly and is easier to digest than the ripe gram.
More important, this process intercepted the gram at a stage before the
onset of ergot, a toxic fungus that resulted in a disease called St. Anthony's fire, prevalent in medieval times. Ergot is commonly associated
with rye, but it attacks other grains as well. Oven-drymg was doubtless
also applied to Polish spelt, since spelt was the primary winter wheat
grown in Poland from the tenth to twelfth centuries. Other wheats
grown were club wheat (Triticum compactum), a starchy wheat most
useful for its flour; emmer (Triticum dicoccum), the oldest cultivated
wheat (called Alexandrian wheat by the Romans); and common bread
wheat (Tritlcum aestivum), which has yielded many modem cultivars.
Last, hemp seeds appear to have been used as grits for porridge, especially by the rural poor. Evidence for this comes mainly
from the Ruthenian (ethnic Ukranian) parts of Poland, and documentation can be traced to the eleventh century. Several Pollsh historians
have suggested that the large quantities of hemp seed supphed to the
royal court were also mtended for soup. This is a possibility, but we
cannot discount the fact that hemp seed oil was used in lamps. Per-

traylike grain roasters (paqnice) made from earthenware have been

haps the crushed seed had a culinary use after the oil was extracted.

excavated from sites in Poland dating from the slxth or seventh cen-

There is a tradition that such seed mash was used to make soup in

turies to the thirteenth century, so there 1s physical evldence that t h ~ s

Harvest twls.
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Common white bread (albus) was made with farina triticea,
monasteries, so soldiers stationed at the royal court may have dined
on simdar rations. Whether it satisfied hunger remains to be seen; ~t
certainly would have induced a pleasant and incapacitating stupor.

Breads and Baked Goods

farina alba, or a blend of the two. Thus there were several subgrades,
ranging from bread resembling modem whole wheat to very white
sourdough types. The very largest of this sort were made for harvest
feasts. After harvest, the peasants would present to the landowner a
huge loaf of bread and a crown made of various grains and flowers.

Many kinds of bread flours were available in Poland during the Middle
Ages. There were two types of rye flour, one coarse (sillginis) and one
finely ground (niger), as well as common and specialty wheat flours.
The flour designated as farina triticea ("common") in the royal
accounts of King Wladystaw Jagielio was used for loaf or trencher
bread, while the farina alba ("white" flour) was used for baking manchet rolls, cakes, and better quality baked goods. The best grade of
wheat flour, called farina alba cnbrata ("finely bolted" white flour) was
the most delicate of all and was used for only the highest quality
cakes, cookies, and pastries.
Based on medieval baking regulations and the daily listings of
bread in the royal registers, we know that there were nine broad categories of bread, not counting the many variant transitional forms, or
the unregulated breads baked in homes: common rye bread, black rye
bread, common white bread, binavice, wheat or manchet rolls, bagels
or ring pretzels, rogale or crescent rolls, plocki or flat cakes, and tortae.
Common rye bread (sillginis) would equate roughly to a modern whole meal rye bread. This type of bread was commonly used for
trenchers, as described in the recipe for Wroctaw trencher bread (see
page 180).
Black rye bread (niger) was a fine-grained bread very dark in
color. When baked down-hearth in kettles, as was often done in rural
farmhouses, this bread resembled a dense pudding like German

The landowner in return was obliged to prepare a feast. This custom
was carried over from pagan times and was derived from the belief
that this exchange would protect the community from hunger.
Binavice (biscotum) is generally rendered into English as rusks,
although the Polish term actually means "in a double way." These
breads, which are first baked, then sliced, and finally dried at a low
temperature in the oven, are not necessarily of fine quality. The earliest references to this sort of breadstuff come from early medieval
accounts of requisitions for soldiers' rations. Syrennius even defined tt
as "suldier's bread" and noted that anise seed was normally added not
so much for the flavor as for health reasons.55
The benefit of binawice was that they could be stored for a
long time and reconstituted as needed by dipping in beer or some
other beverage. Large quantities were consumed at the royal court,
perhaps as part of the servants' mess or as part of the rations for the

considerable number of soldiers stationed at court to protect it.
Wheat rolls or manchet breads (semellae) were the finest sort
of w h ~ t ebread. They are most often depicted in medieval banqueting
scenes or in Last Supper scenes using details from medieval life. The
rolls came in varlous shapes, some perfectly round called bulki, others
elongated with pointed ends. A t the royal court and in large cities and
towns, rolls were consumed at every noon and evening meal.
Bagels or ring pretzels are called circuli m Pol~shLatin, but
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placenta (cake) and covers a variety of forms without conveymg a fixed
bracellus or brachiturn elsewhere in Europe. The Polish plural terms,
meaning other than flat shape. One kind resembled ravioli (stuffed
obarzanky and obwarzanky, appear often in the royal accounts of Kmg
Wladysiaw Jagieito and Queen Jadwiga. Later they are also referred to
as praczliki, a term that first appeared in the 1502 accounts of Prince
Sigismund I. A common street food in Cracow even today, obarzanki
are generally made of two pieces of dough tw~stedinto a ring and then
baked with poppy seeds scattered over them. The name does not imply
a specific recipe; it is only a reference to the dr~ed-outtexture. Thus,
obarzanki could be made from any type of dough. In fact, the recipe for
trencher bread (page 180) will make both dry obarzanki and fresh raised
dough pretzels (bracellus recens) of excellent texture and flavor, similar
to bagels sold in Wroclaw and other Silesian towns in the 1300s.
A round pretzel identical In shape to the bagel was known In
class~calantiquity and is even illustrated in a Roman codex In the
Vatican Library. It is generally assumed that obarzanki came to
Poland with the large migration of Jews from Germany during the
period of Casimir the Great (reigned 1333-1370). However, these
pretzels may have appeared even earlier, perhaps two or three hundred
years, since they were already well known to the German bakers who
Obarrnnek (ring pretzel).

operated in many of the large towns.
Rogale or crescent rolls (called crosculli in Latin) are halfmoon shaped rolls made of high-quality wheat flour. The Polish word
rogal means "horn." The existence of crostulh in many medieval documents should fully explode the common myth in American food literature that these rolls were mvented in Vienna after the defeat of the
Turks by the Polish King Jan 111Sobieski (1674-1696).Jan's real
culinary contribution was the introduction of the potato to Poland,
which he first planted In the 1680s at Wilanciw Palace near Warsaw.
The Polish term for flat cakes, placki, derives from the Latin

with cheese) and was fried like a Spanish empanada as a dessert served
with strawberries or other fruit. It was sometimes called a krepel or
krepk when referred to in Polish. The word is derived from the German Krapfen or dialect Kriipfl. Placki was likewise applied to praskury
or plaskury (derived from posfora) or wafers. The royal accounts specifically mentlon saffron wafers, which were probably baked in wafer
irons (see recipe on page 173). They were unleavened and generally
eaten on fast days. Special recipes were prepared for Good Friday and
stamped with appropriate religious symbols. There were also flat cakes
baked w ~ t happles, evidently something akin to an apple pizza, and
related in form to the ko&e of Moravia. Additionally, there are spec~ficreferences In the royal accounts to purchases of poppy seeds,
cheese and frying od for Easter pancakes.
In general, honey served as the main sweetener, but when it
was added to a flat cake in large amounts, the cake became a miodownik or "honey cake." From the 1300s on, this was the accepted term
in Poland. Only much later did Polish adopt the term piemick from
German Pfefferkuchen (pepper in Polish is pieprz). The term piemiky
appeared for the first time in the accounts of Prince Sigismund I during the years 1502-1506. Like wafers, these flat cakes were normally
stamped w ~ t helaborate images. Torud (Thorn) became a famous center for ornamented honey cakes as early as the fourteenth century.56
Tortae were dessert foods made with only the finest grade of
bolted flour, slnce according to the royal accounts only farina dba
cribrata was used. Eggs and cheese purchases also frequently appear in
connection with tortae, and it is fairly clear that in the Polish context
something tilled or rolled is referred to, perhaps a type of strudel with a

Polish signet ring,jfteenth
century. Similarpatterns
were used for images on

gingerbvead.
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We know from the accounts for the meal that 240 loaves of
rich filling (although strudel is of Byzantine o ~ i g i n ) . ~By' contrast, the
first use of torte in German, which dates from 1418, generally referred
to small, flat cakes, although the medieval Latin torturn was sometimes
equated with gewundenes Geback, a rolled pastry, as in strudel.

registers dealing with purchases for Easter cakes ( e ~ g hhundred
t
eggs,
one sack of fine flour, and 180 cheeses for one purchase alone) would
.~~
because both cheese
be a cake resembhng c h e e ~ e c a k eIndeed,
strudel and cheesecake were known in medieval Poland, it is difficult
to second-guess some of these royal shopping lists.

wheat rolls were the most popular, and there was an active trade in
selling them in most large towns and cities. One's ability to pay was
the only determining factor, not s o c d position. According to the
Wroctaw bread assize introduced In 1362, one loaf of bread weighed
about 300 to 350 grams, which is relatively small. O n the other hand,
such "standard" loaves must also have served as common trencher
breads, and thus would have been consumed on a daily basis. The
same Wroclaw regulations also introduced a new unit of weight and

stipulated that each loaf would cost 1 d e x ~ a r . ~ ~

the sort of bread one consumed is made quite clear in the accounts of
Queen Jadwiga. Certainly, bread was the most important component
of the menu for servants, retainers, and other members of the royal
occasion,

she

ordered that the servants and retainers who accompanied her be given

1515.

beer and good wheat bread. They were treated to a dinner in the parish church of St. Florian, where they joined the retinue of the king,
who was there for the day to inspect the renovations at his expense.

llPH

the slte. Were there bakeries conveniently situated nearby! Sometimes
bread was baked right at the gristmill, which may offer a possible
explanation, since there were mills in the neighborhood of the
church. Fortunately, we know a great deal about the technical side of

dence. Ovens excavated from tenth-century sites at Gr6dek Nadhuzny, Santok, and Budziszyn have yielded a wealth of information
about oven construction. The ovens were all essentially the same
"beehive" type.60
Remains of bread peels, such as a nearly intact one from the
eleventh century discovered at Gniezno, have provided vivid details
about baking tools often only alluded to in medieval documents. A
prarnica or ceramic tray for roasting gram has come to light from an
eleventh-century site at Bojanowo near Koscian, and a wooden grain
chest (now much carbonized) from the same period was excavated at

The fact that class was not necessarily a determining factor in

Cmcow. Polish u~oodcu!from

must visualize the quantities of food that needed to be transported to

old Polish bread baking thanks to a large body of archaeological evi-

Of the categories just mentioned, trencher bread and white

St. Florian, patron saint of

servants aside from the beer, so it is possible that the rest of their meal
consisted of items left over or sent down from the royal table. In any
case, they enjoyed their food with good bread. More Important, one

Another likely possibility, especially in the case of the royal

retinue. When the queen left Wawel Castle on one

wheat bread were served. This was one of the major expenses for the

Btodno Stare in Warsaw.61This accumulation of data has helped
Polish food h~storiansto better imagine what the loaves were like
based on existing technology, and in some cases to reconstruct old
bread recipes.
Breads that resembled types known since the Neolith~cera
were being made in Poland at the same time. Called podplomyki in
Pol~sh(a term also applied to middling bread), and equated to breads
baked sub cinarw (under ash) in medieval Latin texts, these were the
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sion of the basic selection. The preference for vegetables did
Polish version of the common ashcake. They were baked In hot coals
not change, but uses did, and many older vegetable types, hke
(usually in some type of vessel burled in the coals) or between two hot

alexanders (in Polish gker or gier), were often supplanted in

stones. It is possible that no leavening was used, and if made with milcourt cookery while they remamed in the rural d i e ~ . ~ 4
let meal, they would have resembled, in appearance at least, American
O n e of the complicating factors for historians recornmeal johnnycakes. During periods of famine, the peasantry made
searchmg vegetable consumption in the Middle Ages is the
ashcakes from knotgrass (Polygonurn aviculare). The seeds were
vague manner in which the texts often refer to vegetables.
gathered and ground to flour, while the greens were used in pottages.
Terms such as o h , okra, and hokra, which appeared in
O n the other hand, the early use of yeast was widespread in
Poland, as confirmed linguistically in the old Slavic word zakwas

works like Jan Stanko's 1472 handbook on Pollsh gardening,
referred in general to vegetables for boiling. Similar vegetables are im-

(yeast or a yeasty ferment). The modern Polish term for yeast, droidie,
plied in the French jardin potager, and in modem Polish such vegetacan lay similar claim to great age, and probably evolved from "thick"
beer made from barley and wheat." Thick beer was used both as a
starter for making beer and as a n ingredient in bread dough. We know
that in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries thick beer was added to
dough by bakers to enhance sponginess. This dual use is why both
bread and beer were often produced at grist and flour mills.6J

Produce from the Kitchen Garden

bles normally include parsley, leeks, celery, and carrots. The Polish
,
mtroduced in the fifteenth
term for these vegetables, w l o s z c z y ~ was
century and originally meant "something Italian." In the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries it was the Italian k ~ t c h e ngarden that served as a
model for the Polish, not surprisingly, because there was free exchange
of ideas and seeds between the officials of the Polish Church and
those In Italy. Indeed, Casimir the Great's pleasure gardens at Lobzbw,
his summer residence in the 1350s, was erected in the manner of an

By combing med~evalPolish records for references to vegetables, it has
been possible to comp~lea list of twenty-five species. This does not
even touch upon the possibility of cultivar diversity, which we know
existed but is difficult to ascertain from vague texts or from the
archaeological record. In any case, such a broad representation of species is large enough to fully reject the theory strongly maintained in
the literature (popular as well as scholarly) that medieval vegetable
cultivatmn was undeveloped and that vegetable consumption was low.
Quite the contrary: by the sixteenth century, which marked the introduction of so many new vegetables from Italy and the New World,
there was less a shift to vegetable consumption than a simple expan-

Italian villa suburbana. Before this, however, the main influence outside Poland appears to have been from Germany and Bohemia, or the
general movement of ideas and foods up the Danube Basin from
Byzantium.
References to medieval menus as well as to household
expense accounts show that the daily menu In Poland ~ncludedat
least one vegetable either as a side dish or as an ingredient in a onepot recpe. Field peas and cabbage are most frequently mentioned, but
the most popular potherb was parsley It was more common in Poland
than in Western Europe, and its known curative properties for helping

Alexanders.
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cakes. Poppy and hemp seeds were commonly pressed together to
digest~onand "cleansing the b l o o d guaranteed it a prominent position in many dishes of the period. It was also eaten to kill the odor of
onions w h ~ c hlingered o n medieval Poles after every large meal. From
greens during the spring and summer to roots during the fall and winter, there was not a season when parsley was absent from the daily
menu. It is interesting, too, that parsley was not viewed simply as an
herb, but as a green vegetable to be eaten boiled. It was also used to
color green sauces and to enhance or modify their flavors.
Likewise, onions figured largely in Polish diet, and the smell
of onions cookmg doubtless permeated the midday air of medieval
Pol~shtowns and villages. Onions were supplied to the royal kitchen
dally and In liberal quantities. In terms of frequency, onions appear
In the accounts just about the same number of times as parsley. Like
parsley, onions were known to contam strong medicinal qualities, so
the two may be seen as complementary in their perceived effects
on health.
Other ingredients used for seasoning included dill -popular
with crayfish and with mushrooms, garlic, leeks, and mustard-and
Poles used both the seeds and the greens. Mustard seeds appear in the
royal accounts on a daily basis, while garlic and leeks appear only on
occasion. Szymon Syrennius mentioned Florence fennel as well, and
even included a recipe for pickling it in vinegar and salt so that the
"leaves and bulbs last all year around." He further noted that fennel
was used in makmg mead. We know from linguistic evidence, how.
ever, that fennel was a latecomer to the Polish kitchen garden since
its name in Polish, koper wloski, literally means "Italian d~ll."
It 1s not possible to discuss Polish condiments without mentioning poppy seeds, which were a source of cooking oil durmg fasting
days (when animal lard could not be used), as well as an ingredient in

make a blended cooking oil. Much of this processing was done at royal
od mills or at mills belonging to the magnates. Poppy seeds also appear frequently in culinary references, but especially during Lent. The
seeds offered a way on abstinence days to give complex flavor to food
that would otherwise contain meat products. Like the beet, the various uses of poppy seed came to Poland from Byzantium.
Peas and cabbagesconsumed by all levels of Polish society
during the Middle Ages regardless of affluence-were the most common Polrsh vegetable between the tenth and fifteenth centuries. The
most widely used were the field types grown on low rambling vines
that could be harvested with a scythe, threshed when dry, and then
stored for wlnter. When medieval references noted peas, dry peas were
intended. They were reconst~tutedfor cooking by soaking In boiling
water much the same way that beans are prepared today or ground to
flour and used as a thickener in soups and sauces. Indeed, medieval
pea varieties were not selected for their qualities as fresh vegetables,
although both the pods and young peas were relished in spring cookery among the nobility This was true in the royal household, for the
royal kitchen gardeners are known to have exerted considerable effort
in sending young peas (prsum ruvenum) as well as early carrots and
radishes to the king's table, a fact confirmed by an entry dated
June 14, 1394.65June vegetables are considered "early" by Polish standards. The royal accounts even differentiated peas by the terms pure
rum (plain), electum (choice), mundum (elegant), and simplicior
(common).
Broad beans (fava beans) appear In the archaeological record
almost as commonly as peas. They consist mostly of the type known
in English as "horse" beans (V~ciafaba, war. equina) or the Vicia faba,
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war. mmor. These were not considered culinary quality, for the seeds
are small, somewhat round like gray field peas, and generally dark
brown when dry. They were uaed as animal fodder, but were commonly consumed by the peasants as well. These beans were rarely
eaten fresh, but harvested as dry food for the winter and even ground
for flour. However, in order to increase pod production, favas must be
cropped at the top. These clippings of new leaves and buds were generally cooked as a potherb much like spinach and no doubt provided
rural households with a welcome source 11f greens. T h e cquina and

minm varieties are not well suxed to k ~ t c h e ngarden culture because of
low productivity per plant, therefore this type of broad bean was generally grown in fields; after harvest the dead plants were often used as
barn straw, a fact ccmfirmed by archaeological evidence." For kltchen
purposes, the flat-seeded maior varieties were preferred. T h e plants are
bushier and pod production is prodigious.
Cahhage was also eaten year round. For winter consumption,
~t was either stored In root cellars or converted to sauerkraut. Mikolaj
Rcj described a method for making sauerkraut that includes many elements also found in earlier medieval texts: "Having removed the outside leaves of some nice heads of cahbage, cut them in half and fit
them neatly into a vat, spreading beet chards and dill between the

the Middle Ages for their exquis~tecookery, so ~t is not surprising that
they should have gods to pres~deover each aspect of the11cuisine.
During early spring, when cabbages began to sprout, the
r
young buds and leaves (collards) were greatly relished for t h e ~ flavor.
T h e old Polish term for these young greens was odrosdi, and they were
quite often stewed or prepared in layered dishes like the composltum
mentioned above. We also know that there were several varieties or
types of cabbage: plain white cabbage (cauks albi), "black" cabhage
(caules nipi) -actually deep red or purple c a b b a g e a n d caules compositi, w h ~ c hwere probably a type of primitive cauliflower believed to
have been developed o n Cyprus.
Various types of kale were also grown in medieval Poland, hut
the old Polish word for it, brxoskiew, meant "black cabbage." which
naturally has led to considerable confusmn concerning the exact
meaning of the early texts. Later, once Polish adapted the term jarmuz
(derived from German) for kale, confusion with red cahbage became
less of a problem. In any case, this kale was most likely blue-gray, very
dark green, or even slate black (like the black kales of Tuscany). Most
kales could be planted, left m the ground all winter, and, if necessary,
harvested from under the snow. Thus kale was a useful source of
greens for nobles and peasants alike.
Another winter vegetable was the lentil, which was culti-

layers."" ( A recipe for a compositum using these raw ingredients is o n
page 150.) It should he noted that sauerkraut was made wtth the cahhage heads intact rather than shredding them before fermenting, as is
the custom today. Pickled vegetables like sauerkraut were so important
t
the pagan Lithuanians even invoked a god
in med~evald ~ e that

vated in the royal estates. It was most commonly consumed by the
peasants and other lower classes in medteval Poland, although at
times it was eaten by the royal family. T h e recipe for lentils stewed
with skirrets (see page 157) illustrates how lentils would have been
used In the context of a rural late winter meal.

called Ropspys to preside over these matters, as King Wladystaw Jagtello well knew. But then, the pagan Lithuanians were known during

Late wmter was defined by a shift to Lenten dishes, and
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old Polish white carrot, designated biaia z~elonglowa("green-topped
among these certain vegetables appeared consistently. T h e most
important were parsnips, alexanders (Smymnum olustratum), and skirrets (Sium sisarum). T h e last two are n o longer part of the Polish diet,
although both still grow wild In many parts of the country. Alexanders
(in Polish, gier) is a tall-growing relative of angelica, with large, dark
leaves. It is resistant to cold and thus can provide greens all winter if
cc~veredwith straw. Skirret, called kruczmorka in Polish, is a root vegetable that prefers damp sandy soil, and therefore can be cultivated on
waste land or along drainage ditches around fields. With a flavor similar to parsnips, it was a good forage vegetable that required little
care. Szymon Syrennius claimed that skirret was introduced t o Poland
from Moguncja or Mainz (Moguntiacum), which in ltself polnts t o
a n interesting and convoluted history since the plant actually o r i g
Skirretr.

mated in East A ~ i a . ~ " nany event, all three vegetables were eaten
with fish.
Carrots are not mentioned very often in Polish sources dating
from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Carrots may have been
implied under the general term okra (vegetables for boiling), but even
the archaeological record is slim because the seeds do not preserve
well in the ground and cannot be differentiated from wild carrot
(Queen Anne's lace). Carrots are only ment~onedfour times in the
accounts of King Wiadyslaw Jagiello and Queen Jadwga, yet in each
case the implication is that these are specially cultivated and brought
early to market. We also know from carrot strains surviving from the
Middle Ages that the mature carrots were quite large and resembled
parsnips, as in the case of the Kiittiger Rtiebli of Switzerland. Since
medieval carrots were white or yellow (such as the carotte jaune langue
or "lemon" carrot of Flanders), the young ones were doubtless the best
to eat and would have been cooked in ways s~milarto parsnips. T h e

white") by horticulturists, actually resembles a parsnip with green
shoulders. Its flavor is sweet and delicate.
Beets are mentioned more frequently than carrots, but usually
in combination with other vegetables. T h e old Polish word cwikla
(from Latin cicla) referred to the entire plant, and may have alluded to
chard or spinach beets, a type of beet known since classical antiquity.
T h e Latm word cich traces to Punic (Phoenician), thus providing a
long genealogy for a vegetable so basic to the Polish diet. T h e medieval term for the root part was cwikielka; in modern Polish ~t is known
as burak. Surprisingly, n o material relating to pickling beets has been
found in fourteenth- and fifteenth-centur y sources, although the subject is treated exhaustively by Mikotaj Rej in the sixteenth century.
Beet soup or barszcz (commonly Germanized in the United
States as borscht) never appeared on the royal table during the reign
of the Jaglellonian kings, nor was it consumed by the royal servants.
Furthermore, ~t was not even made with beets in its original form,
but from the European cow parsnip (Heracleum sphondylium)- also
called barszcz in Polish- that grows o n damp ground.69Its roots were
collected In May for stewing with meat, the shoots and young leaves
were cooked as greens, and the unopened flower peduncles were eaten
as a vegetable or added to soups and pottages. Szymon Syrennius discussed t h ~ plant
s
In his herbal and further stated that soups made with
it were highly valued in Poland, Lithuania, and Russia. During the
Middle Ages it was prepared in soup by itself or it was cooked in
chicken stock with such additions as egg yolks, cream, or millet meal.
T h e dry leaves exude a sweet substance that was used t o create sweetsour flavors, especially when used with vinegar. T h e adapatlon of cow
parsnlps to Polish cookery appears to have come from Lithuania.

Kiittiger Riiebli.
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Another wild plant called "water" barszcz or nredzwiedzia @a
("bear's paw") belongs to a related species (Heracleum mantegazzianum) and was also used to make a similar soup, although it was
considered best when cooked with meat. Collecting and selling these
and other wild plants like dziki szczaw - in English, buckler-leaved
sorrel (Rumex scutatus), lamb's quarters (Chenopodium album), and
locyga/loczygaor nipplewort (Lapsana communis) w e r e important features of village economy. But where does this leave the beet soup we
know today! Mikotaj Rej mentioned a "broth from pickled beets" in
the sixteenth century, but it was not known in all parts of Poland.
The evolution of barszcz into a reclpe uslng sour beets is of much later
Barszczfrom the herbalof

Syrenniu.~.

date than most Poles would suspect. In fact, the well-known barszcz
bialoruski (beet soup with meat, cabbage, eggs, and sour cream) did not

(
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the fact that turnips were not just peasant fare; they were also consumed at the royal court frequently. The other fact obvious from the
royal records is that turnips were mostly purchased, which means that
they were not raised in the royal estates. In his 1590 treatise on Silesian agriculture, Martin Grosser discussed turnlps in terms of strains
and varieties, a point pertinent to this d i s c u s s i ~ nFurthermore,
.~~
he
observed that turnips were used as payment in feudal lease agreements, w h ~ c hwould only confirm the fact that turnips were far more
valuable than many sources imply. Just the same, the crop was not
easy to measure or to predict, and the confusion in period records certainly accounts for this.
of the turnip crop is quite evident from
The ~npredictabilit~
Grosser's observations. He described three basic types: the best sort,
which yielded low crops, and a third, least desirable one that was in

arrlve in Poland from Russ~auntil the nineteenth century.
his words "watery." This last variety was not desirable because it
Rutabagas, turnips, large black radishes (both long and
became moldy and rotted easily in storage. The lack of a reliable highturnip-shaped varieties), and small delicate white radishes appeared
yielding turnip that stored well may be one key to understanding why
quite frequently on Polish medieval menus. Rad~sheswere often
turnips are mentioned the way they are in medieval records. Their
cooked like other root vegetables; the tops were also cooked as
presence in the Polish diet did not increase until intensive farming
greens. Yet it is the turnip that served as the "potato" of mebecame commonplace in the twelfth century as a result of ~mproved
dieval Polish cookery, the recipe for turnip gruel (see page
networking between monasteries, not to mention the appearance of

200) being a n example of how it was prepared to be eaten
well-trained horticulturists (mostly German) who settled on Polish
territory at that time.
In terms of Polish culture, the turnip is also connected with
~uckler-leafedsorvei,

some of the earliest folk myths. For example, the Polish diminutive
rzepkn (from rzepa, an old word for turnip) was claimed in the chroni-

A t the Polish court, radishes appear to have been more popular than turnips, especially large long white and black varieties. We
know that the king was able to purchase young radishes as early as

cle of Gallus Anonymus to derive from Rzepka, the name of the hrst
March, which implies that Polish gardeners were already familiar with
mother of the Piast dynasty, the founding rulers of Poland. This false

the techniques of cold-frame culture. A preference for strong radish

etymology, which created a noble yet peasant origm for the vegetable,
tastes in food 1s also evident in the former popularity of nipplewort, a
has often clouded Polish food h~story,and stands in open contrast to
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melons on occasion, as verified in the royal register for the Wislica
member of the aster family gathered in the spring for its sharp
radish-tasting greens. The greens were added to soups and
stews and were a rtch source of vitamin C.
Regarding cold-frame gardening, we also know
from a royal account that in February 1415 when King
Wladysiaw Jagietio and his entourage stayed with the mili-
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tary garrison at Nowy Korczyn, they were served lettuce from
the garrison gardens. All of this should add more proof to
the argument that the level of Polish horticulture was by
n o means undeveloped, and that Poles were e a t ~ n gmany
vegetables long before Queen Bona Sforza arrived from Italy

Crucow lettuce (Lacruca
sativa, our. cracoviensis), un

oldstrain ofPolish lettuce.

The most telling proof of this is the early Pol~shdocumentation for cucumbers, as seeds have been found in Polish archaeological
sites dating to the ninth century

A.D.

Cucumbers are not the easiest

vegetables to cultivate, yet they are one of the most prominent vegetables in the medieval Polish diet. Curiously, in the fourteenth century, they were almost always mentioned in connection with fruit,
which seems to imply that they were consumed like apples, fresh during or after the meal. T h e royal accounts taken at Korczyn in 1389
stated this quire clearly: "to pears and cucumbers for her majesty's dinner and dessert."" The cucumbers were evidently served with fresh
pears, King Wiadysiaw Jagietlo's favorlte fruit.
The combination of cucumbers and honey must have been
known by this time, too, for at least one reference from the same royal
accounts at Korczyn has surfaced in connection with a dish made from
cucumbers, pears, and honey (see recipe on page 153). T h e resulting
mixture tastes very much like ripe melons. That cucumbers were
treated like melons is evident from the fact that they were served with

garrison in 1414.72
Oddly, there are no references from the medleval per~odto
pickled cucumbers, which we would expect, given that pickling them
is a very old technique. We know that cabbage and even shredded
turnips were pickled, so it is hard to Imagine this not being common
knowledge. In the sixteenth century, Mikoiaj Rej discussed salting
cucumbers in such a way that would assume his readers well understood the entire process: "pickle cucumbers in salt, add some dill and
sour cherry or oak leaves- the leaves make the pickles crisper.""
There is no mystery that we have here the famous Polish dill pickles,
yet pickled cucumbers do not even appear as ingredients in the royal
kitchen. The royal family ate sauerkraut, which only makes t h ~ s
absence of pickles all the more puzzling. It is possible that the cucumbers eaten in medieval Poland were distinctly different from the green
warty type used later for pickling and illustrated in Leonhard Fuchs'

De historia stirpiurn (1542). T h e seeds found in archaeological sltes
would not reveal this because the genus and specles are most likely
the same. However, the physical characteristics could be quite
dissimilar.
A n explanation may require going back in the history of the
cucumber. Cucumbers originated in the Himalayan region and one of
the oldest and most archaic sorts still cultivated there is the so-called
Sikklm cucumber (Cucumis s a t i w , uar. sikkimensis), also known as the
Russian netted cucumber. This short season cucumber, or something
like it, may have been known to medieval Poles, and it does not
pickle well at any stage of development. It was grown in Russia and
Western Asia well into the nineteenth century and in form resembles
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a small muskmelon with brown, netted skin. T h e fruit has white flesh
and a melonlike flavor, hut the small, immature fruit, which would
otherwise make decent cornichons, is extremely hitter. Perhaps the
smooth-skinned types of cucumbers better suited to pickling - and
therefore more valuable as a winter food
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were not introduced into

Poland until the late Middle Ages.
Another puzzle surfaces In the use of the term boleti, which
was used in the royal accounts to ~ndicatemushrooms. However, boleti
covered all types, thus the precise specles is not clear. This 1s especially annoying from a research standpoint, considering that there are
some thirty-one edible mushrooms known to grow in Polish forests.
However, April mushrooms were sometimes designated s m r z e , as in
the case of a n entry in the garrison records of Korczyn in 1394. A spectfic variety was intended, perhaps morels. In any event, mushrooms
gathered from the wild were consumed from early spring until late fall.
They were an integral part of Pol~shmedieval cookery because they
could he eaten o n fasting days. They were treated as vegetables in side
dishes and as components of sauces, and were often cooked w ~ t hmeat.

According to the thirteenth-century Vita ducissae Annae, Duchess
Anna of Silesia gathered various fru~tsin the autumn specifically for
the purpose of making electuaries or fruit butters and she was accomplished in makmg many sorts of fruit confections. Indeed, fruit in
some form appeared o n the menus of the nobility all year. Only in the
months of April, May, and June are orchard fruits missing.
T h e menu of King WIadystaw Jagietto and Queen Jadwiga
rarely ~ncludedwalnuts, yet archaeological remains prove that walnut
trees were planted in Poland during t h ~ period.
s
Toward the end of the
fifteenth century documentation of walnuts appears more regularly.
And during the early sixteenth century, walnuts are mentioned quite
commonly in the records of Prince S~gismund1 (reigned 1506-1548)
we find direct
while he held court at Budziszyn. Also at Budz~sz~n,
references to consumption of peaches, a fruit totally ignored in other
Polish records. Yet the presence of peach pits in many earlier archaeological sites suggests that, like walnuts, they were widely cultivated in
Poltsh orchards.
Regarding exotic fruits, only raisins, almonds, and figs seem
to have heen known in the fourteenth century. Lemons and oranges

Fruits and Nuts
T h e most frequently mentioned fruits in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries were apples, pears, plums, and cherries (both sweet and
sour), and hazelnuts. A t court, they were served either raw or cooked
almost always after the main meal. Hazelnuts were often pressed for

are mentioned in royal records only in the following century, and
there they are strictly ingredients rather than dessert foods. For example, the account hook of the city of Lvov contains an early fifteenthcentury reference to purchasing lemons for the king's kitchen. In the
accuunts of Prince Sigismund I a reference to oranges stated specitically, "oranges for ~ o o k i n g . " ~These
4
oranges were for recipes, not f r u ~ t

r h e ~ roil, w h ~ c hwas used at court like olive od, especially in recipes
served at the table. What 1s more, these oranges were expensive
contaming nuts. Baked apples or apples candied in honey were comhecause three were valued at the same price as six to eight chickens.
monly eaten on fasting days. Mikdaj Rej also noted that apples were
Ftgs and almonds often show up as gift foods, doubtless due to
cooked and eaten as a puree and used as stuffing for rvast goose; they
their cost. In the 1394 register of Henryk of Rogbw, the royal treaalso could he dried and stored In boxes for consumption all year.
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can give a bitter almond flavor to foods; undoubtedly the queen was
surer, it was noted that King Wtadyslaw Jagieito ordered him to purchase figs and almonds for Italian painters who were working on a
fresco for a church in Cracow at the time. This gesture has the appearance of a speclal favor.
Almonds were also used as a source of oil in the royal
kitchen, although royal accounts do not mention them on a regular
basis until the fifteenth century. The accounts of Henryk of Rogow
show that from June 20, 1393, until February 13, 1395, he made copious purchases of almonds for the king, evidently to satisfy Queen Jadwiga's passion for French and Hungarian cookery. Her relgn was later
referred to as a period of great lavishness, for the almonds were used
almost exclusively for their oil and 1nilk.7~Her extravagance has been
blamed on Janusz of Boturzyn, the queen's chef, who was accorded
unusual dignities. His name appeared in a llst of nobles on a 1396
document ordered by Queen Jadwiga and therefore he may have been
a member of the szlachra (in the 1500s there was a noble family by the
name of Boturzyhki from the same place with the clan arms tzawa).
He is documented as royal chef for the years 1394, 1395, and 1397,
although the actual length of his service at court is not known. He
may have come wlth the queen from Hungary as part of her marriage
settlement. Whatever his origins, doubtless Janusz was well versed in
French and Hungarian court cuisine, among other things, and was
qulte capable of compiling his own recipe book since he spoke several
languages, including Latin.
Jadwiga's cuhnary enthusiasm appears to have carried over
into other projects, as is evident from attempts to plant wlne grapes
and apricots in the royal orchards at Proszowice in 1394. Extracts from
the p ~ t sof the yellow apricot (the variety mentioned in the accounts)

acquamted with this fact.
The only wild fruits that consistently appear in the royal
accounts are strawberries. We know from market regulations, however,
that blueberries were also gathered and sold extensively. The inventories of the Order of Teutonic Knights at Malbork in northern
Poland list many more wild fruits: raspberries, sloes, cranberries, and
rowans, to name a few. But these fruits were purchased for their juices
to make or to flavor various distilled or fermented beverages.

Now that we have surveyed the range of ingredients consumed in medieval Poland, as well as the manner in which many of
them were prepared, let us transform thls material into actual recipes
and d~shes.T h e thirty-five recipes that appear In the next section
evolved from a desire to explore the food combinations and seasonings, as well as meal preparation techniques, of medieval Poland.

Grud of Mixed Grains (Kasza z Rdinyr-h Ziaren)
Courtieri Pottage (Strawa Dwonanmaj
Conqkxitum of Cabbage, Chard, DIK and Mushrooms (Komposjtum z Kapusty, Cu,ikly. Kopru i
Grzybriu~j*
Stew of Parsnips, Leeks, and Alexanders (Duszony Por z Pasternak i Gier)
Cheese Dumplings (Kltarki z Bryndz+)*
Pearr Stewed with Cucumbers and Figs (Gruszkz Duszone z Ogirkanu i Figamij *
Chi(-ken Baked uvth Prunes (Kurrzak Pkzony z Suszonymi fliwkarnii*
Green Mustard Sauce (Ztelony Sos z Musztard+) *
Lpntrls and Skirrets with Bacon (Soczewicai Kruczmorka z Boczkiem)

William Woys Wuvev

Beer Sonp with Cheese and

Em

(Zupa Piwna z Bryndzq, lub Caseata)*

MiNet Flour Soup (Zacierkii*
Oat Flour Soup (Kucza)
Polirh Hydromel (Czmzga)*
Fermented Barley Flour Soup ( K i d )
Ftsh Asptc (Galareta z Rybyj
Prepared Ffsh Stock [Rosdf z Rybyi
Lavender Vinegur (Oret Lauendouyj
Game Steu~edu i t h Sauerkraut (Mazkulancja, lub Btgos)*
Hashmeat in the Cypriot Style (Zrazy po Cyprlsku)"
Saffron Wafers (Oplatki Szafranmuei*
P ~ k ein Pol& Sauce (Szczupk w Polskim Sosie)
Fa.rt Day Pancakes (Naleiniki Portnej*
Ham Stewed with Cucumbers (Szynka Duszona z Ogdrkumij*
Wrociau, Trencher Bread (Wrociawski Chleb Zytni)

Thick Beer or Sourdough Starter (Gptwina z Droidzy)
Turnip Kugel (Kugiel z Rzepkil*
Tripe in Sauevkraur (Flaczki w Kiszonej Kapufc~e)

T

here is something compelling about the unusual and rather

exotic flavors that once characterized Poland's old court cookery;
there is simply no better way to understand them than to experience
the food firsthand. One might say that this truism did not strike home

Polish Saucefw Fast Days and Tripe (Polskr Sos na Dnz Po.rtne i Do Flakliw)

for me until a fortuitous meal at the famed U Wierzynka in Cracow,

Court Dtsh of Baked Fruit (Pieczone Owoce po Krilewsku) *

where I was able to try zajqc do zimnej zastawy (cold stuffed hare), a

Skzwets Stewed with Fish (Kruczmorka Duszona z RybyJ*

buffet dish from the waning days of the Austro-Hungarian empire

Stewed Pig Tails with Buckwheat Gruel (Wieprzowe Ogony Duszone z Kaszq Gryczanq)

entwined in the story of my ,great-grandfather's elopement with a

Pomeranian Tr6niak (Treniak Pomorskz)*

governess.

Hungarian-Style Spit-Roasted Shoulder of Venison (Mostek Jelenz z Roina po Wggiersku)*
Cuheb Vinegar (Ocet Kubebmuy) *
Turnrp Gruel (Kleik z RzepyJ*
Recipes marked with

* are considered the most likely to appeal to modern palates.

Dealing with medieval recipes is often an exercise in curious
abstractions. As Bruno Laurioux has pointed out in his recent voluminous study of Taillevent, manuscript texts may have been created
for a discrete patron with material representing everything from the
pactical to the fantastic. It is probably wise not to accept such collections as broadly representative, but rather to see them only in terms of
their narrowest context. Several able food historians have tackled this
issue head-on. The efforts of the late Rudolf Grewe with old Spanish
texts, Jean-Louis Flandrin's work on French medieval cookery, and
Constance Hieatt's excursions into English sources all spring to mind.
Indeed, 1 shall never forget a medieval Catalan dinner based
on the Libre de Sent Sovi pepared by Rudolf Grewe and sewed with
appropriately selected wines. That feast from the 1380s, so radically
different from Polish cookery of the same period, will always stand out
as one of the culinary highlights of all my eating experiences. Nor will

I ever forget the comment of Dutch medievalist Johanna Maria Van
Winter as we were challenged during a banquet in Cardiff Castle to
surrender to platters of whole mackerel replete with fixings in the style
of the fourteenth century. As we were armed only with knives and
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well as the procedure for spit-roasting meat, one of the key elements
trenchers of bread, and not a fork in sight, an appalled silence
descended on my table. Johanna Maria smiled cheerfully and said,

"I have a medieval stomach." With that, she ~roceededto demolish
the fish.

of medieval Polish cookery. Medievalists tend to skim past these bald
realities in defense of almond milk and other such period extravagances that are easier for the modem mind to grasp, but the truth is,
fat pervaded the medieval table, from the finest butter-basted piglets

It may take a medieval stomach to give proper attendance to
the finer points of cookery from this period. Certainly there is a persistent temptation on the part of recipe reconstructionists to cast their

down to the rankest lard. Fat takes precedence over all the ingredients
of the kitchen garden that I painstakingly raised by hand because
without it, they would not have been relished at all.

fare in a light most favorable to the present age. Constance Hieatt's
An Ordinance of Pottage (1988), based on an untitled fifteenth-century
codex at Yale, is probably the most accessible source to the general
reader whtch also skirts some of these pitfalls. Yet Hieatt is quite
aware that all of her interpretations are just that. And so, 1 cannot
claim more for the recipes here.
correct" as
In any case, my recipes are as "ar~haeologicall~
possible. By that

I mean that my spelt flour was hand ground from my

Yet, in defense of the fat, keep in mind that medieval bodies
burned calories more abundantly given the hard physical nature of
everyday work, the penetrating cold of buildings without central heat,
and the bas~cbodily need to digest large amount of coarse bread and
grains. Added to this was the prevailing attitude (still common in
some nonindustrialized countries) that plumpness equaled good
health, especially among men. Only the wretchedly poor and sick
were thin.

own harvests of Triticum spelta, uar. bingemiurn (the so-called Hildegard of Bingen's spelt), the oldest strain I could find. Oat flour was
made from owies szorstki (Auena snigosa), one of the most primitive of
t
the medteval types still available. Indeed, most of the ~ l a n ingredients came directly from my kitchen garden, even to the skirrets, the
alexanders, the Good-King-Henry, the peas and broad beans, the old
varieties of white carrot, the rare cabbages, and the Carpathian
rocombole garlic (of which I grow several varieties). Having the right
ingredients at my fingertips, 1 made no effort to reconfigure the dishes
according to modern precepts of fashion or nutr~tionor healthy diet,
for there is a definite scientific and perhaps a culinary need to know
what this old food was like in its unadulterated condition.
This also applies to the method for preparing saffron wafers
(the success of which owes more to technique than to ingredients), as

Simply put, these are teaching recipes that have been tailored
to convey the peculiar Polish character of food from the Middle Ages.

Although they are total recreations, they are well based in h~storical
fact. Recipe titles have been translated into modem Polish because I
did not want the reader to imagine that these titles were lifted from a
medieval cookbook. I was obliged to follow this course because no
Polish cookery texts have survived from the medieval period, even
though we know that such books existed and were probably written in
Latin.
Indeed, the oldest known cookbook in Polish, the Kuchmisnzostwo (The Art of Cooktng and Cellaring) was not published
until 1532. It was printed at Cracow and survives today in the form of
a collectton of loose pages from one lone copy.' The Kuchmisrreostwo

interpretations and they demand an extremely cautious approach.
is actually a translation of the bestselling Kiichenmeisterei first issued at
Nuremberg in November 1485 by Peter Wagner.2 Within a short
period of time, the book evolved into a somewhat expanded form now
called by bibliographers the "False Platina." It eamed this dubious
honor because it was claimed (quite fraudulently) by the Strasburg
printer who issued it in the 1500s that the author was Bartolomeo
Sacchi di Piadena, the venerable Italian humanist who published a
famous recipe book in 1474 under the pen name Platina Cremonensis.
The Polish edition of 1532 is based on the "False Platina." However,
the original Platina, published in Latin, did influence cookery among
Poland's nobility, and copies of Platina are known to have existed in
many private libraries. In fact, the first original Polish cookbook was
also modeled on earlier Latin works. It was written by Stanisiaw Czerniecki under the Latin title Compendium Fercolorum (Cracow, 1682).

A member of the Polish szlachta, Czemiecki served as royal secretary
to King Jan I11 Sobieski.
The absence or doubtful nature of material freed my hands
from court showpieces of the sort commonly treated in cookbooks
dealing with food of the Middle Ages, as well as from a narrow textualist mentality. A myopic focus on obscure words or phrases sometimes mlsses the larger picture, or indeed the obvious, such as the
unfortunate yet widespread presumption that Brussels sprouts (as we
know them) existed prior to their genetic mutation in the 1780s.
Using historical sources as well as living informants in Poland, I was
thus able to explore everyday cookery as well as middle-class and
manor foods, not to mention court dishes of a non-banquet character,
the sort of thing, for example, that the royal family might eat in its
privy chambers when it was not entertaining the full entourage before
a standing crowd of onlookers. There are many pitfalls m such free

There were many recipes I did not dare undertake. "Where In doubt,
leave it out" prevailed, for it is no use creating new myths to replace
old ones.
A case in point is Toruri gingerbread, which I had wanted to
include in all its gilded sumptuousness. There are numerous extant
recipes for making this culinary delight, each so different from the
others that it became difficult to extract a sense of what may survive
as a medieval original and what may represent later accretions. Due to
its festive nature, especially its traditional connection with Christmas,
gingerbread tends to remain quite conservative in its composition and
s
and nostalgic quality lies
general presentation.' T h ~ old-fashioned
behind the popularity of gingerbread even today. Unfortunately for
the food historian, gingerbread recipes belonged to the gingerbread
bakers, who were of course organized into guilds. Their recipes were
proprietary and taught to apprentices orally. While large numbers of
professional recipes for Toruri gingerbread survive from the nineteenth
century, when such things were thought worthy of writing down, they
cannot be called medieval. Even the few recipes for Toruri gingerbread
dating from the 1550s cannot be fully trusted, since they resemble
similar preparations from Nuremberg and elsewhere. The ethnograph~cmuseum in Toruri owns one of the finest collections of gingerbread molds in Europe, but very few of the molds predate 1500.
The Polish gingerbread story has an interesting twist that is
outside the scope of this study but relevant to the ways in which Poles
took foreign Ideas and reinvented them. Toruri gingerbread was sometimes baked In sheets like giant cookies then laid over a succession of
fillings made from spiced plum butter, marzipan, and various mixtures
of ground nuts. This was then baked so that it solidified into one soft

Gruel of Mixed Grains (Kasza z R6inych Ziaren)
cake. T h e cake was iced like Baskr Leckerli (a type of Swiss gingerbread) and sliced into bite-sized pieces. Polish cooks evidently adapted
this idea from related "cakes" (made with cookie dough rather than
gingerbread) found in several eighteenth-century German cookbook^.^
T h e story of Polish medieval cookery is a similar story of creative
adaptation: simple things artfully reshaped t o fit a Polish notion of
appropriate taste.

This genre of dish IS ofien refwed to rn Polrsh Lann texts as gruellum compositum, with no clear indication ofgrain type or precise texture. Howevw, field
i n t m e w s n w housed in Polish ethnographtc archives undwrcore the persistence of
a wide variety ofpeasant recipes that would conform to this once-popular medreval
szde dzsh. The one chosen here is indeed a mtxture. The zntentzon was to s m the
gruel with meat and of course with wheat beet The consistency could be thick, as
grven in the directions below, or the gruel could be thznnJ wzth pan drippings or
w t h a&itional meat stock. It mrrst be thick enough, howevw, to be sopped up with
bread
This recipe represents everyday fare aJ opposed to ajktive or banquet dish. It
Les not include a n array of exotic spices but relies instead on local ingredients fir
its robust jlauors. The most unusual of these ingredients is Good-King-Henvy
(Chenopodium bonus-henricusi, which makes an excellent richly flavored
sauce. It is ofien compared wrth sprnach, but the two are not the same. The best
parts of Good-King-Henry are the smaN leaves, which turn a strong green when
cooked and lend their dzstinctive color to the recipe.

I pound(500gj wheat groah
coarrely hmken (see note)

2 quarts ( 2 IitersJ strained
ham or meat r t o d
6 ounces (171 g) W d a w

trenchev hread(page 1801 or
any denre rye breadthat is
not&vored with caraway
6 ounces (175 gJ Good-King-

Henry (small leaves and
tender shoots)
I cup ( I 00 g) chopped smallage Leaves fleavesof soup
celrry)

%cup (50 g) mincedparsley
Put the groats in a deep bowl and cover with boiling water. Soak 2 to

3 hours or until the grains begin to swell. Drain the groats and put
them in a deep stewing pan w ~ t h2 cups (500 ml) of ham stock and 2
cups (500 ml) of water. Bring t o a gentle boil and cook uncovered
over medium heat for about 1 hour, or until tender.
While the groats are cooking, put the bread in a bowl and
cover with 2 cups (500 ml) of boiling ham stock. Let the bread soak
until soft (about 30 minutes).
Put the Good-King-Henry, smallage, parsley, onion, and
garlic In a stewing pan with 3 cups (750 ml) of ham stock, cover, and
cook for 15 minutes over medium heat. Combine the vegetables and
their liquid with the bread and its liquid, and puree to as fine a consistency as possible. Add this to the pot with the cooked groats, then

% cup (I00 g) coursely
chopped onion

I tearpwn mincedrocombole
garlic
I % cups (265 g ) millet

kasha

2 tablespoons (30 ml) apple

cider uinegar
coarsely groundpepper and
salt to taste

Courtier's Pottage (Strawa Dworzanina)
add the millet and any remaining ham stock (about 1 cup1250 ml).
Continue cooking for 20 to 25 minutes or until the millet is tender
and the gruel is thick. Stir often to keep the mixture from scorching
on the bottom. Additional ham stock or water may be added.
When the millet is thoroughly cooked, add the vmegar and
pepper. Be generous with the pepper. Season with salt.

This one-pot dinner for rich peasane or petty nobles is ma& with mzllet kasha,
w h i d must have the consistency of coarse cornmeal so that i t cooks dmun thick. The
most historically appropriate dry peas would be those that are small and red-brown
or vzolet-brown in color. The tiny medievalfildpea known in Swe&n as Jamtlands Gra Fordwart (Jamtland gray fodder pea) or the old English Curling pea
are recommen&d. The Swedish pea would represent a true peasant's pea, while the
Englrsh varrety world represent a better garden sort.

Note: For authenticity's sake, Polish wheat (Triticum

4 cups (700 g) millet karba

polonicum)- a good boiling groat -or poulard wheat (Triticum

8 ounce* (2SOg)streaky

turgidurn) can be used. The latter is very small-grained and resem-

Cover the peas with boiling water and let stand overnight. The next

bacon, diced small

bles rice when cooked. These old wheats were used by both the peas-

day, drain and cook in salted water until tender (about 25 to 30 min-

% cup ( 1 00 g) coarsely
chopped onion

ants and the rural nobility mostly as groats or grits or for pasta

Good-King-Henry.

I cup ROO g) smnlI, dryjeld
peas

utes). While the peas are cooking, put the millet in a deep stewing

2 tablespwns (30 ml) vinegar

flour. To create the broken texture, mash the groats in a mortar so that

pan and pour 5 cups (1.25 liters) of boiling water over it. Cook over

I cup ( 1 00 g) mincedparsley

large portions of the berries are broken in half or into small bits. The

medium heat and stir from time to time to keep the millet from stick-

salt and black pepper to taste

texture need not be even.

ing to the bottom. Add more water if necessary, and beat vigorously to
create a smooth texture. The millet should become very thick (like
polenta) after about 40 minutes total cooking time.
After the peas have boiled, drain and add them to the millet.
Clean the pan in which the peas were cooked and add the bacon.
Brown the bacon lightly for 5 minutes, then add the onion and cover.
After the onion is tender (about 3 minutes), add this to the millet,
including all the drippings from the bacon. Add the vinegar and parsley, and season to taste. Pour the pottage into a large, shallow serving
dish. Guests serve themselves at the table from the common bowl.

Stew of Parsnips, Leeks,and Alexanders
Compositum of Cabbage, Chard, Di, and Mushrooms
,
i Grzyb6w) *
(Komposjtum z Kapusty, C W M ~Kopru

I medium onion cut i n half
lengthwise, then cut info thin
slicer

8 cups(680 g) white cabbage

sbredded as for sauerkraut
4 cups(200 g) chardshredded
as for rauerkraut
% cup f2Sg) jnely minced
lovage
I CUP(1 00 g) chopped dill

Thrs recrpefor a middle-class burgher family in a large city like Cracow is both a
fasting drsh fir meatless days and a side dish for fish. A semi-dty white Hungarian w Rumanian wine would have appeared on the table in wealthier households, at least on special occasions.
Survzving foodways practrces among peasanh in Poland and other parts of Central Europe support the idea that composita were always baked or braised, usually rn large, cowed earthenujare pots. Recipes that have survived elsewhere m
Europe, especzady in Switzerland and southern Germany, share one common feuture: the rngredients are arranged in layers. The Romans and Byzantine Greeks
also made dishes ofthis type, owing to the recipe'sjexibility. This one can be converted into a meat dish by addzng slices of sausage instead of mushrooms.

(Duszony Por z Pasternak i Gier)
This fasting dish, designed to take timely advantage of garden produce available
during the early spring, would be a typical one-pot meal for a noble family Itvmng
on a l a r p rural manor in Little Poland. Cheese dumplings (see recipe page 152)
may haw been served with thzs as a substztz~tefor meat. The menu would also ham
included a pot of mush made with millet kasha, perhaps boiled in milk rather
than u'anr.
Alexanders, one ofthe ingredients in this dish, looks very much like angelica.
hut the taste ofthe leaves resembles cubeb, a popular spice in the Middle Ages.
Since alexanders zs slightly bitter, it was oftrn played against the sweetness of
honey or used to counter the strong taste of "black" recipes-that is, recipe.! containing blood. In this stew, which is both sweet and aromatic, the alexanders provrhs
a somewhat Oriental accent consistent with the old Polish fascination fw thing
As ran.
Sewes 4 to 6

4 ounces (125g) mixed wild

mudrooms, coarsely chopped

4 pomnds (2 kg) leek greens
(use the leufj part that L normally discarded)
3 pounds (1.5kg) smaNparr-

nipr, trimmed, pared, and
slicedon a rlunt to resemble
thick potato chips
2 up-u i 175 g) diced leek,
white part only

2 cups (175g) whife cabbage

sbredded as f m sauerkraut
1 cup(200 g) cwrrely chopped
onion

4 cloves roromhle garlic slired
in halflengthwise
6 tablespoons (90ml) honey
% teaspwn ground saffron

Preheat the oven to 375°F (190°C). Scatter half of the onion over the
Boil the leek greens in 1 gallon (4 liters) of water until soft and until

'h tearpwn ground ~ i n n a m m

ware. Scatter one-third of the cabbage over thts, then one-third of the

the stock is reduced by one-fourth (about 1 hour). Strain and reserve

%teaspoon groundcumin

salted buffer

chard. Sprinkle half of the lovage and dill over thts, then cover the

the liquid, discarding the leek greens. Put the stock in a stewing pot

salt andpepper to taste

mixture with the mushrooms. Scatter the remaining onions over this,

with the parsnips, sl~cedleeks, cabbage, onion, and garlic. Cover and

another one-third of the cabbage, and all the remaining chard, lovage,

stew 45 minutes, or untd the parsnips are tender, then add the honey,

and dill. Cover with the rest of the cabbage, and add 1 cup (250 ml)

saffron, cinnamon, cumin, salt, and vinegar. Stew 15 minutes, then

of water and the vinegar. Cut the butter into thin pieces and dot the

add the alexanders. Let the alexanders cook for about 5 minutes, then

top of the cabbage with them. Cover the pot with a tight lid and bake

serve ~mmediatel~
over pieces of stale manchet bread or cheese dump-

in the oven for 45 mmutes. Then stir the mixture and serve

lings (see following recipe).

% CUP(60

ml) garlic-fiwred

vinegar
4 tablespoons (60g) lightly

bottom of a heavy, 4-quart (4-liter) baking pot, preferably earthen-

immediately.

I tablespoon salt
2 tablespoons(30 ml) Hun-

garian white ujine vinegar
I cup (I00g) coarsely chopped
uleranden (leavesand small
Etemr only)

4 cups (5011g) cucumbers,

pared, seeded, amd diced

Pears Stewed with Cucumbers and F i s

Cheese Dumplings (Kluski z Bryndz?) *

1 cup (125 g) breadcrumbs
1 cup (125 g) harleyjZour

I teaspoon gwund mace

(GruszkiDuszone z OgBrkami i Fiami) *

These dumplings have been suggested as an accompaniment to the manor dish
above. The cheese dumplzngs abrorbj%avors,neutralize the sharpnerr ofthe herbs,
and help to soften the overall&vor of this dish. This interplay of tastes was considered an important feature in Polish mediwal cookey, particularly in households
with sophisticated kitchens. Not that everyday cooking was fancy, even fur the
well-ofl In both cases, the manor fare emphasrzesjkgality. This aspect should be
contrasted against the more elaborate dishes sewed to impurtant guests, as in the
concezr of cucumber andpears (page 153) or the spzt-roasted marinated venison
(page 197).

salted butter
kg) bryndq
fanner's cheese o r any fetatype cheese
8 chicken egg yolkr or 4 goose

egg yolks

S W V 4~ to 6

1

cup (2SO ml) honey

'/n teaspoon ground cloyes
% tearpoon ground cinnamon

4 cups (750 g) under-ripe

pears, pared, cored, and diced
I tablespoon ( 1 5 mi) wsewater

fresh cream (optional)

Put the cucumbers, figs, honey, cloves, cinnamon and 1 cup (250 ml)

Yield: 32 to 36 dumplings (serves 8 to 10)

of water in a stewpan. Cover and cook gently over medium-low heat

4 tablespoonr (60 g) lightly
2 pounds ( 1

This court dish, which was mentzoned m the records of the royal garrison at
Kmnyn in 1389, is not just a compote. It is a conceit meant to ~mitatepoached
melon, doubtless somethzng stmilar to a casaba, and thwefore draws its inspiration
from Byzantium or the eastern Mediterranean. Afler the opening of trade with
Constantinople m the 9608, Byzantine goods and culinary ideas reached the
Polish royal court through overland trade routes from the Black Sea.

1 cup ( 1 75 g) driedjigs,
chopped

Mix the bread crumbs, flour, and mace in a large work bowl. Melt the

until the cucumbers are tender (about 20 minutes). Add the pears and

butter and combine with the crumbs, mixing thoroughly until the

cover. Cont~nueto cook the mixture for 5 minutes, or until the pears

mixture is loose. Grate the cheese on the small holes of a vegetable

are hot, then remove from heat. The cucumbers and pears should

grater and add this to the crumbs. Beat the yolks untd frothy, then

have a s~milartexture. Let the compote cool to room temperature,

combine with the mixture. Work this with the hands into a soft paste.

then add the rosewater. Serve at room temperature either as a side

Mold the dumplings so that each weighs about 2 ounces (60 g) and

dish for a banquet or as a dessert with fresh cream. At the medieval

resembles a long potato or gefilte fish. Set the dumplings on a baking

Polish table the cream would have been served from a small ewer.

sheet or large plate to dry for about 20 minutes.
While the dumplings are drying, bring 1 gallon

(4 liters) of

salted water to a rolling boil in a large stewpan or soup kettle. Turn
back the heat to medium-low so that the water is barely quivering.
Add the dumplings. When they rise to the surface (in about 15 minutes), they are done. For each individual, place 2 or 3 dumplings in a
bowl and serve the parsnip stew over them. These dumplings should
be served immediately; once they are cold, they become tough and
heavv.

Basket of&.

remalnlng parsley over the top and then scatter the dill seed over this.
Chicken Baked with Prunes
(Kurczak Pieczony z Suszonymi Sliwkami) *

medism onion, cut in half
lengthwise and sliced thin
I

3 cups (260g)white cabbage,

rhreddedas for sauerkraut
1 pound (500 g) large prune3
with pits (pits addfuvor)
1 %cups (150 g) chopped
parsley

30 juniper berries
5 pound (2.5 kg) masting
chichen, gutted undcleuned
(the headand feet were not
removed in the Middle Ages)
8

hay leaves, bruised

4 ounces f 125 3 streaky slab

bacon thinly sliced
% teaspoon groundginge,
% teaspoon groundciunamon
2 cups (500 mi) redHun-

Thlr dub, first mentioned m a fourteenth-centuy menu from Weissenfils in Saxony, was lust one of many dzshes prepared for a two-day reception in honor of the
Bishop of Zeitz.' According to subsequent ethnographic evidence, as well as arcbaeological finds in the form of covered earthenware baking pans, similar dishes were
also prepared farther east in Poland. This would have been true for the types of
menus served to the prince-bishops in their castb at Kwydzyn (Mar~enzuerder,
begun 1322) and Lidzbark Warmidski (Heilsberg, built 1350) in f m e r Prussla. The fngredrents for this reczpe also appear together in some of the Polish royal
registers, so there is ample evidence to suggest that thrs was once a standard dish,
at least in noble establishments. A red Hungarian wine and other imported fngredzents give the recrpe a courtly character with Polish nuances.
The 1-hicken wasprepared in one of two ways. The hen war split down the mrddle. Then rt was either cut in half and the two parts wrapped separately in dough
and baked so that they came from the oven like giant turnovers, or, the split
chicken was laid In a shallow earthenware pan, covered wzth a Ird, and baked
Doubtless the method using dough was reserved for frrtlve occasions, since the crust
could be ornamented with intricate patterns and thus add to the grand vzsual e f i t
of the meal. I have chosen the second method to refict a more intrmate, family-style
dinner rather than a state occasion. But either way, i t is a fine dish for a brshop,
a high n o b l m n and his family, or a rtarosta in his tent.
Serves 6 to 8

garian wine
% teaspoon dill seed

Preheat the oven to 375°F (190°C). Spread the onion over the bottom of a large earthenware baking pan, then cover this with the cabbage, prunes, 1 cup (100 g) of parsley, and the juniper berries, taking
care to distribute the ingredients evenly. Cut the chicken in half and
spread the two halves butterfly fashion and cavity side down on top of
vegetables and prunes. Tuck the bay leaves into spaces around the
chicken. Place strips of bacon on top of the chicken. Mix the ginger
and cinnamon with the wine and pour this over the bird. Scatter the

Cover with a tight-fitting lid and bake 1 hour.
Serve hot with the chicken on a platter and the vegetables
and fruit in a shallow basin. Boiled millet refried in oil or butter may
be served as a side dish to be eaten like rice. The chicken may he
accompanied by a green mustard sauce (see following recipe).

Green Mustard Sauce (Zielony Sos z Musztard?) *

Lentils and Skiiets with Bacon
(Soczewica i Kruczmorka z Boczkiem)

% cup (60 mi) redHurzgarian
wine

This sauce zs actuafly a type of pesto originally made in a mortar. It zuas normally
eaten with fowl, pork, or veal. The luxury of olive oil defines this as a condiment
lrmited strictly to royal andprzncely kitchens, although Syrennius specificafly mentroned olive oil in connection with Polrsh mustardpreparatzons zn general and even
prmded a recipe. Until the disruption of trade by the Turks in the 1450r, olive
oil came to medieval Poland from Cyprus and Greece as weN as from Spain. It
was purchased for the king exclusively by trading salt from the royal miner, one of
Polandj leading export products at that time.

2 tablespoons Cypriot olive nil

Serves 4 to 6

'hcup ( 1 2 j ml) prepared
Dijon-style mtrrfurd(grainy
~YPP)
% CUP( 6 0 ml) honey

%tearpwn anise seed, gmund
to a powder
% teaspoon salt

2 cups (200 g) choppedparsley

teaspoon coarsely grated
Peppa
1

Combine the mustard, honey, wine and olive oil in a mixing bowl.
Add the anise and salt, then the parsley. Pour this into a blender and
puree until it attains the thickness of a pesto. (The old method was to
pulp the parsley in a mortar, then combine it with the rest of the
ingredients.) Pour this into a bowl, add the pepper, and serve at room
temperature. This sauce should be eaten the same day it is made.

Syrennrus'r remark that skirret (Siurn siamrn) UJUJ introduced into Poland from
Mainz, Germany, suggests a possible contact or exchange between the bmhop of
Marnz and someone of similar importance rn Poland. I f such were the case, then
the s k i m t surely began its career in Poland as a foreign curzosity on noble tables.
But i t quickly found favor on all levels of society, perhaps because the clrmate and
roil of Poland are so well rutted to its culture.
The skrwet is a root vegetable that can be eaten only while it is dormant durtng
the wrnter. In the spring, the roots become woody and covered wrth small hairs,
since the plant is readying itself to shoot up to a height of as much as sixfeet. The
best skirrets come from sandy ground, which encourages root growth. For culinary
purposes, only the longest and thickest roots were harvested, that is, roots about 8 to
9 rn~hes(20to 23 on)long and about halfan inch (1 n)thick. Parts of the
root rejected for cooking can be stuck back in the ground to regrow the next year:
Since skiwets are not pared like parsnrps, the roots must be washed thoroughly
with a brush. For cookrng, they are normaNy ~licedv e y thrn at a n angle like
French cut string beans, that is, as htricot. This makes them easier to eat
medieval-style because the whole dish can be scooped up with a piece of bread. This
is probably the best way to prepare skirrets, even toahy.
Although this recipe has been reconstructed to fit a fafi menu, it could also revue
as a meal m the spring following Easter: In this case, i t might also be sewed with
a fried egg or two on top. This is true Polrsh medieval middle-class fare, and as
such this recipe is merely a n o u t h e , with all sorts of possible variations implied.

'hcup ( 5 0 g) chopped spring
onion (green part only)

Sewes 4 to 6 (as a side dish)

% cup (25 g) choppeddill

Put the bacon, chicken giblets, and garlic leaves

In

a stewing pan with

1 quart ( I liter of water and cook 30 minutes, skimming often. Strain
and reserve the bacon and giblets. Put the stock in a clean stewing
pan w ~ t h3 cups (750 ml) of water. Add the lentils, salt, and ginger.
Chop the giblets and add this to the pot. Chop part of the bacon,
enough to yield half a cup (50 g), and add this to the lentil mixture.

heart andgiblets of a cbicken
(or dixcarded bones and carcass frnm a previous meal)
8 leaves of

rommhole garlic, w
rmallleek leaves

I pound (SO0 g) green m
brown lentil.<

3 teaspoonr suit
% teaspoon groundginger

cup ( 100 g) rkiwets, cut o n a
slant into thin slices
1

'/. cup (25 g) choppedparsley

Cook 20 minutes over medium heat, then add the skirrets. Continue
cooking until the skirrets are tender (about 15 minutes), then add the
parsley, spring onion, and dill. Serve immediately in a bowl with the
remaining piece of boiled bacon on top.

Beer Soup with Cheese and Eggs
(Zupa Piwna z Bryndq, lub Caseata) *
Even today most P o b arefamrliar with gramatka or farmuszka, beer soups
thickened with y e bread. This beer soup, however, is somezuhat more rrfined rn its
use of egg yolks andfried speltjlour as thickeners. The soup wasfivrt mentroned
under the name caseara as part of a royal fastrng menu at Korczyn in 1394. As
such, the .soup 1-ontarnsno meat products but does take advantage of spring vegetab h and herbs. The cheese used WUJ similar to bryndz? farmer's cheese, but any
feta-type cheue can be substituted A n d last, the beer must be a wheat beer; any
good, light German Weissbier wrll work. Spaten Premium Weissbiw, from a Franciscan brewmy founded at Munich in 1397, was usedfor testzng thir recipe.
Serves 4 to 6

%pound (250 g) leek greens
3 cups (260 g) white cabbage,

shredded as for sauerkraut
I

cup ( r on g) chopped chervil

4 tablerpoons (60 g) lightly

salted butter
4 tablespoons (30 g) speltflour

2 CUPS(>(IOml) Weirshier
(wheat beer)

Put the leek greens in a stewing pan with 1 quart (1 liter) of water,

4 egg yolks

cover, and stew over medium-low heat for 30 minutes. Strain the

2 cups (500 ml) coldwhole
milk

broth and discard the leek greens. Return the broth to the stewing
pan and add the cabbage. Cover and stew over medium-low heat for

% tablespoon caraway seed
% teaspoon groundginger

30 minutes, then add the chervil and puree the hot mixture in a

% teaspoon ground mace

blender until it is smooth. Set aside.

% teaspoon ground saffron

In a large stewpan or stock pot, melt the butter and brown
the flour in ~tover medium-high heat until the roux turns a golden
brown. Then add the reserved puree, 2 cups (500 ml) water, and the
beer. Whisk the egg yolks into the milk, then add this to the soup
mixture. Add the caraway seed, ginger, mace, saffron, and salt. Contmue to cook the soup for 10 minutes, then add the cheese. Let the
cheese heat in the soup for about 5 minutes, then serve immediately.

1

tablespoon salt

%pound (250 gi bryndza
farmer's cheese or any fetatype cheese, cut into '&inch
dice

Millet Flour Soup (Zacierki) *

6 tahlespwnr (90 g) lightly

salted butter

There are both meat and fasting versions of this old Polish Ash, which u1asonce
popular among the nobility, especially because it could be prepared vwy quickly ( i n
less than 30 minutes). Both types ofzacierki were rich and filling, and this recipe
is no exception. Ham or beef stock can be used instead of water and chicken stock,
~
thought appropriate i n recipes contazning eggs. The soup
and saffron w a always
may be sewed alone, aver bread rolls, or with cheese curds, as suggested here.

'h teaspoon gmundraffmn or
to taste

Melt the butter in a deep stewing pan or soup kettle. Add the mdlet
flour and brown lightly over medium heat for 5 minutes. Stir the paste

4 eggyolkr
2 cups f 500 ml) cold whole

w ~ t ha wooden spoon from time to time t o prevent ~tfrom sticking.

milk

Dissolve the saffron in the chicken stock and combine with 2 cups

3 tablespoons (45 ml) honey,

(500 ml) of cold water. Pour this into the millet and whisk vigorously

or to taste

to remove any lumps. Cook over medium heat for about 1 0 minutes,

Oat Flour Soup (Kucza)
The range ofpreparations characterrzed as pulmentum avenaticum (oat gruel)
Polish medieval texts was widently quite broad. Like zacierki, the recipe here
represents the most refined end of the spectrum. Polish taste prtfiwencu ran against
oats to begin with, thus the dish had to display a cwtatn artifice to get beyond
that. This is a drsh lzkely to have appeared on the table of a petty noble or a wello f burgher. A peasant version would certainly have had a coarser texture, more
bran and fat, for example, and a noticeable lack of ingredients like saffron and
ginp
The oldpopularity ofpreparations like this is evident in its texture, for when
properly made the soup is highly versatile. It can be saved alone as a first cowse
soup or ladled over bread, cooked hulled millet, or boiled dry peas. It can alsu serve
as a sauce over boiW vegetables (such as parmrps, cow parsnips, or turnips), and
if ground mustard is added, it can become a sauce for chtcken orjsh. For fastrn~
days, the bacon drippings would have been eliminated in favor of butter or poppy
seed oil.
m

Serves 4 to 6

8 lee6 greenr or 2 medium

oniows, chopped
4 clover garlic, cut in half
lengthwire
6 cups ( 1 % liter.<)capon rtod
or water
I/"

teaspo~ngmund saffron

3 tablespmns (45 ml) bacon

drippings or lard

2 tearpwnr salt or to taste

freshly gratedpepper
large curd cottage cbeere
driedpot marigold (Calendula ofhcinalis) petals
(optirinalJ

letting the mixture come to a gentle boil t o thicken. Beat the egg
yolks until frothy, then combine with the milk. Reduce the heat under
the soup and add the egg mixture, whisking gently to keep ~t from curdllng. Once the eggs have cooked and thickened the soup, add the
honey, adjust seasonings, and serve immediately over bread torn into

Put the leek greens, garlic, and capon stock in a heavy saucepan and
cook over medium heat for 30 minutes. Strain the stock and discard

4 tablespwnr (30g)oatJIour

the vegetables (medieval cooks would have tossed them into a slop

4 egg yolks

pot for the chickens). Reserve 1 cup (250 ml) of the stock in a small
bowl and dissolve the saffron in it.

small pieces or with a spoonful or two of fresh curds. If served alone as
Heat the bacon drippings in a heavy saucepan. Mix the oat
a first course soup, garnish with dried marigold petals (use fresh when
bran and flour together and add this to the drippings. Stir to form a
in season), pink radish flowers, or a mix of both.
paste, then brown it lightly over medium high heat for about 3 minutes, or until it begins to smell nutty. Add 5 cups (1% liters) of stock
and whisk until smooth. Cook over medium-high heat for about 20
minutes, or untd the liquid thickens, whisking it from time to time to
keep it smooth.
Beat the egg yolks into the saffron infusion and add the gin-

3 tablespwnr (45 ml) Hungarian wbite wine oinegar

salt andpepper to taste

Polish Hydromel (Czemiga) *
ger. Pour this slowly into the soup, whisking vigorously. Let the soup
cook until thick (about 10 minutes), then gradually add the vinegar, a
little at a time, whisking it so that it does not curdle the eggs. Adjust
seasonings and serve.

Extremely easy to make, and quzre refreshing during the hot days of summel; this
hydromel can be kept up to a week in the refigerafm. The Polish use offinnel seed,
as suggested by Syrennzus, gives it a distzncrivejuvor, and the cassza, which was
also used rojuvor honey-based drinks, provides an interestingpepperlike hire.
When hydromel was served at court or in noble houses, the jug was brought znto
the dining room and placed in a tub drool water along with the wine and 0 t h
beverages being served.
Serves 4

3 CUPS(750 ml) spring water
3 tablespwns f e n d reed
'/I teaspoon gmundmrria or 1
tablespoon bruised cassia buds

1 cup (250 ml) honey

Bring the water to a boil and pour it over the fennel and cassia in a
large jar. Cover and infuse until the liquid is room temperature. Straln
through a filter or fine sieve. Dissolve the honey in the clear liquid.
Store in a stoneware jug or wine bottle in the refrigerator until
needed.

Fermented Barley Flour Soup (Kisiel)

yogurt. Fermentation time will vary greatly: during cool, dry weather
more time is required.

1 cup (2SOmli beer harm or 1
tablespoon d y active yeast in
1 cup(250 mlj lukewarm
water

2 cups water
1 CUP
(2SU ml) thick beer
(page 183)

3 cups(750 ml) milk, or2
cups(500 ml) milk plus 1 cup
(250ml) buttermilk, or 4 cups
(750 ml) ,beep's milk d e y

honey to taste

This ancestor ofthe Polish soup now knmun as iur wasfirrt documented in Polish
texts in A.D. 997. It is by far the oldest Polish dish in this book, and surprtsingly, one of the easiest to make. In its medieval context, however, this was a food
eaten on fast days. According to the reference to kisiel from 997, the king of Poland consumed this dish during Lent. And because it a so intertwined wtth the
formation of Polish culture, k i d is one of those dishes that is also closely connected
with Polish identity and culinary roots.
Slavrc food historians have suggested that this dtsh is a substitute for koumiss,
fermented mare? milk a food forbidden by the early Christian church due to its
association with pagan religion. While this line of argument may be d$jcu/t to
prove or disprove, rt offers an rnsight into the controversial dynamrcs of food as mitural identity. Just as interesting is the Russian cognate kiseli (plural), referred to
as krssels in English. These are thick puddings similar to blancmange and normally served wzth fruit or berries. Polish kisiel was likwise eaten with such additions as blackbmies, blueberries, w wild currants.
TheJerment was usually strained and allowed to jell. This "white" version of
the dish was traditionally rerued at Christmas in Poland, and even today, i d a n t
mixtures can be bought and cooked Like blancmange. The modern descendant of the
medieval preparation rs more like its Russian counterpart and may have acquired
this character durtng Russian occupation of the country. The recipe that fo1lou.r is
murh more archaic, following the general outline of kisrel as mnttoned in Cracow
codexes from 1394. Watw would be substitutedfor the milk if the dtsh were served
during Lent, and flavor would be added with a little rocombole garlic or leek.
Serves 4 to 6

Proof the beer barm or dry yeast. Put the barley flour in a deep work
bowl and pour 2 cups (500 ml) of boiling water over it. Stir well with
a whisk to remove lumps. W h e n lukewarm, add the proofed yeast and
the thick beer. Cover and let stand ovemlght in a warm place to ferment or until desired sourness is achieved (2 to 5 days for a very sour
soup). T h e flavor of this soup should be pleasantly tart, similar to

O n c e the ferment settles, strain off the water and pour the
mixture into a large saucepan and bring to a gentle boil over medium
heat. Add the milk and salt. W h e n the mixture is scalded, it is ready
to serve. Honey may be added to the soup before sewing or individuals may sweeten it to taste a t the table. This dish was eaten with a
wooden spoon or with sops in medieval times.

Place the cleaned fish in a shallow pan with the onion, garlic, bay

Fish Aspic (Galareta z Ryby)

2 buck shad, 4 smaN trout, w
other freshwaterjish equal to
2 pounds ( I kg) after gutting
andscaling (he& and tails
are not removed)
I

medium onion, sliced

6 cloves rorombale garlic,

gently crushed
8 fresh bay

leaues, bruised

2 cinnamon sticks about 4

inches (1 0 cm)in length

1

tablespoon shredded mnce

I cup (250 mlJ kaveuder winegar (seepage 168)
I

cup (250 ml) spring water

I quart ( 1 liter)preparedjsb
stad (see faNowing recipe)

4 envelopes un&wredgekatin

(optional)
I teaspoon groundginger
I

teaspoon salt

1/8 teaspoon ground rrtffmn

4 tublespoons (60 m0 honey m

to taste

Simple yet difficult would be an honest assessment of this dzsh, for the cooking is
easy but the jelling is not. Medieval recipes are often quitepartfcular about the
various ways t o achieve a good jell, but the most direct one is to start with the
right sort offish. Fish with oily skins jell better, but this alone will not guarantee
success because a good quantity of bones, fins, heads, and tails are necessary t o
stifen the stock. Thus beJore even attempting this reczpe, have on hand a quart
(liter) or two offish stork prepared by boiling a large quantity offish parts and
reducing this by one-third. fiu can also cheat and use packaged gelatin. Modern
packaged gelatin is generally ma& from pigs' feet, so it would never have been
allowed zn meatlesr dishes, but it wzN definitely take the guesswork out of aspic.
Last, a few words about ingredients. Medieval Polish coo& dzd not use much
wine in aspic-making; rather, they relied on vinegar. Polish cooks could choose from
a great number of@vored vinegars to take the place of the variety of wines then
available elsewhere in Europe. One ofthe favored vmegars for fish aspic was lavender vinegar, and in French texts from the same period lavender also appears in a
number of aspic recipes. Lawnder vinegar is best made with fresh blossoms (see recipe on page 168), and it will keep for several years. To carry the lavender theme
through the course ofthe meal, serue lavender comfits at the beginning, and at the
end and use thejowers, either fresh w dried, as ornamental '~lumes"on some of
the display dishes. This of course is court cookery, fare for on4 the wealthie~tof
nobles and merchants.
This aspic was probably served as an wnamental component of a larger display
dish. It can be treated in much the same manner as quince or medlar paste, with
which it was sometimes served. If the aspic is cast in shallow pans, it can be cut
into shapes to create the sort of inlay work that characterized truly elaborate presentatzon pieces at court. Aspics of varzom co~ors,hard cooked eggs, mushrooms w
truffi, all of these ingredients could be assembled to create a coat of arms or some
other appropriate figure. The most common method, howevw, was to fill halves of
hard cooked egg whztes (after removing the yolks) with the fish aspic and letting
this set. This was done at manor houses and in homes of lesser nobzlity, a conceit
worthy oftbe trouble since the yellwi~haspic looks like egg to begin with.
Serves 6 to 8

leaves, cinnamon, cubebs, and mace. Combine the vinegar and spring
water and pour this over the fish. Poach for about 20 minutes, or until
the fish falls away from the bones. Remove the fish and separate the
flesh from the bones. Reserve the flesh. Put the bones, skins, heads,
talk, and fins in a small stock pot with the prepared fish stock.
Strain the poaching hquid and add this to the pot. Cook the fish
stock until reduced by one-third, then strain. Add the ginger,
salt and saffron, and mix this with the reserved fish. Beat
with a whisk so that the fish breaks down into very small pieces.
Sweeten with honey and add more lavender vinegar if a sour flavor is
preferred (about 3 tablespoons per

45 ml). Pour the mixture into a

loaf-shaped pan for a standing aspic, onto tin sheets with raised edges
for inlay work or ornamental figures, or fill halves of hard-cooked eggs
as suggested above. Refrigerate to jell (at least 3 hours). Four envelopes of commercial unflavored gelatin can be dissolved into the
strained stock to ensure a proper jell.
To serve as a standing aspic, turn out the aspic and send to
the table on a fine dish well ornamented with flower petals, buckler
leaf sorrel, parsley, cooked crayfish, truffles, and other garnishes of
this sort.

2

pounds f I kg1 sauerkraut

I pound(500

gi white cabbage, shredded as for
sauerkraut

Game Stewed with Sauerkraut (Mizkulancja, lub Bigos) *
Prepared Fish Stock ( R o d z Ryby)
6 cups f 1 % lifers) unfivored
strainedjisb stock

4 bruised hay leaves

4 cloves rocombole garlic,
gently crushed

cinnamon stick, about 4
inches (10 cm) long
I

2

tablespoons celery seed

A l l sorts offish trrmmings, bones, skins, heads, and the like should he boiled in a
large stack pot with I gallon (4 liters) of water f w about 1 hour, then strained
and resewed. Stock that has been made ahead and frozen will work perfetly. Thir
rtock recrpe is daigned to fit the requirements of the aspic above.

Put the stock, bay leaves, garlic, cinnamon, and celery seed in a stock
pot and bod over medium heat until reduced to

4 cups (1 liter), about

40 minutes. Strain and use as directed above for making the aspic.

IS

sprigs of fresh lavender

Lavender Vinegar (Ocet Lawendowy)
Yield: 3 cups (750 mlj

rtrrilizedwine bottle
( 7 5 0 ml)
1

3 cups ( 7 5 0 ml) Hungarian
white wine uinegar

Put the flowers in the wine bottle and add t h e vinegar. Cork tight and
set in a dark, cool closet. Allow to infuse a t least 3 weeks before using.

Bigos is one of those Polish dishu that has been romanticized in poetry, discussed
m rts most minute details in all rmtr of literary contexts, and never made in small
quantities. Historzcally, it was s m d at royal banquets or to guests at meals followrng a hunt. It was made invariably from several types of game and sewed during the winter. Bigos has gradualiy assumed the charactw of a Christmar and
Easter drrh in Poland, and today the recipes are as varied and as complex as any
Italian recipe for tomato sauce. In fact, some Polw even add tomato sauce to the
mixture. ( I t doer not need it. j
In the manor house where my grandfather was born, the bigos was kept warm
in a compartment in the great trle stove that heated the parlor where guests were
received It was handed out as a welcoming snack s m d on poppy seed toast, along
with a glass of iced vodka or champagne. Whrle Polish villagers ofien make a
plarn version of bigos in huge cauldrons over a n openjre fir weddingjiasts, real
bigos is best when i t a baked very slowly at a low temperature zn a ceramic pot.
The evaporation alone should be enough to thicken it. Furthemore, it should nor be
.sewed until at least one dzy old, pr~ferablythree; i t needs time fir the&vors to
fuse into a highly complex and concentrated taste.
The old-style recipe that faflows has been written so that the b i p can be made
according to modern cookrng techniques. However, one key ftttuve that cannot be
altered is the &vor of the various meats; $they are not spit-roasted, they should be
grrlled over a barbecue so that there IJ a pronounced browned meat taste. The precise choice of game rs entirely personal, but by implication the meat is first marinated before tt rs roasted, so this adds a further dimension to the complex&vor~.
Serves 16 to 18 as hors d'oeuwes

8 ounces (2506.) streaky country hacon cut info4 piecer
3 cups (750 ml) well-$avored
ham stock orgame stock
3 ounces ( 9 0 g) dried
mushroomr
I cup (200 gl coarsely chopped
onion

6 ounces (181 gi pittedprunes
or a mix of pruner, dried cherries, and driedpears, coarsely
chopped

8 ounces (2S0 g) spit-roasted
elk (fof) or bison (iuhri.cur
into %-inch (I cm) dice

4 ounces ( I 2 5 gi spit-roasted

rump of wild b u r (dzik),cut
into %-inch ( I cm) dice
4 ounces (I25 g) spit-ronsted
pheasant w peahen, cut into
%-inch (1 cm) dice
4 ounces (1 2S g) spit-masted
ham, cut into '/,-inch ( 1 cm)
dice
4 ounces (125 g) veal sausage,
cut in half lengthwire and
sliced

stewpan. Add the bacon and stock. Cover and braise 40 minutes or

4 ounces ( I 2 5 g) smoked sausage, cut in half lengthwise
and sliced

stew over medium heat so that most of the liquid cooks out. While

2

Combine the sauerkraut and cabbage in a deep baking dish or heavy

braising, pour 3 cups (750 ml) boiling water over the mushrooms and
infuse until soft. Remove the mushrooms and cut Into shreds, reserving 2 cups (500 ml) of the strained liqutd
Remove the bacon from the cabbage mixture and coarsely

cups (YO0 ml) red wine

I teaspoon ground cuhebs
% teaspoon ground cinnamon

I teaspoon groundcumin
I fablespoon ( I 5 mi) honey
(optional)

chop it into small bits. Put the bacon in a skillet and brown lightly
over medium-high heat. Add the chopped onion and brown lightly for

3 minutes, then cover and sweat over low heat for 10 minutes, or until
the onion becomes yellow. If too dry, add excess mushroom stock to
moisten.
After the onions are cooked, add the bacon and onion mixture to the cabbage, along with the mushroom infusion and the mushrooms. Stir well so that the cabbage turns light brown, then add the
meats, wine, and spices. Stew over medium heat for 15 minutes, stirring often so that most of the liquid is cooked out. Remove from the
heat, cover, and set aside to cool. Store in a cold place at least one day
before reheating to serve. Best if made several days in advance.

Hashmeat in the Cypriot Style (Zrazy po Cyprjsku) *
This dirh is the central component of several preparations that were considered foreign or exotic by the Polish court. It was served baked in the fwm of "meatloaf"
parties or zrazy used as filling m standing pzes and turnovers, and wrapped in
chard leaves in the manner of dolmates. A@ being braised in wzne, the stufled
leaves uwe brushed wzth honey (or with aspic reduced until sticky), then rolled in
a mixture of sesame seeds and gith (Nigella sativa). Thzs Z J probably one way i n
which the hashmeat was served for the banqaret held at Cracow in honor of Kzng
Peter of Cypru zn 1364, sznce variations of this basic idea appear in a number of
later court cookbwks in France, England, and Germany, ofen under the designatzon heidenisch ("heathenn-perhaps in r e f m c e to King Peter? victmy over the
A r a b at Alexandriai. Indeed, some food historians have speculated that many of
the so-called Cyprzot reczpes appearing in late medieval cookbooks relate in some
way to the legendury banquet heldfor King Peter and the internatzonal character
of the Cyprzot court.
The hashmeat w a . ~also mixed wzth various ing~dientslike cooked rice, cooked
kasha manna, or cooked green rye or green spelt grits. In Cyprus, cooked cracked
u'heat and sun-dried chondro were used the same way. In any went, i f a grain is
~ m dthe
, proportion of bread crumbs should he reduced accordingly m omztted
altogether: The bread crumbs must be made from the whztepart of munchets
(wheat-flour dinner rolls), not the crust.
Serves 16

Preheat the oven to 400°F (200°C).Combine the meat, bread crumbs,

I W cups ( 175 gJ ground
cooked beef

2'h cups (315 g) white brad
crumbs
1 teaspoonfresbly grated
pepper
I teaspoon salt

'A teaspoon ground cinnamon
% teaspoon ground cumin
% teaspoon groundginger
% cup (75 g) chopped rairins
I

tablespoon mincedgarlir

'A cup (25 gJ mincedparsky

3 tahlespwns (45 ml) Cypriot
olive oil
1 '/iCUPS

(375 g) pureedonion

% cup (60 ml) cubeb vinegar

pepper, salt, cinnamon, cumin, ginger, raisins, garlic, and parsley in a

(page 199)

deep work bowl. Heat the olive oil in a saute pan or skillet and add

2 eggs

the onion. Cover and sweat over medium heat for 5 minutes, then add

2% cupr (625 ml) bamrtock

s
the meat mixture. Beat the eggs
the vinegar and combine t h ~ with
until frothy, then combine with the ham stock. Pour this into the
meat mixture and stir thoroughly to form a thick batter. Pour the batter into greased, shallow 4-inch (10 cm) earthenware tart dishes and
bake 20 minutes or until set

(see

note)

Note: When using this as a stuffing or pie filling, reduce the
ham stock by one-fourth to one-half, depending on how moist a filling
is wanted. Red Cypriot wines are perfect with this and may be used as
the basis of a sauce to serve over the patties or for dipping if the patties are served medieval-style as hnger food.

Saffron Wafers (Opiatki Szafranowe)*
Safion uJasmore expeniive in Gdansk than in Cracow or Lvov during the Middle
Ages, whrlh suggerts that dzstance from market source played a key role in determining the cost of such imported goods. A large portion of Polish saffron appears to
have come from regions bordering the Black Sea where saffron originated, uia Genoese rnzdcllernm. Its use zn Polish cookery was a mark of high statusJ so it may seem
contradictoy that it also was commonly used in foods associated with fasting. Yet
saffron wafers were served at the Polish court &ring mutless days m a t the end of
the meal with various confictions and Maluasia wine.
Because they also contatned sugau, the wafers were generally made by specialized
confectioners and were therefore not only sweet hut also expensive. Part ofthe expense (asidefiom the safron and sugar) was high-quality flour, which had to be
farina alba cribrara-the finest sort. Another reason for the cost war manufacture,
for the art of wafer making is a distinct craJt unto itself, and rather tedious. In
spite of this, a good wafer baker was surd to produce about one thousand wafwr a
day. Indeed, i t was sometimes a specialty of nunneries or monasteries, which derived inrome from the sale of such goods.
Wafers were made with irons ornamented wtth varzous patterns that ueve imprersed Into the surface of the wafir as z t baked. Poliih irons were normally round,
although rectangular North German and Dutch types were also used tn Gdansk
and Pomeranra. W e t a l wafer irons are mentioned in several medieval sources and
on occasion they are depicted, but none have survived intact. The images were generally relzgious, and a n especially good wafer maker would have several sets of
trons on hand to meet the h a n d of funerals, weddtngs, and special veligious
feasts, such as Easter or Christmas. For everyday ure, the royal court probably
rerved wafirs impresred wrth the royal coat of arms, or the coat of arms of a speczal
pest if the intention u,as to fitter or impress.
Since sugar absorbs and amplijiesfiuors, wafers must be made over a smokeless
heat source, the most common being a charcoal rtove. This technique requires considerable prani~~e
because the iron must be turned constantly to keep both halves evenly
heated. The iron must be also kept hot whrle zt IS being rejlled with wafer batter.
Last, the wafers must be trimmed whzle they are hot and soft and still in the iron;
once cool, thq, become brittle and bruk easily. AAM of this implres speed and a
steady hand wzth a very sharp kniJe. Having tested this rectpe with a wafir iron
from the 1 IOOs, I can report that total baking time per wafer should be about 6
minutes. or 3 minutes per ride, &ending on the type of metal from whrch the tron

I cup (250 g) double sifted
pastry $our
1 cup (250 gi superfine sugar
(white sugarground to a$ne
powder, called bar sugar in
the UnitedStater)

% teaspwnfine(y ground
saffron

4 egg ujhites
2 t o 3 tablespoons (30 to 45

mO rosewater
poppy reed oil

P i e in Polish Sauce (Szczupakw Polskim Sosie)
is made (there are several alloysj and its thickness. Accomplished wafir bakers
couldprobably do this in half the time; I was somewhat restrajned by the 1-autjous
use of antique equipment.
Yield: About 30 waferr, depending on the sjze of the iron

Before assembling the ingredients, which should be at room temperature, light a charcoal grill or old-style charcoal stove so that the coals
have a good 30 minutes to heat and reduce to embers. Do not use selflighting charcoal, since this will give the wafers a burned petroleum
flavor.
Sift together the flour, sugar and saffron three tlmes. Wh~sk
the egg whites until they are stiff and form peaks, then fold them Into
the dry ingredients. Moisten with rose water so that it forms a t h ~ c k
batter.
Heat both sides of the wafer iron (or a pizzelle iron) over the
charcoal stove or grill. When evenly hot on both sides, open the iron
and grease it liberally. Put some of the batter on one side and let it
spread. Slowly close up the iron but do not press hard, just enough to
force the batter out to the edges. Turn the iron over the coals often
until the batter begins to bubble around the edges, then press tlghtly
and hold it firmly together, turning the iron several times ( t h ~ wdl
s
caramelize the sugar and cause the wafer to stiffen). Batter that has
run out of the edges can now be trimmed off neatly with a very s h a p
knife. Once the wafer tests done, the iron can be opened and the
wafer removed with the help of a knife. Repeat until all the batter

IS

used. Perfectly made wafers wtll bake paper-thin and turn out a golden
fawn color. Once cool, they can be stored several months in airtight
containers.

Because many medieval rectpes were mere outlines, it was up to the cook to fill in
the missing elements with local ingredients or to prepare them in a regional manner Fortunately, while this recipe was written down in 1553 by Augsburg patrician Sabina Welser, it represented a much older, traditional Polish mode of saucing
fib.' It appears to come from a collection of Pohsh recipes now fost.
Welseri exact words were "Welt ihr ain bollischen brei jber ain hecht machen"
(how to make Polzsh sauce for pike). Most intmting, the Welser version explicitly
called for finely minced onions in a puree of peas, the peas (we assume) to make the
sauce green. Much was left unsaid, except that spices were used and that the pieces
offish were cooked in the sauce until done. Here we have the classic vagueness of a
recipe meant only to jog the memory, with crucial elements left out because they were
gjwns.
Understood in this case is the pea puree, whicb is not made j?om besh peas but
from dried peas ground t o flour and enhanced with various potherbs and beer-the
key elements that make it Polish. In fact, Queen Jadwiga dined on perch-pikes in
July 1393, and the purchase urder listed q d e a Jew of the common ingredients
found jn Polish rauce: pear, millet fiuv, onions, and vinegar. Other f i b on her
menu may have been stewed this way, for the perch-pikes were specfirally designated ad galeretam-that Z J , for ga1antines.Y
Welser also included a recipe in the Hungarian style, again, a dish of a much
older type. Instead of pureed pear or pea flouu, the jsh was stewed in finely minced
apples cooked with wine, lemon, pepper vinegar (or vinegar&vored with csombor), and saffron. One of the meals prepared for King WtadysfawJagielto m
October 1393 was based on a purchase order for raw apples and whole hewings. It
is quite possible that these ingredients were prepared in a similar Hungarian munner The use of saffron, sweet wines, and lemonr, in any case, was perceived as
Hungarian by Polish cooks of this period, so perhaps it was this in the appla that
suggested the name of the Hungarian preparation recurded by Weism It I, also passidle that the Poli~hstyle imitated this sweet-and-sour yeihness by wing yellow
peas rather than green ones. Both the old seventeenth-century Gdznsk pea and
Wroctaw pea are yellow (both culttvars are extant) and were used exclusively for
stewing and for purees. T h q may descend fiom mediewal Polish strains that were
also yellozu.
In any event, the pike was prepared in one of two ways in the kitchens of the
Polish nobility. As a display piece, the fish was cooked whole and stuffed with a

% cup (60 ml) poppy seed oil

2 cups (200 g) roarrely
chopped onion
I

cup (100g) cboppedparsley

I cup (100 g) chopped dill
I

cup (125 g)peaflour

%cup(65 gi nilletflour
1%

cups (375 mlJjisbstmE

1%cups ( 3 7 j ml) Weirsbier
(wheatbeer)
'h teasprmn ground mace

% teaspwn groundginger
I tublerpoon ( I S ml) IavendPr
vinegar,or t o taste

I tablespoon ( I S ml) honey, or
to taste
4 pounds (2 kg) pike cut info
steaks at least I incb (2%nn)

tbick
rcdpeppercornsjmgamirb
minceddillforgarnisb

Fast Day Pancakes (Nales'nikiPostne) *
mixture of diced cucumber, minced onion, chopped hard-cooked egg yolks, parsley,
and precooked kasha manna. The stufing was inserted through the top of the fish,
not the bottom. A slzt was made in the bark, along the dursaljin, and the entrails
were remowd. The cavity was then jilled with stufing and c h e d up. The fish was
tied into a bent shape so that i t looked as though i t were swimming. Afrer cooking,
it was untied and served "swimmmng" through mts sauce.
The other method ofpreparation is the one rejmed to by Welser. The f i b is
cleaned and cut up into thick "steaks" that are then laid i n the sauce and baked or
braised. This is the easiest mode ofpreparatron for home cookery andprobably the
must common one outside the royal court.
Sewer 4 to 6

Thrs type of crepe was popular at the Polish court. The pancakes are fazrly rich
but easy to make. While they would be treated as a dessert food today, they were
probably ~erveddurrng dinnev, along with the beer soup with cheese (page 159),
f s h aspic (page 166), or anothw meatless dish. On a technical note, these pancakes
were not made in the kitchen, but prcpared in or near the dining area ovw a charcoal stove.
Good Friday pancakes were also sewed at the Polish court. These were made
with the fermenting batter from k i d (page 164) and fried in poppy seed oil.
They were served with poppy seeds, chopped nuts, and honey, a far oy fmm the rich
recipe that passed f w fasting.
Makes about 30 small pancakes or 15 large ones

I cup ( 125 g)jnely cbopped
hazelnuts

3 tablespwns poppy seeds
%, teaspoon ground car&mom, or to taste

Heat the oil in a broad, shallow stewing pan and add the onion.
Cover and sweat over medium heat for 5 minutes, then add the pars-

Filling

bryndza
6
ouncm (185
farmer's
g) grated
cbeere, o r

ley and chopped dill. Combine the pea and millet flour with the fish

The texture of the filling should be fine and loose, thus the cheese should be grated
on the small holes of a vegetable grater: More cardamom may be added if desired

any feta-type cbeese drained
of whey

stock and add this to the herb mixture. Add the beer, mace, and ginger. Stew for about 20 minutes, or until thick. Then add the vinegar
and honey. Lay the fish in the sauce and continue stewing until the

Combine the nuts, poppy seeds, and cardamom in a deep work bowl

fish is cooked (about 20 minutes). Serve immed~atelygarnished with

then gently stir In the cheese with a fork, taking care that it does not

4 whole eggs

red peppercorns and minced dill. Salt is added to taste after each por-

form lumps. Set aside and prepare the pancake batter.

3 egg yolks

Pancake Batter

I CUP(250 rnl)
(Smierand

I

tlon is served.

Beat the eggs and yolks until lemon color, add the cream, then add

cup (250 ml) cream
sourcream

% teaspoon salt

the sour cream. Sift together the salt and flours, then fold into the egg

7 tahlespoonr ( 5 0 g) barley

mixture to form a thick, ropy batter. Heat a little oil in an omelet pan,

pour

and pour in about 1/2 CUP (1 25 ml) of the batter for a large-sized pan-

5 tablespwns (30g)spelt or
club wbeatpour

cake. Let t h ~ brown
s
on one side, then flip it over to brown on the
other side. When it is done, spread some of the nut mixture (about 2
tablespoons) over the middle and fold the pancake over or roll it up

Poppy .seed oil or barelnut oil

Ham Stewed with Cucumbers
into a tube. Let the filling heat only enough to melt the cheese

(Szynka Duszona z Ogorkami) *

slightly, then move the pancake to a hot dish. Brush the pancake with
Although thm drshf;rrt appeared on a fourteenth-century menu from Weissenfh,

honey and scatter poppy seeds over it. Serve immediately while hot.
Repeat until all the batter and filling is used.

the stew presents a strange familiarity becaure i t ir a predecesim of dirhes later
character~zedIn French cookevy ar salpironr. The finely dzced ingredients are probably the connecting factor, yet the antecedent to this concept t r a m to the Eastern
Mediterranean JO rt is part of a n ongoing cultnary continuum.
The meat may be prepared in a numbw of ways without changing the rest of the
recipe. I decided that the meat muit have heen cut into bite-sized cuber ( l i h meat
/or htgm), znto diamond-shaped lozenges, or into thick strips. Any of these forms of
perentation would be correct but the cuher stand up better to prolonged cooking.
Last, when the drsh was brought to table f m inttzal tnrpection, it was gar-

4 tablespoons (60 g) ligbtly

salted butter
I cup (100 g) cbopped leek m
onion
1 cup (I25 g) finely diced
sub ire carrut o r the root of
Hamburgparsky

4 pounds ( 2 kg) country barn
cut into I-inch (2.5 cm) cubes

nirhed with rose petals. This was a treatment at the court, not in honz cookevy

I tablespoon minced mornbole
garlic

among the nobler, unless they weve wtertaming. The old Englzsh term for this form

I cup ( 4 j g) cbopped parsley

ofpresentation was floreye, that is, ,'$owered."
Serves 6 to 8

Heat the butter in a large, heavy stewing pan and add the leek and carrot. Cover and sweat over low heat for 10 minutes. Add the ham,
garlic, and parsley. Stir to coat the ham with all the ingredients, then
cover and cook over medium heat for 10 minutes. Add the beer, ham

I quart ( I litevJ Weissbier
(wbeat beer)
1 quart ( I liter) bam stock
(ham trimming, cookedzuitb
leek tops and bay leaves)

%cup (75 g) dried iurawina
(European cranbewies), rubstitute American dried

stock, dried cranberries, and raisins. Stew uncovered for 35 minutes or
until the liquid is reduced by one third. Add the cucumber, honey, and
vinegar. Cook an additional 15 minutes, then serve with sour cream.

4 cups (jOOg)diredcucumbn
(seeds removed)

The sour cream may be added directly to the stew to thicken it, or

4 tublespoonr (60 rnl) bonq

each person may add it to indiv~dualtaste. Season with pepper. Gar-

2 tablespoons (30 m0 cubeb
vinegar (page 199)

nish w ~ t hrose petals and serve over pieces of manchet rolls or bread.

Note: It was also customary to thicken stews of this sort with
flour. If a very thick gravy is preferred, dust the ham with spelt or
whole wheat flour before adding it to the vegetables. Polish sour
cream (fmietanq) is thinner than American sour cream and therefore
more of it is required for thickening.

Sour cream (hietan*) to
tafte
Fresbly gratedpepper
Rose petals

Wrochw Trencher Bread (Worclawski Chleb Zytni)

8 cups (1 kg) stone ground rye
pour
7 cups (871g) stoneground
or whale club wheat

2 cups (500ml) thick beer (see

page 183)
I cup(210 mi) active beer
barm or % ounce f 14 g) active
dry yeast proofed in I sup
(250 mi) lukewarm water

4 cups ( 1 liter) water at room

temperature
2 tablerpwns salt

Polish trencher knife, circa
1400.This type was tired to
smooth the bread. Private
collection.

In many parts of Europe, trenchers were made from old bread, which was &en sold
i n the marketplace specIjscaJly for thspurpo~e.Hmoever, the Polish court appears to
have used one type of bread for trenchers and another f m general consumption. This
practice is conjirmed m medieval bread regulations and seems to have been imrtated
by the lesser nobility and wealthy townspeople. Since the Wrorlaw bread laus have
been analyzed the most fastidiously, they are now the most relrable for reconstructing the sort of bread favored fir trenchers, at least for the region now encompassing
Silesia and southern Poland. The medieval Polish word for trenchers is tallari, a
cognate of the German word Teller for plate. Both terms appear to derive from
vulgar Latin taliare, to cut or split.
This bread requirrs a sourdough starteu, which will k key to the suci-ess of other
recipes m this section, so i t would be advisable to make a batch three to five &ys in
advance of baking. Directionsfir making the starter (called "thiik beer" in
Polish) are provided below.
The preci~ecomposition of Wroctaw trencher bread is at best an educatedguess,
but we do know that it war a blend of wheat and rye flours because of tts texture.
Therefore i t was a type of middling hread. Furthermore, this bread was meant to
be eaten upon, thus its texture war far more Important than its&vor, at least to
thr nodla who disposed of their trenchers iike wet paper piates. A t the P o f i ~ hcourt,
the crusts and trimmings of the trencher loaves were reserved for the servants' table
or fir a table with guesa of low status. Used trenchers were not thrown au'ay but
often distributed to the poor or fed to the royal hounds. These were placed in a
"voider" by the pantler (panetier in French), the
person rn charge of the panty who carved the
b m d . It W U J not ~ ~ U J U10 UUJe
~ such l e f r o ~ fUfJ~
thickeners m middle class cookevy, especially in gruels andporrrdga.
As a rule the pantler cut the bread into trenchers away from the dining tablemedieval dinner scenes rarely show trencher bread except as finished trenchers in
front of diners, sometimes neatly stacked in anticipation of several courses. The
pantlev accomplished his cawing with three knives: one to cut the loaf; one to trim
it, and one to smooth the trenchers (above).
The loaf was molded into a boule (round, inverted bowl-lrke shape) about 6
inches ( 1 5 i w ) in diameter at the base and weighing roughly 11 '/2 ounces (35fl g)
after baking. Each loaf yiela'eu' two trenchers measuring 4 inches ( 1 0 cm) square
and 'h inch ( I on) thick. The dough itself is a'ense, simrlar to the dough used in

modern American bagels. Not surprinngly, trencher hread dough was also molded
into ring,, boiled in lye, then baked and sold as a type ofpoor man? dinner roll.
For the bread to f on form to thesehed specrjkatrons, which appeared In the
bread asrize in 1362, gluten-rich spelt or club wheatflour must have been added
to the mlx, the proportion^ ofu,hich vaned accordrng to the qualzty of the h a w t .
Both of these wheat crops were often raised specifirally for the baking trade, just as
spelt is strll raised rn Germany today expressly for the pretzel bakers. Becausej9our
is milled d#erently today, some experrmentation may be requrred to achieve the
correct size loaves. If they do nor rise enough during baking, more wheatfiur is
needed Reduce the rye and increase the spelt flour accordingly. l,fnrce trenchers are
more rmportant than loaf size, bake six loaves of equal size instead of ten. Then
trtm as directed below.
Last, the baking directions below are designed to reproduce the 4fect o f a brick
ouen. A f w they were heated, the old ovens were swept out and then swabbed with
y e straw brooms dipped in watrr. The steam trapped i n the oven gave the crust of
the bread a rich golden color. In the countryside, thir same effect war achieved by
baking the bread wrapped i n cabbage Leaw or the leave^ of Tartar hrMd plant
brushed wrth Poppy seed oil. The crust is very hard when it comes froni the oven,
but softens a f e r the loaves cool. Lrke most bread d t h i s type, it is m u d better when
a day old
Yield; 9 to 1 0 Loaves, depending on grad*.ofjlour

Combine the flours In a mixing bowl. Measure out

7% cups (950 g)

and put this in a large work bowl or bread trough. Combine the thick
beer, yeast, and water. Add this to the flour and stir to create a slurry.
Cover and let stand overnight until foamy. Combine the salt with the
rema~ningflour, and stlr down the slurry. Add the salted flour to the
slurry and knead this into a ball of dough o n a well-floured work surface. Knead for at least 20 minutes, vigorously striking the dough from
time to time with a bat or long rolling pin to break down the gluten.
Set aside, cover, and let the dough rise until doubled in bulk. When it
is fully risen, knock down and knead again, breaking it with a bat or
rolling pin as before. W h e n the dough 1s soft and spongy, mold it out

Thick Beer or Sourdough Starter (Gphvina z droidzy)
into 9 or 10 round loaves (each about 12 ounces or 375 g to allow for
water loss during baking). Cover and let the loaves rise In a warm
place until they are roughly 6 inches (15 cm) in diameter.
While the loaves are rising, preheat the oven to 400°F

Th2c.k beer was made one of two ways. Huffed spelt and barley uere sprouted then
fermented in ~pringwater with hops and Labrador tea (Ledurn palustre) or, for
home use, a beery batter was ma& withjlour. I have chosen the latter method.
Yield: Roughly I quart ( I f i t 4 of starter

(205°C). When the loaves are fully risen, set them on greased pizza

2 CUPS(250 ml) Weisrbier

sheets and cut a small sign of the cross or some other preferred pattern

Pour 2 cups (250 ml) of boiling water over the hops and infuse 20

Into the top of each loaf (see note). Set the loaves in the oven and

minutes. When the tea is lukewarm, combine it with the beer and

bake for 15 minutes. Then reduce the temperature to 375°F (190°C)

pour this over the barley and spelt flours in a large, wide-mouthed jar.

and contlnue baking for another 15 minutes. Last, reduce the tem-

Stir to form a slurry. Let this stand uncovered for 3 to 5 days or until

perature to 350°F (175°C) and finish baking the bread for 10 to 20

foamy (this will depend on the weather and room temperature). It

minutes or until it sounds hollow when tapped on the bottom. Cool

should smell like sour milk. Once active, use as needed. The starter

on a rack. Do not cut the bread until ~tis room temperature.

can be revived and continued by adding more flour and liquid as the

Note: Some bakeries impressed pictorial images into the
bread, including cyphers or initials of the baker, the arms of the
bakers' guild, the arms of the city of Wroctaw, or in the case of the
royal bakery, the coat of arms of the king. These bread stamps were
generally lozenge-shaped and carved of wood in a design similar to the
signet ring on page 117.

20 dry bops blossoms

old is used up.

(wheat beer)

I cup ( 1 25 g) barley pour

I CUP( 1 25 g) spelt or whole
wbeatjour

Turnip Kugel (Kugiel z Rzepki) *

CUP

(125 ml) poppy seedoil

or % cup ( I 2 5 g) chicken ur

goare fat
1 % cup1 (225 g) bucku,beat
grits (see note)

3 cups (460 g) turnip pared
and rbredded on the large
holes of a vegetuble grater
1

cup ( I j O g) cooked lentils

I

cup (100 g) cbopped orucbe

(Atriplex hortensis)

I cup ( 1 00 g) chopped leek or
onion

6 tablespoonr (90 g) poppy

seeds
1 % teurpoons gmundanise
seed

I teaspoon groundginger
I

cup (250 ml) chicken stock

4 eggs, separated

matzo crumbs (ahoirt I
tablespoon)

The German Jews who settled in Poland in the 1300s brought wzth them a variety of early medieval dishes that were borrowed from non+Wish sources and
adapted to fit thew own dietary needs. Several of these dishes undoubtedly date to
late classical antiquity and were familiar to the Diaspora J e w living in many
parts of Roman Europe. The early Jewish utilizatzon ofthis did-concept is evrdenied by the use ofthe word Kugel (also Kiichl, Kaichl, Koichl), the archaii
German name under which ~t was transfmed to mediwal Poland The root meaning IS simple: cake o r f i t breadlike cake.
In the Rhineland, the area of Germany from which many polish Jew^ emigrated, turnip Kugel is called Schales, in reference to the shallow gratin dish in
which i t ir prepared and sewed Multifhctional ceramic baking dishes called
patinae, wzth or without lids, have been found in many archaeological sites from
Roman Europe. They provide a n archaeological antecedent /or this genre of medieval recipe, for not all foods cooked in a patina were egg mixtures, as one might
rncorrectly surmise from reading the Roman cookery book of Apicius.
The manufacture ofpattna-shaped ceramic vessels continued during the Middle
Ages, although not in all parts of Europe and not among all classes ofpeople. Its
moclern counterparts may be found in the traditional Greek baking dish known as
a tigani or the Italian pignate.
In medieval Poland, Lugel covered a range ofpreparations baked rn shallow or
deep (wually round) pans without reference to type of ingredientr or elaborateness
of preparation. The fancier deep-dish versions of kugel resembled bread puddings
and were made almost exclusrvely fir Chanukah. Howwer, kugel also provided the
practical advantage of being made rn advance and then kept warm overnrght for
sewing on Shabbos, when cooking was forbiden. Kugel made with shredded
turnips is one ofthose old Sabbath dishes. It predates later preparations made with
potatoes and represents the sort of recipe that might have been sewed m the home of
a middle-class merchant i n Kazimierz, the Jewish Quarter across the Vrstula River
from Cracw. It is designed to use leftover kasza grutan (buckwheat kasha) and
ujas served as a side dish wrth boiled chicken feer or chicken aspfc. Preparation of
the kasha has been included here for convenrence.
Srwa 6 to 8 (as a side dish)

Krzirnierz,

Heat

oldJcuhh ghetto ut Crucorc.

4 tablespoons (60 ml) of oil or fat in a skillet. Add the buck-

wheat grits and stir over high heat for 3 minutes so that the grits
acquire a toasted, nutty flavor. Add 3 cups (750 ml) water, then cover,
and reduce the heat to low. Simmer gently for 5 minutes or until the
grits are tender and all the liquid is absorbed. Pour this into a large
work bowl and allow to cool.
While the grits are cooling, preheat the oven to 375°F

(190°C).W h e n the grits are room temperature, stir with a fork to
loosen, or rub the grits through the large holes of a vegetable grater so
that the mixture is loose. Add the turnip, lentils, orache, parsley, leek,

4 tablespoons (60 g) of poppy seeds, anise, ginger, and remaining oil or

Tripe in Sauerkraut (Placzki w Kiszonej KapuScie)

fat. Beat the egg yolks until frothy, then combine with the stock. Add

While i n Hungary in 1983, Maria D m b h k a and I went over a lirt qf old
foods that we wanted to learn more about, one of thtm berng tripe. A t that time.
trzpe was almost impossible to obtain tn Poland unless one bought it directly from
a k r m e r u~hobanj ~ ~ butchered
st
a cow. This modern scarcity U'UJ all the morr
peculiar given the abundance of tripe according to medieual Polish records. It toas
ofen served at the myal court, but elaborate reczpes from the period do not exist.
Even passing comments on methods ofpreparation are difficult to find hecause, like
most trarlrtional dtshes, there was no fixed recipe, just multitudes of variations
passed alung orally. This recipe is based in part on ethnographic research and In
part on royal purchase ordms.'"
It seems that the basic drsh consirted of cooked trzpe laid down in sauerkraut
and horseradish. I t was a cold-weather emergency food consumed by all classes of
people. for it could be made ahead, stored, and t h m cooked and elaborated as
required Corned beef and pork were also presewed in sauerkraat in a similar
mannet: The meat traveled well in casks during cold weather, and in this/om,
appears to have served as nourishrngfood to boatmen on the Vistula and Oder
rivers.
Many verslons of this dish have been preserved among ethnic Germans in
Poland, erpecially in northern sections of the county, but the basic idea was shared
by both Poles and Germans during the Middle Ages. Furthermore, in 11splaznest
versron. the sauerkraut and tripe mixture was used among country people as a home
remedy for the common hangover, and therefore a reprteve afrer heavy feasting.
L ~ k esauerkraut, this dish was made only in large quantities, thus the recipe
that follows IS just a sample on a vwy small scale presenting the dtsh in an upperclass form. Rather than startzng wrth a keg full ofwuwkraut, trtpe, and horseradrsh, the recipe has been adapted to start fiom scratch. This recipe i~ intended to
represent what happened to the stored tripe and sauerkraut once it was unkegged,
cooked in a more elaborate manner, and served as a side dish with roasts. As a
one-pot meal, it was common to add meat to the dish, especially bacon or pork.
Smoked sausage, game, or almost any combrnation of meats was deemed approprzate, but meatballs roasted on small wooden skezuer.r (brochettes in French) ujere
always considered the most elegant addrtzon. Hmuever, as a ddicate side dish /or a
large menu, rirh texture and t h e j u w r of expensive spices predominated, especially
cassia or cinnamon, which seem to be the most favored spices in northern Poltsh

this to the turnip mlxture. Beat the egg whites until stiff peaks form
and fold this into the turnip mixture. Pour into a greased round
2-quart (2-liter) casserole or gratin dish dusted with matzo crumbs.
Bake for 40 minutes or until set. Remove from the oven and scatter
the remaining poppy seeds over the top.

Note: Buckwheat grits are not the same as American kasha.
The whole seeds or groats are called kasha in the United States, but
these must be broken down in a mortar or hand mill to resemble
coarse oatmeal. This is not sifted. All of the particles, includmg the
flour, are used. In addition to cooking more quickly, it creates a thick,
pudding-like consistency.

I pound (500 g) cleuned tripe
(see note)

3 pound? ( 1 %kg)sauerkraut

2 caps (500 mi) ueal reduction
.stock or 2 envelopes unfivwed

geLtin dirrolved in boiling
touter
2 cups (500 ml)Weissbipr

(uheut beer)
I

cup (200 g) chopped onion

tables/mnn mincedfresh
bmseradish
I

2

tearpoonr ground mustard

2 cinnamon

sticks measuring

4 inches (10 o n ) each
1
10

tahlesponn dill reed, or mwe
Iulte

tablespnnns (30 ml) diNvinegur or a mixture
of chopped dilland 2 tablespoons ( 3 0 mlj ufnegar
2

Jrrvored

2 tublespoons (30 mli honey

they would be made separately, browned o n a skewer, then added to

cookgi ofthis perzod. There should be enough tripe in the dish t o make I # jell ujhen
cold Thii st$/texfure is implied by the fact that the mixture was o&en cut into
slices be/& reheating. In addition to the tripe, or tu ensure the jelling, veal or pork
knuckles were sometimes rooked and yediced to aspic consistency, with the liquid
added to the mixture to further enhance its jelling qualities. (Fish glue, a ommon
thickener in this period, WJUJ never used in meat preparatzons by Polish cooks, only
in Jsh dishes on meatlesr days.)
A hurseradzsh sauce consisting offinely grated horseradish and mznced dill
pureed with bread soaked in beer or vinegar can be prepared tu accompany the dirh.
Hirtorically, t h i ~sauce would have been rooked in a pipkin. As it contained no
aninlal products, zt was also used as a /a.iting day sauce on fisb dzshes, especfalfy
on Jsh dumplings. A reczpe zs prouzded below. The green mustard rauce (see page
156) isrn also be served with thu.

Soak the tripe overnight in salted water, then drain and rinse. Cut the
tripe into %-inch (1 cm) squares. Bring 2 quarts ( 2 liters) of salted
water to a rolling boil, then reduce the heat so that the water is barely
qu~vering.Add the tripe and poach gently for 2 hours or until tender.
Drain and combine with the sauerkraut.
Put the sauerkraut-tripe mixture in a deep stewing pan with
the stock, beer, onion, horseradish, mustard, cinnamon sticks, and dill
seed. Cover and cook slowly over medium-low heat for 2 hours, then
add the vinegar and honey. Pour this into a scalded stoneware crock
or glass container and let cool. In medieval times, the top was sealed
with fat and the crock then stored in a cool cellar until needed.
The souse could be served cold with blood sausage or
reheated and served w ~ t hadditional ingredients as the situation
demanded. It was commonly eaten hot over binawice (rusks) or over
bread broken into coarse pieces. If meatballs were part of the meal.

IRK

the hot sauerkraut mixture shortly before serving.

Note: Pre-cooked tripe is sometimes sold in butcher shops,
normally in 1-pound (500 g) blocks. This will eliminate the prepara.
tlon step.
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Court Dish of Baked Fruit (Pieczone Owoce po Krdewsku) *
Polish Sauce for Fast Days and Tripe
4 ounces (125g) uabitr bread
or miis (bulki), crusts removed
1 'Acups (3 75 ml) Weisshier

(Polski Sos na Dni Postne i Do Flak6w)

Much discussion has been given ro gruels andporridges but little has been said
about their transformation into baked dishes that rewe as a meatless course at a

Thii sauce ts very easy to prepare and does not take long to cook. Poppy seed may

court dmner. This is one of those dishes, and it may have come to Poland from

be arkled if desired

Germany or more likely from Hungavy. Indeed, i t resembles the so-called Schmar-

(wbeat beer)

ren ofthe Danube basin, although the Polish dish is heavrer and would seem to

I cup (I00 8) chopped dill

fall into that category of sweet dish called a conkauelir by medieval court cooks.

I cup (1008) cboppedparsley

The ingredients like almonds, lemons, and sugar are clearly luxury i t e m and

4 tahlespoonr(75 g) freshly

Soak the bread in the beer until completely soft (at least 4 hours).

grated bovseradish

Combme with the dill, parsley, horserad~sh,poppy seed oil, salt, and

%CUP(I25 ml) Poppy seed oil

would have stood our for thew unusual taste even at the Jagiellon court.

was done in a mortar in the Middle Ages, then pressed through a hair

Combine the fruit, almonds, lemon, sugar, and cinnamon in a deep

sieve.) Heat the mixture in a small saucepan and cook over medium

work bowl. Cover and let stand 2 hours.

heat until thick (about 5 minutes). Add beer if a more liquid consistency is desired. Season to taste with pepper.

%pound(250 gJ pears, pared,
cored, and dopped
% cup (75 g) cboppedmisins,
driedrberries, orfigs (or a mix
of aN tbree)

honey in a food processor and work to a thick, smooth puree. (This

1 tablespoon (I5 ml) bonej

pepper t o taste

'h pound (250gJ apples,
pared, cored, and 'bopped

Preheat the oven to 425°F (220°C). Cream the butter until
s a deep stewing pan over
fluffy, then add the crumbs. Put t h ~ in

medium heat and stir until the crumbs are hot. Add the boiling milk
and beat vigorously to form a thick porridge. Cook the mixture for
about 5 minutes or until thick, then set aside to cool.
Beat the egg yolks until frothy and combine with the porridge. Whlsk the egg whites until stiff and forming peaks. Grease an
earthenware baking dish measuring 9 by 14 inches (23 cm by 35 cm)
and dust it with bread crumbs. Fold the egg whites into the batter and
pour half of this into the baking dish. Spread the fruit mixture over
this and then add the rest of the batter to form a top layer.
Bake in the preheated oven for 15 minutes, then turn back the
heat to 350°F (175°C) and continue baking for 35 to 40 minutes or until the mixture sets in the center and forms a nice crust. Remove from
the oven and serve hot or at room temperature, ornamented with dried
fruit cut and arranged into patterns. This dish was probably eaten in a
bowl with milk or cream, or perhaps even a sweet wme poured over it.

% CUP(60 g) slivered almondr

juice andgratedzest of 1
lemon
'/r cup (185 g) sugar

I % teaspoon ground
cinnarnm
8 ounces(250 g) lightly salted
butter

2 cups (250gjfine wbite
bread crumbs
I quart ( I liter) boiling milk

4 eggs, separated
Driedor candiedfruitfor
mnamentation

Skirrets Stewed with Fish (Kmczmorka Duszona z Ryby) *
CUP(85 g) white cubhuge,
finely shredded usfr,r
surrrkrrrut
I

1 ctdp (45 @firrely cbopped
rocket

I cup (45 yJfinely chapped rorre1 (preferuhly the hadlerleaf type)
I cup (100g) 'bopped leek
(u,hitepart onlji)

%cup (5Og)finely chopped
chervil
3 fresh hay leaves, bruised
2 quarts (2 liters) strained

firh stock free paxe 168)
tablespans (90 g) lightly
salted butter

6

6 tablespoonr (45 gJ peafiur
icups (300g)rkirwts, c u t
into thin, diagonul slicer

pounds ( 1 kg)lfNeteJ u d s
(Eumpean catfish) cut into
hite-sized chunks

2

Serves 6 to 8

Put the cabbage, rocket, sorrel, leek, chervil, and bay leaves in a large

4 egg ydks
I crrp (250

This vecrpe was selected not only because it b speci~zllymentioned i n the royal
accounts; it also reveals the complex nature of what parsedfor 'j5astingMamong the
upper nobdity. Fuvthermore, the dish uses pea pour, a n ingredient not ofen dzscursed zn medieval records, but once widely used as bread&r and as a thickener
in "green" dishes and sauces. A starchy thickener was also nzaa'e from the dried
tubers of asphodel (Asphodelus aestivusj fir use in sauces i n the royal kitchen
much the way cornstarch ir used today. But since this was generally ~mported
(mostly from Medttewanean sourcesj, i t was also expensrue.
Peajour, bou,ewr; was ma& by grzndzngfieldpeaj or dry split peas to a very
fine pnwder. When raw, the flour has the same bitter taste found in mature pea
pods, hut when cooked it becomes rich, mellow, and creamy. It provided a n easy
way to make instant pea soup. In stews such as this, i t addrd body and texture.
In this recipe, the amount o f j s h may be doubled, therejive inireasins the portion
count, or the fish stock may be cut in h a y to produce a thzck, fillzng one-course
meal. In ezther case, the fish stock must be rich enough to jell when cold. To make
it, use head, tails, andfish hones. The rteq without the fish, may be wed as a
came ouw tohole poached trout, mackerel, or herring. If the stew i~
served as one
course in a succession of dishes, as it would have been sewed at court, i t was
curtomay to foNow it with something sweet. like a strudel stuffed with honey and
cheese or an apple kolacz.

mlJ milk or cream

% teaspoon ground cinnamon

%teaspoon ground cumin
3 tab1e1p~x1n.s
(45 ml) cuheh

vinegar (page 199)
salt andgrosndpepper t o
taste
chopped hurd-cded egg
u,hites foptbnal)

saucepan with the fish stock. Cover and boil gently over medium heat
for 30 minutes. Remove the bay leaves and puree the vegetables and
Itquid so that all the ingred~entsare broken down into tiny flecks of
green.
In a clean stock pot, heat the butter and pea flour. Cook the
flour until it begins to bubble, then add the vegetable-fish stock and
skirret. Cook the skirret until tender (15 to 20 minutes), then add the
fish. Heat the fish for 10 minutes in the stock. Whde the fish is cooking, beat the egg yolks together with the milk and add the cinnamon

and cumin. Whisk this into the stew and cook for about 10 minutes,
or until thick. Add the vinegar, a little at a time to keep the eggs from
curdling. Serve immediately with salt and pepper to taste. Flnely
chopped hard-cooked egg white can also be sprinkled over the top.

Stewed Pig Tails with Buckwheat Gruel
(Wiepnowe Ogony Duszone z Kaszg Gryczan*)

2 pounds f 1 kg) pig tails
(about 4J,ringed and cleaned
2 ounces (60 g) salt

pork, diced

2 ounces (60 gJ slab bacon,

diced
3 cup1 (750 mlJ beer

(optional)
tablespoonpeppercorns or
juniper bevies

1

This is based zn part on ethnographic research and has many parallels zn other
central European cultures. In terms of technical logrstrcs, it is a two-part recipe
that was prepared concuwently on the same hearth. By virtue ofthe ingredients, it
is clear that this is a dish attuned to the economics of rich fanners or the poorer
rural nobihy. Buckwheat did not become fashionable at the Polzsh court until the
reign of Queen Anna Jagieitonka (1523-15961, wife of Stephen Bathor-the
Duke of Transylvania who was crowned king in 1576. A t that time the gram
was received into stylzsb circles, mosdy due to the queen? passion for buckwheat
kasba. Furthermore, the grade of buckwheat that Poles now value most-the finely
ground "Cracuu-style" kasha-is not mentioned i n early Jagiellonian records.
Thertfore, buckwheat groats must be the most appropriate choice, men though they
are ground up after cooking to makr a thick gruel. The dish war served in a
wooden trough or bowl set in the middle ofthe table.
Serves 4 to 6

3 tablespoons (45 gJ lard

This can be prepared while the pig tails are cooking so that everythzng is ready at
oncr. Start the gruel haifway through the cooking tzme of the tails. Bucku'heat was
either parched in a hot oven, to give it a toastedfivor, or quickly browned in a
hot skzilet without fat, to give it a rich, nuttyjikvol:

Stewed Pi Tails

ouncd44S g), cut in halfand
sliced very thin

Cut the tails into 2-inch (5-cm) segments, or smaller toward the thick

1 tablespoon ( I j mlJ boney

end. Heat the salt pork and bacon in a deep stewing pan, add the tail

1 tablespoon ground mustard

pieces, and brown over medium-high heat for 5 minutes. Add 3 cups
(750 ml) water or beer (optional) and the peppercorns. Cover and
simmer over medium-low heat for 1 hour or until the tails are tender
but not falling apart. Remove the tails with a slotted spoon and set
aside, but keep warm. Strain and reduce the broth to 1 cup (250 ml).

In a separate pan, heat the lard and add the onion. Cook
over medium heat for 3 minutes or untd wilted. Add the honey and
mustard and continue cooking for another 3 mmutes, but do not
scorch the mixture. Add the strained tail stock and boil up so that it
thickens. Pour this into the "valley" in the buckwheat gruel and serve
the reserved pig tails as directed below.

2 ounce3 (60 g) saltpork,
coarsely chopped

8 oances ( 5 00 g) parcbed or

Put the salt pork in a sklllet and brown lightly over medium-high
heat. As soon as the pork begins to dissolve, add the buckwheat and
onions. Stir to coat the ingredients with the drippings, then add the
stock. Cover and simmer 30 minutes over medium-low heat or until
the buckwheat is completely soft. Puree the mixture to the consis-

toasted bsdu'beaf groats
% crdp ( I (lo0g) coourrely
chopped onion

5 cups ( I % liter) bam or pork
rtock
2 teaspoons driedsavory or

thyme rrrhbedtoapoujder

tency of smooth mashed potatoes, then add the herbs, salt, and

freshly gratedpeppet

pepper.
Put the gruel in a large serving dish, shaping it into a low circular "ridge" with the center area open like a valley. Fill this with the
stewed onions from the pig tails, then lay the cooked tails on top of

4 medium onions (about 14

salt t o taste

Buckwheat Gruel

the onions. Scatter parsley and caraway seed over the top and serve.

chopped parsley

caraumy seeds

Pomeranian Trbjniak (Thjniak Pomorski) *

2 tablespoons bruisedjuniper
berries
1

tablespoon groundginger

2 teaspoonsgroundcadamom

I

cup (250 mil honey

Herbor& Vita Ottonis (Life of Bishop Otto of Bamberg) noted that honey and beer
mixtures had been drunk in Pomerania since the twelfth century. In this case, tr6jniak means a beverage consisting of beer and spring water sweetened with honey.
The addition of spices was variable; ginger and cardamom have been chosen as&vorings because they are known ingredients in f i v w e d beers from this period.
Grains of paradtre (Aframomum melegueta) were also popular, altbough they
are somewhat diffiult to locate today. In addition to these ipices, dried raspberrtu
may be added instead ofthe juniper berries to give the infusion a fruity character:

3 cups 1750 mi) Weisshier

(wheat beer) or t o taste
Pour 2 cups (500 ml) boiling spring water over the juniper berries and
splces In a large jar or jug. Cover and infuse until the mixture is room
temperature. Strain through a jelly bag, then dissolve the honey in it.

Hungarian-Style Spit-Roasted Shoulder of Venison
(Mostek Jeleni z Roina po Wggiersku) *
Thlr recipe represents an alternative method f w preparing meat flavored with
csombor in the "Hungarian" style (see page 92). It should be fairly close to one
ofthe ways m which venison was prepared at the Polrrh court, with special reJerence to Queen Jadwiga'r fastidious passion for things Hungartan. Furthermore, the
special nature ofthe recipe is tmplied by the szze of the roast, a shoulder taken from
a stag ( jeleri) rather than from a roe deer (sarna), the latter being quite small.
Aside from the ingredientr luted, the following equipment is required: two fiw
dogs w t h spit hooks, a long spit with a turning handle on one end, a fan-operated
turn-sptt (the medieval ones operated on hot air rising from the fire), two to three
skewers and four to six small onions, a rectangular trivet with fourfeet, a dripping pan to fit on top of the trivet, aflesb fork, and a basting spoon. In the
absence of these, the meat may be treated as a pot roast and cooked in some of the
martnade at 3 75°F ( 190°C), allowing 25 minutes per pound. A& 2 hours,
reduce the heat to 350°F ( 175'C).

I shoulder of venbon weighing 8 t o 10 pounds (4 t o 5 kg)

4 cupr ( I liter) cuheb vinegar
or balsamic uinegar
8 cupr (2 liters) spring water
1 tablespoon coarsely ground
carauay seed
1 tablespoon coarsely ground
dill seed

% cup (2J g) chopped fresh
savory

Pour the beer into a large stoneware pttcher and add the sweetened
~nfusion.Serve immediately.
Score the meat with an extremely sharp knife and set it in a deep,
non-reactive vessel, ideally 1 gallon (4 liter) in size. Cover the meat
with the vinegar and water, then add the herbs, pepper, and garlic.
Cover with a lid and marinate overnight in a cool place. The next
day, remove the meat from the liquid and reserve half the marinade
for basting. (The rest of the marinade would have been reused for
other recipes in medieval times.)
After budding the fire and creating suffic~enthot coals, run
the spit through the meat, following the bone. Cut a delicate hatch
pattern in the surface of the meat, then insert the skewers, using half
an onion on each skewer handle and tip to keep the skewer from baking into the meat and pulling off a piece of the roast when removed
The skewers pass through the meat entirely as well as through the

'/r cup (25 g) chopped fresh
tarragon

2 tablespoons bngpepper
(Piper longurn), m to taste
8 to 1 0 cloves rocomhole garlic,
gently crurbed

4 ounces (I25 gj lightly salted
butter, melted

rlicrdcrustless manchet mils
(bulki), optional

holes in the spit made for this purpose. Otherwise, if the spit lacks
holes, the skewers must pass tightly against the spit to lock the meat
in place. In this case, string may be tied from one skewer to the next
in a crlss-cross fashion (handle to tip) so that everything is held firmly
In place, a precaution that 1s recommended in any case when a roast is
heavy.
Set the spit on the spit hooks. The firedogs should be about

18 inches (45 cm) from the heat source, a little farther away if there is
a fireback (firebacks reflect a more intense heat). Set the trlvet and
dripping pan beneath the roast. Put bread in the bottom of the pan if
a thick sauce is wanted.
Put the reserved marinade and the melted butter in separate
pans (or pots) and set near the roast. Turn the tneac often and baste

Cubeb Vinegar (Ocet Kubebowy) *
Varzous types ofpepper vinegars were u e d a t the Pol& royal court for marinades,
and numerous vendors sold sud vinegars in Cracow during the 1300s." Guinea
pepper (Piper guineense) was used when a mildpepper taste waspr.fewed;
Indian long pepper (P~perlongum) supplied a heat simzlav to the New World
capsicums that wentually replaced it. Cubeb, howewq is uniquely pungent, with
overtones of allspzce. It is excellent with venison. Howevw, the vinegar was not,
like venison, restricted to royaltj, and zn fact zt was probably made by mevchants
specialrzing zn imported food products. Therefore, the vinegar also found a place in
the larders of uealthy merchant familzes and doubtfess a rather wide range of high
nobles and clergy. I t is a h quite likely that less expensive versions of sherry vinegar were made in Cyprus or Hungary for export so that something of similar taste
and aridzty was also available to those of lesser economic means. Rich peasants, for
example, mzght have chosen junzpe). bwvier instead of cubebs, or an infusion made
with the leaves of alexandws, and used the marina& on a shoulder of pork.
Yield: 2 cups (500 ml)

alternately with the marinade and butter. Stick the roast from time to
time w ~ t ha flesh fork so char juice drips from the meat. The accumulated drippings in the pan are skimmed of grease and cooked in a
pipkin with additional marinade, then bound with drawn butter as a
lialson (vinaigrette style), or thickened with the bread worked to a
smooth puree. Indeed, three sauces can be made: a clear one, one with
butter and fresh herbs (the same used in the marinade), and a very
thick one made with bread.
When the roast is finished cooking (after about

4 hours),

remove it from the skewers and spit and set it on a hot serving

latter.

The sauces would be sent up to the banquet separately In covered
bowls. The meat would be carried into the great hall with considerable fanfare and then carved.

Put the cumin, cubebs, and garllc in a sterilized wine bottle. Add the
vinegar and cork it tight. Shake well, then let the spices infuse for

3 months before using. When this vinegar ages (over 5 years), it tastes
similar to balsam~cvlnegar.

I

tablespoon cumin seed

' tablerpooncubebs

'

cw
'

'f garlir

2 CUPS(500 mi) s
hew

egarOrwino

win-

'jnegar

Turnip Gruel (Kleik z Rzepy) *
2 ounces (60 g) bread

2pounds ( 1 kg) turnips,
pared and cubed
2 medium onions (100 g),
chopped

While the name may imply a c e t n rooty heaviness, this dish is zn fact quite delicate. i t represents the smt of sweet vegetable preparation that w a s considered elegant by medzeval Polish standards a n d was eaten wzth sops. it is almost a soup,
but not quite, a n d can be sewed a s a sauce over meat dumplmgs. It marries well
wrth the saltiness of smoked tongue, salt pork, a n d corned beefand should be
treated a s a recipe for meat days in the context of the medieval menu.

Citations t o t h e Polish e d i t ~ o nof this work (Dembinska,

1963) have

heen added as markers for sources or more detailed discussion.

I p a r t (I liter) beef stork

2 cups (200 g) choppedparsley
2 ounrer (60 g) lightly salted

butter
I

tablespoon (15 mi) honey

3 tablerpoons (41 ml) cider
vinegar
% teaspoon ymzmdanise

Soak t h e bread i n t h e beer for at least

2 hours or until soft. Put t h e

turnlps, onion, and beef stock i n a deep saucepan with t h e beer and
bread and cook over medium heat for

20 minutes. A d d t h e parsley

and cook a n additional 10 minutes. Puree t h e mixture i n a food processor until thick and batterlike ( t h e medieval method was to pound
it i n a mortar). Return this t o t h e p a n and add t h e butter, honey,

salt l o taste
c ~ d e rand
,
anise. Cook over medium heat until thorou g hl y heated,

Editor's Preface
1. Pol~shfood hlstor~anMaria Lemnis wove many of Maria Demb~fiska'sfindings Into the fahrlc of her hook, whtch IS both a series of essays and a collect~onof
reclpes. It was publ~shedIn 1979 in Polish, German, and Engllsh.
2. It has heen suggested recently that the reclpes are French in origin, although the late Rudolph Grewe assigned them a German provenance. If French,
then whose French? A Norman court in Slcily! A P~cardhandbook! It was also
Marla Demh~nskawho first led Rudolph Grewe to this reclpe collect~on(1 was
present dor~ngthat exchange). He later publtshed an article about the Danish
recipes, hut dtd not mentton Maria's earlier work. In allfairness, she doesdeserve
some sort uf acknowledgment.

t h e n season and serve immediately.
Chapter 1. Toward a Definition of Polish National Cookery

I . M. Kuhasiewtcz. "Z hadan nad resztkamt wczesnoSredniowiecznych zw~erzat
lownych Pomorza zachodniego" (Concemtng Research on Remnants of Early
Game In Western Pomeranta), Z Otchlani W~ekdw(Poznan), 24, no. 2 (1958),
101-107. Stnce the appearance of this a r t d e and others at the time, there is
now a huge ci~llectionof literature on the subject.
2.L)emhlriska's colleagues at the Institute of Material Culture often joked that
shc lcarned the ethnographic approach firsthand from her experience managing
the varlous fisher~es,orchards, hops plantations, and mills on the huge Demhinski cstatc, not to mention her active parttcipatlon in the l ~ f of
e the adjoinmg
town and vtllage. She understood the value of ethnographtc evidence and appreciated the fact that it IS not often easy to use.
3. That ethnography can be used to successfully analyze the past has been confirmed even further by the recent work of Polish ethnographer Zofia SiromhaRysowa of Cracow, a scholar much influenced by Maria Dembinska's research.
Szromba-Rysowa's hook Przy wsp6lnym stok (At the Common Table) explored
[he dally eatmg hahtts and festive meals of the mountam villages of southern

Poland and linked them to old traditions and lost symbolic meanings traclng to
the Middle Ages.
4. Zdzislaw Ralewski, "Piio sre wlasny miodek," Z Otchlani Wiekow (Poznan),
15, nos. 3-6 (1946), 45.
5. Andrzej Wyczariski, "Uwagl o konsumpc~iiywnoici w Polsce XVI w," Kwartalnik Historii Kulh~ryMatenalnej, 8, no. 1 (I960), 15-42. Hereafter cited as
Wyczariski (1960)
6. Evidence for Montigny's ~ d e n t ~ISt ydiscussed by Nicole Crossley-Holland 1n
Living and Dining in Medieval Paris (Cardiff, 1996), 185-21 1.
7. Kitowicz's work was republished with editorial comments by Roman Pollak
in Biblioteka Narodowa, series 1, no. 88 (Wrodaw, 1950).
8. Mikolaj Rej, "Zywot czlowieka poczciwego," ed. J. Krzyzanowsk~in Bihhoteka Narodowa, series I, no. 152 (Wroclaw, 19561,206.
9. Zygmunt Gloger, "Kuchnia polska," in Encyklopedia staroplska (Warsaw,
1900-1903).
10. The basis for this false etymology appears to trace to Aleksander Brtickner's Sloumiketymologicmy jqykapolskiego (Warsaw, 1957). Maria Dembiriskadid
not cite it specifically because she was not convinced that tt was correct. Elsewhere in her book she pointed to instances where he had not used his ethnographic mater~alscarefully.
11. See Albert Hauser, Vom Essen und Trinken im alten ZiL7ich (Zurich, 1961 ),
42.
12. Joyce Toomre, ed. and trans., Classic Russran Cooking (Bloomlngton, Ind.,
1992), 217-218.
13. Maria Demb~riska,Konsumpcja ZywnoSciowa w Polsce Srednrowiecznej
(Wrodaw, 1963), hgure 23, page 255. Hereafter clted as Dembrrlska (1963).
Dembiriska referred to this as a "skillet," based on the archaeological report, hut
it IS a type of brais~ngpan on legs. Those made of iron could be used as bake
kettles.
Chapter 2: Poland in the Middle Ages
1. Paul W. Knoll's outllne of Pol~shhistory in the Dictionary of the Mtddle Ages
(New York, 1987) is recommended to the general reader; it is accessible in most
I~braries.His Rise of the Polish Monarchy (Chicago, 1972) is an excellent study of
the late 1300s.
2. Dernbiriska consulted two versions of the chrondes. The first, In the original Latm, was edited by Karol Maleczfiski as Galli Anonym1 Cronica in the serles
Monumenta Polonia hatorica, 2 (Cracow, 1952); the other was a Polish tranalat~onwhich appeared in Kronika plska (Cracow, 1932), edited by Roman
Grodecki.
3. The original text of the St. Hedwlg Vita was edited by A. Semkowicz and

pubhshed in the old series of Monumenra Polonia histonca, 4 (Lvov, 1884), later
reprmted at Warsaw In 1961. Dembiriska also used the Sernkowicz edition of the
Vtrae Annae ducissae Silesiae in the same volume. Anna. Duchess of Silesia (d.
1265), was evidently quite well known as an accomplished cook. She was the
daughter-~n-lawof St. Hedwig and helped to establish a cloister at Krzesz6w m
1242.
4. See Ewald Walter, Snulien rum Leben der hl. Hedwig, Herzognn w n Schksien
(Stuttgart, 1972).
5 . The texts of these works can be found m such collections as the Monumenta
Polonia historica (1864-1893) and the Monumento medriaevi h~stor~ca
res gestas
Pohniae ~llustrant~a
(1874-1927).
6. For recent studies of rhe szlachta, see Maria Koczerska's Rodzina szlachecka w
Polsce (Warsaw, 1975) and Antoni Gasiorowskl's Polish Nobility m the Mtddk Ages
(Wroclaw, 1984). The latter work is a collection of papers.
7. Anton Boczek, Codex Diplomnticw et Epistolaris Moraviae, I (Olomouc,
1836),309.
8. See Monumenta medtiueut htstmica res gesm poloniae illurtrantiu, 3 (Cracow,
1876), 138.
9. Harleran MS 279 as publrshed In Thomas Austin, ed., Two Fifteenth-Century
Cookery Books (London, 1996),21.
10. Majer Balaban's 1931 history of the Cracow Jewish community is still one
of rhe most detaded studies of the penod.
11. The two works mentioned are only a few of the vast quantity of materials
Demb~tiskaconsulted. See Walther Ziesemer, Das grosse Amterbuch des deutschen
Ordens (Danzig, 1921 ); and Jadwiga Karwasinska, "Rachunki iupne bochetiskie z
1. 1394-142 1," in Archiwum Kom~sjiPrawa Polslaej Akndemii Umiejgmosci, volume 15.
Chapter 3: The Dramatis Personae of the Old Polish Table
1. This house still stands although much renovated in later styles and is
presently a well-known restaurant called U Wierzynka (Chez Wierzynek). It was
also commemorated in a famous nineteenth-century Polish pamting called The
Banquet at W~erzynek'sby the Polish artist Jan Matejko (1838-1893).
2. Jerzy Sadomski, Gotyckie Mdarstwo Tablicowe Malopolski: 1420-1470 (Warsaw, 1981).
3. Juraj Spirltza and Ladislav Borodi?, Podoby Storiho SpiG (Bratislava, 1975),
119.
4. Dembiriska (1963), 200.
s
was calculated by Roman Grodeckt in "Dawne rnlary zboria w
5. T h ~ we~ght
Polsce: Przyczynsk~do dziejdw rolnictwa w Polsce Sredniowiecznel," Tygodnik
Rolnrczy (Cracow, 19 19), 2-8.

as it appeared in Maurizio, Pozywienie roilmne i ~oiniczew rozwo~u(Warsaw,

6. Edward Kuntze, ed., "Expens dworu krolowej Katarzyny, zony Zygmunta
Augusta," m: Archiwum Kom~sjiHzstorycmej Polskzej Akadem~~
Umigetnosc~,9
(Cracow, 1913),116-132.
7. Demhiriska (l963), 189.
8. Wyczafiski (1960), 15-42.
9. Stefan Faltmirz, 0 r i d a h i o moczy gich (Cracow, 1534).
10. Dembiriska (1963), 150-152 and note 238.
11. The list is based on the research of Jerzy Krupp6 and A. Gardowskl,
"Poznosredniowieczne naczynia kuchenne I stolowe" (Late Medleval K~tchen
Utensds and Tableware), in Szkice Staromiejsk~e(Warsaw, 19551, 123-139.
Chapter 4: Food and Drink in Medieval Poland
1. See Louis-Claude Douet-d'Arcq, "Un petit trait6 de cuisine 6cr1ten franpis
au commencement du XlVi&ne sikle," in Ribliotkque de I'Ecok de Chartres, 1,
5th series (Paris, 1860), 209-227; Taillevent, Le Viandier, J t r h n e Plchon and
Georges Vicaire, ed. (Paris, 1892).
2. Henrik Harpestraeng, lncipit libellus de arte coqu~naria,ed. M. Kristensen
(Copenhagen, 1908-1920).
3. For example, "Dle Spelseordnung der Klosterhriider von Werden vor 1063,"
ed. Hans Llchtenfelt tn Die Geschichte der em ah run^ (Berlin, 19 13). 73. The d ~ e t
of monks and nuns was so different from those who ltved outside the cloiater that
~trepresents a specialized category of study far too broad a toptc for the f ~ ~ c of
us
Demblriska's orlginal monograph. However, suhsequent authors, particularly
Johanna Maria Van W ~ n t e of
r the University of Utrecht, have dealt more thoroughly wtth this area of research.
4. Demhiriska (1963),94.
5. Demhifiska (1963), 76-79; also footnotes 120-124.
6. Dembiliska (1963),95.
7. Dembiriska (1963), 143. The or~glnalreference appeared In Recestrum Dnr
Hynczcon~sVicesthezaurarii, which is part of Plekoskiriskl's editLon of the royal
accounts for 1388-1420 (Cracow, 1896). 156. The most money was spent on
expensive imports during the period 1393-1395.
8. Maria Kwapien has explored this suhject in some depth. See "Poczatkt
uprawy winorosli w Polsce," in: Mat. Arch. 1 (Cracow, 1959), 353-400. Alaoser
Dembinska (1963), 70.
9. Dembifska (1963), 95-96.
10. Dembinska (1963), 135. Here she lists several references to beer. The
origlnal cltation by Diugosz appeared in Opera Omnia, 11, Book 1.
11. Dembiliska (1963), 123.
12. Rej, Zywor c&wiekapoczciwego, 210.
13. Dembiriska (l963),176.
PendectaMedicim
14. Dembidska (1963), 139. She cited Matheus S~lvat~cus'a

1926), 145.
15. Olaus Magnus. Historia de gentibus septentr~onalihs(Basel, 1567), 341 and
342.
16. Syrennius, Ksigipierwsze o ziolach ronnaitych (circa 1616/1617). 379.
17. Demhiriska (1963), 140. The orig~nalreferences appeared in "Kslega skarhowa Janusza 11, ks. mazowieckiego, z 1. 1477-1490," ed. J. Senkowski, Kwartalnik H u u m Kultur)i Materialnej, 7, no. 3 (Warsaw, 1959), 549-718.
18. The queen's lamb consumption is discussed by Edward Kuntze, "Expens
dworu krtilewej Katarzyny," In Archiwum Komisji Historycmej Pokkiej Akademii
Um~ejemosci,9 (Cracow, 1913), 116-132. Also see Demhiriska (1963), 82.
19. Demhlriska (1963), 96,146, and footnote 228.
20. Demh~nska(1963), 50-51. Footnote 19. There are several varying accounts of this dlplorndtic gift, and only the Augshurg version actually stated that
~t was an aurochs. The quotation is translated (with emendations) from an
edition of the Vienna codex prepared by M. Solokowski in Spr. Komisji dia
Badanla Historii Sztuk~,8 (Cracow, 1907), 77-78. Similarly, not all of the versions mentwn that the aurochs was rubbed down with gunpowder. Gunpowder
contains saltpeter, a meat presewative. Dembiliska also consulted another version of the story aa cited under Kaulsche (1804) in the hihhography, extractmg
mtssmg informatmn from hoth.
21. Valerie Porter, Cattle (New York, 1991), 162-164.
22. Demh~nska(1963). 97.
23. Dernh~nska(1963),81-82; see also footnote 139.
24. Many stdl-life paintings depict this type of coarse bacon. The Italian artist
Jacopo Chimenti (1554-1640) included it in a number of h u works. See for
example his pantry scene in Traudl Selfert and Ute Sametschek's Die Kochkunst
in zwei Jahrtausenden (Munich, [1977]),65.
25. Demhinska (1963),97-98.
26. Alfred Gottshalk. Himire de l'dimentaaon et de la gascronomie &@is la
pr6histoire jurqu'd nus jours (Parts, 1948). 415; Dembifiska (1963), 100.
27. Szymon Syrennlus, Ksqyl pierwsze u ziolach romitych, 1006.
28. Adolf Pawlnskl, Mtode lata Zygmunra Starego (Warsaw, 1893), 161. Demhinska also checked the original quotation in documents in the Polish National
Archives at Waraaw.
29. Demhinska (1963), 98.
30. Demb~riska(1963),99 and 104, mcluding footnote 49.
31. This 1s mentioned by Diugosz in his Oeera Omnia, 111 (under the year
1141). 3; and furtherd~scussedby Dembitkka (1963), 105.
32. Stanislaw Krzyianowski, "Rachunki wielkorzadowe krakowskie z. 1.14611471." in: Arch~wumKom~sjiHnroycznel Polsklej Akademii Umiejqnosci, 11
(Cracow, 1909-19 l3), 466-526. Refer to document 456.
33. Urmhuiska (1963), 100and 117.

34. Gottschalk, H~stoirede l'alrmentation et de la gastronomic, 415.
35. Dembinska (1963), 47. Several pages are devoted to rhe controversies
surrounding the mterpretatlon of this archaeologtcal material.
36. Gallus Anonymus, Chron~con,I, 409. Gallus was quite expansive about the
generosity of this king and the sorts of foods he provded his most honored guests.
Polish historians have pointed out that Gallus's motives were political, so his
claims must be read with caution.
37.Jan Diugos:, Opera Omnm, IV, 51 1; V, 1 and 317. Demblliska (1963),49.
38. Dembinska (1963), 103.
39. Dembinska (1963), 201.
40. Dembifiska (1963), 5 1.JagieIlo's original letter from circa 1411 was quoted
in T. Lewicki, ed., Codex ep~stolarissaecuii XV, 3 (Cracow, 1891), 48.
41. Dembiliska (1963),51 and footnote 21.
42. Dernbinska (1963), 108.
43. Dembinska (1963), 54-55 and footnote 31. The original cltatlon may be
found in the CodexPomeranine Dzplomaticur, I (Greifswald, 1843), 99.
44. Dembtriska (1963), 103. Zdzislaw Rajewski, "Settlements of the Pr~mirive
and Early Feudal Epochs in Biskupin and its Surroundings," in: Archeologui Polo m , 2 (Warsaw, 1959). 119.
45. Dembinska (1963), 57 and footnote 47.
46. Demb~nska(1963), 110.
47. Dembinska (1963), 110.
48. Chiquart's "On Cookery": A Fifteenth-Century Savoyard Cul~mryTreatne,
ed. Terence Scully (New York: Peter Lang, 1986).
49. Rysnard Kiersnowski. "RoSlinny uprawne I pozywlenle r o h n e w Polsce
wczesnofeudalnej," in Kwartdnik Hzstoru Kultury Materialnej, 2, no. 3 (1954),
346-387.
50. Dembifiska (1963),123.
51. Stephen Mitchell, Amtoha (Oxford, 1995), 169. Mitchell ctted a passage
from Galen which contained the recipe. It appears to have been a type of polenta
made in connection with a festw~ryfocused on goat's milk.
52. Szymon Syrennius, Ks+pierwsze o ziokh romitych, 1005 and 1006.
53. Dembifiska (1963), 112. The recipe she discussed appeared In Taillevent
(Paris. 1892), 16.
54. Dembinska (1963), 112, bur citing the research of Muszyrisk~(19241,
31-32.
55. Szymon Syrennius, Ksiegipierwszeo ziolach romitych, 404.
56. Janma Kruszelnika, Piemtkt torunskie i inne (Toruli, 1956), IS a h~storyof
Torub honey cakes.
57. There is considerable research on thts subject, especially by such cultural
geographers as Emsr Burgsraller and Anni Gamerith. Refer to the bibliography
in Burgstaller's Osterrezchisches Festtagsgebdck (Lmz, 1983) and the reference archive at the Deutsches Brormuseum, Ulm.

58. Dembinska (1963), 116.
59. Dembiriska (1963), 157 and 177.
60. Dembinska (1963), 98 and 114, and especially footnote 95 for literature.
61. As tllustrated in Dembinska (1963), 245, figure 5.
62. Dembinska (l963), 135.
63. Marta Dembinska explored this theme in much greater depth in her Przetwdrstwo zboiowe w Polsce iredn~owiecznej(Grain Processing in Medieval Poland)
(Wroclaw, 1973).
64. For the serious reader wishing to pursue specific Polish plant histor~es,the
Acta Societotrs Botanicorum Poioniae provide a wealth of information on past and
continuing research.
65. Demh~nska(1963), 66.
66. Udelgard Kbrber-Grohne, Nut@finzen in Deutschland (Sturtgart, 1988),
plate 38. The remains came from a barn floor excavated in 1958 at Feddersen
Wierde on the North Sea. Dembiliska noted that sim~larfinds had come to light
in Poland.
67. Demhinska (1963), 117-118. Also Mikolaj Rej, Zywot cdowieka poczciw e p , 366.
68. Szymon Syrennius, Ksq@pierwsze o zidach rozmaitych, 1060.
69. Demhinska (1963), 127. Syrennius also mentioned the European cow
parsnip o n page 673 of his herbal, although he discussed it under iur common
Poltsh name. See illustration on page 128.
70. Martin Grosser, Kr6tkie I bar& proste wprowadzenie do gospodarstwa wiejskiego, ed. Stefan lnglot (Wroclaw, 1954), 264-265.
71. Dembinska (1963), 119.
72. Dembiliska (1963), 119 and footnote 124.
73. Mikolaj Rej, Zywot c~owiekapoc~ciwe~o,
367. Also see Dembinska (1963),
119.
74. Demhinska (1963), 70. The references actually appeared in the "Rachunki
kr6lew1czaZygmunra I z 1. 1501-1506," unpublished manuscript documents in
the Pol~shNational Archives, Warsaw.
75. Dembifiska (1963), 121.
Medieval Recipes in the Polish Style
1. The original pages of the broken copy of the Kuchm~stvostwofound in the
n~neteenthcentury were edited by Zygmunr Wolski and published in Biata
Raclnwdbwskn in 1891.
2. A h~sroryof this remarkable pamphlet cookbook was published by Mary Ella
M~lhamin the Gutenher~ahrbuchfor 1972.
3. Edtth Horandner, Model: Geschnitzte F m e n fur Lebkuchen, Spekulntim und
Springerk (Munich, 1982), 1s a comprehensive account of gingerbread molds.
4. For example, Friedenke Ldffler, Oekonomisches Handbuch fur Frauenzimmer

(Stuttgart, 1795), 458-459. The reclpe in question is for Sand-Torte, which is
made with thin layers of cake interfilled w ~ t hfrurt preserves or apple butter. T h ~ s
is not to Imply that Loffler was a source for the Polish idea, for there are numsrou,
versions of this basic concept in other cookbooks.
5. A. Gottschalk, Hiswire de L'alimenration et de lagastronomie, addenda p. 415.
s
are covered rather
6. The history of the wafer iron and ~ t regionahzation
thoroughly rn Ernst ThleleS Waffeieisen und Waffel~ebacke(Cologne, 1959 ).
7. Dutch medieval food scholar Johanna Maria Van Winter has written ahout
the difficulties in discerning regronalrsms in medieval cookery. Johanna Marla
Van Winter, "Interregional Influences in Medieval Cookery," in Mel~ttaWeiss
Adamson, ed., Food in the MI& Ages (New York, 1995), 45-59. Jean-Loula
Flandrin has also written on thts subject. Refer to h ~ art~cle
s
in the hihlrography.
8. Hugo Stopp, ed., Das Kochbuch der S a h m Welserin ( H e ~ d e l h e r1980),
~,
158.
9. Dembinska (1963), 195.
10. Personal correspondence. Marla Demblfiska to Wtlham Woys Weaver,
August 29,1984.
11. Dembinska (1963), 85.

For the large number of sources c ~ t e din Polish, a translation into English has
hccn supplied in brackets following the trtle. This does not imply that the source
appears in full or partial translation; most of the Polish works listed below are not
avatlable in Engllsh. The puhlrcatlons of Maria Dembitiska were selected only
for r h e ~ rrelevance to this hook. Over the course of her career, Professor Demhinska published several hooks and nearly two hundred articles, far too numerous
to lnclude here.
Adamson, Melitta We~ss,ed. Food in the Middle Ages. New York and London:
Garland, 1995.
Amelsenowa. Zofia. Kodeks Baltazara Behema [The Codex of Balthazar Behem].
Wruclaw: O~solmeum,1961.
Balahan, Majer. Histori~Zyd6w w Krnkowie i m Kazrmlerzu, 1304-1868 [History
of the Jews of Cracow and Kazimierz, 1304-18681.2 vols. Cracow: "Nadzieja,"
1931, 1936. Reprmted 1991.
Ranach, Jcrzy. Vawne Wrdoki Krakowa [Views of Cracow Long Ago]. Cracow:
Wyd~wnrctwoL~terack~e.
1967.
-.
lkonopajia Wawelu [The Iconography of Wawel Castle]. 2 vols. Cracow:
M~n~sterstwo
Kultury I Sztukt, 1977.
Bayer, Erich. Wdrterbuch zur Gesch~chte.Stuttgart: Alfred Kroner Verlag, 1965.
Benker, Gertrud. Kuchlgsch~rrund Essembriiuch. Regensburg: Verlag Friedrich
Pustet, 1977.
Bdly, P~erre-Henrr.Thesaurus Lingua Gallicne Hildesheim: Olms-Weidmann.
1993.

Roczek, Anton. Codex D~plomaticuset Epistnhns Moravine. Olomucii: Ex Typographia Aloysii Skarnitzl, 1836. Vol. 1 (396-1199).
Rots. Dh1r6.Lcs Legumes. Parts: Paul Lechevalier, Edlteur, 1927.
Rorst, Otto. Allqskben im Mittelalter. Frankfurt: lnsel Verlag, 1983.
Rrunner, Karl, and Gerhard Jaritz. Lnndhew, Bauer, Ackerknecht: Der Bauer im
Mitteialter: Klischee und Wirklichkeit. Vienna: Hermann b h l a u s Nachf., 1985.
Burgstaller. Ernst. Ostemerchrsches Festta~sgebhck.Linz: Rudolf Trauner, 1983.
Bystron. Jan Stanislaw (1892-1964). Etnografia Polski [The Ethnography of Poland]. Warsaw: "Czytelnik," 1947.
Ch~quartS"On Cookery": A Fifteenth-Century Savoyard Culinaq Treatise. Ed.
Tcrence Scully. New York: Peter Lang, 1986.

Chmielewski, S. "Gospodarka rolna i hodowlana w Polsce w XIV i XV w"
[Agriculture and Husbandry ln Poland in the Fourteenth and F~fteenthCenturies]. Studia zDziejdw G o s p o h t w a Wie~slaego,5, no. 2. Warsaw, 1962.
Ciolek, Gerard. Garten in Polen. Warsaw: Verlag Budowntctwo I Architektura,
1954.
Czerniecki, Stanislaw. Compendium Ferculmm. Cracow, 1682. Subsequent editions of this exceedingly rare cookbook were printed at Cracow In 1753, at
Sandomirz in 1784, and at Wilno in 1788.
Czolowski, Aleksander, ed. "Ksiega przychod6w i rozchod6w miasta Lwowa
(1404-1414)" [Income and Expense Book of the City of Lvov, 1404-14141.In
Pomniki Dziejowe Lwowa. 4 vols. Lvov: Nakl. Gminy Kr61. stot. miasta Lwowa,
1892-1924. Refer to vol. 3 (1896).
Dembihska, Maria. "W sprawle stosowania metody statystycznel w baban~ach
arche~logiczn~ch"
[On the Applicability of the Statistical Method In Archeological Research]. KwartdnikHrstoriiKultury Materialnej, 5, no. 1 (19571, 100103.
- "Kilka uwag o roli barmictwa w gospodarce wielsk~elpolsk~egoSredniowiecza" [Several Remarks on the Role of Beekeeping in the Rural Economy of Medieval Poland]. Kwartalnik Historii Kultury Materialnej, 6, no. 3
(1958), 347-356.
- "Mkthodes des recherches sur I'alimentation en Pologne rnPdiCvale."
Archeo1o.y Polona, 2 (Warsaw, 1959). 142-154.
.
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Signe also created the drawing of the rare Byzantine fork on
page 42. That fork belongs to Mr. and Mrs. William H. Brown of
Beckenham (Kent), England, who possess one of the largest and finest
cutlery collections in the world. They graciously supplied me with a
transparency of the fork so that I could include it in this book.

much a thank-you to her as it is a tribute to her mother.
Chef Fritz Blank of Deux Cheminies in Philadelphia must be
thanked for sharing with me his material on Hungarian csombor. T h ~ s

The Byzantine connection leads me directly to Nicholas
Andilios of Nicosia, Cyprus, for his help with the Cypr~otmaterials. I
must thank him heartily.

research originally came from the late Louis Szathmary, who before h ~ s
death had taken an interest in my foray into the Polish Mlddle Ages.
Louis knew full well that there were Hungar~anslurking in the culinary shadows, and had he not taken ill so suddenly, 1 am sure he would
have gotten involved more directly in the recipe section of this book.

I only regret that he and Marla Dembiliska never had the opportunity
to meet, for they were two of a kind.
O n the linguistic front, I must thank the eagle eyes of Joseph
Czudak, as well as Andre Baranowski and his wife, Anna, for helping
me check the Polish throughout the book. I came to know Andr6
through work for Kitchen Garden magazine and our mutual love of
things culinary, but his artistic career began in Poland where he
exhibited widely before emigrating to the United States. 1 now consider him a very special friend.
While on the subject of art, 1 should also mention my friend
and colleague S ~ g n Sundberg-Hall,
e
who graciously prov~dedthe supplementary line drawings for this book. Realizing that many readers
would not know some of the old plants mentioned in the text, I called
upon Signe's excellent abilities to render botanical drawings from life.

The IACP Foundation, operated by the International Assoclation of Cullnary Profess~onals,provlded a grant to help underwr~te
the translation of Maria Dembiriska's book into Engl~sh.Wlthout that
money, this edition would never have been possible. For t h ~ reason
s
I
am especially indebted to Dr. Joyce Toomre of Harvard University for
her written recommendations that proved so useful in the application
process.
The grant money enabled me to hire Magdalena Thomas in

1993 to translate the text. Magdalena worked steadily and with
utmost patience. Because of her knowledge of Pol~shliterature, she
was able to help define words that might confound non-Polish
speakers. Those bits of parenthetical information dropped into the
text and marked M T made my task as editor much, much easier. Magdalena's working translation provided me with the basis for this book,
and 1 salute her contribution with deep gratitude.
The most extraordinary patience of all was that of Jerome E.
Singerman of the University of Pennsylvania Press. He watched and
waited for almost fifteen years for t h ~ project
s
to take shape. In fact, he

was not the original editor who took on the book. The univers~ty
press moved twice, faces changed, yet the book inched forward. One
day, I received a message by email from Jerry that said simply: Persevere.

I d ~ dI. thank him for helping me keep my promlse to Maria.
And finally I would like to acknowledge the extraordinary

copyediting of Noreen O'Connor, who suggested ways to make the

Page numbers in boldface type refer to
recipeb.

manuscript a better book.
alexmdars, 121, 126, 151
almonds, 133-34: bmer almonds (as
flavor~ng),135
a h (Llthudnlan barley beer). 78
anlse seed (in rusks), 11 5
Anna, Duchess of Stles~a,133
Anna. Queen of Poland, 103
aprlcots (yellow). 134-35
archaeological evidence, 2-3, 43
archival records, xv, 2, 7, 45-46
Arum itahcum (for rrarch), 55
ashcakeslash breads (sub cmarus), 120
asphodel (Asphudelus aesriuur) for
rhickcnmg. 192
aurochs. 84-86
avenata (oatmeal soup), 107
hacan, streaky, 89
hagel (soft ring pretzels), 116
harley, 107-8; fermented barley flour
coup, 164-65
barazcr (European cow parsnip); barrzcr haatowski (Whtte Russlan
borscht), I27
Bathon/. Stephen (king of Poland),
194
beans, hroad ( V i m faba), 123-24;
heans, New World (Phaseolus wlgans), 13
hear hacon, bear paws (as food), bear
tongue (smoked), 95
herf, R4-91; as draft antmal, 84; preparatam, 87
heef hearts, 92

beef suet ( s a h ) , 87
heer, 78-80; beer soup with cheese
and eggs, 159; dally consumption,
80; thick beer. 78. 183; wheat beer,
78-79
beet (burah), 127-28
Behem Codex, 57
B e q duke de (personal copy of Le
Viandler), xvi
btgos, 20-23, 169-70
btrds fried m lard, 94
Elshop of Zem (banquet for), 154
biaon, European (iubr). 85
blood soup, 89-90
hlueberrles, 135
Bochnla (salt m ~ n e s )46
,
Botesiaw Chrobry (king), 30, 96
h l e d a w the Bold (ktng), 30
h n a Sforza (queen), 12-13
bread, types, 114; crescent rolls, 116;
flat breads (plncki), 105, 116-17;
ring petzels. 115-16; rye. 114; tmue,1 1 7 1 8 ; wheat rolls (manchet)
115; white bread. 115; Wroclaw
trencher bread, 180-82
bread ovens, 119
hreweriea, 79-80
Brussels sprouts. 144
buckler-leafed sorrel, 128
buckwheat (Tartarian), 112
buckwheat gruel, 1 9 5
bulk, (round rolls), 11 5
cabbage, 123, 124, 125
carotre l a m e longue (Flemish lemon
carrot). 126
carrot. 126-27; white Pohsh, 127

caseata (heer soup w ~ t hcheese). 79
Casim~r111 (king of Poland), 37-40,
77
C a s m u J a g d & c z y k (king irf Poland). 77
cattle, Pdeslan steppr, 86; Poliah
manh (Zuawka),8 6
caul~flvwer,from Cyprus. 125
cheesecake, 118
cheese dumplings, 1 5 2
chef de cuirme, 54-55,65
chicken baked w c h prunes, 154-55
C h ~ q u a r t(Savayard cook), 107
clans. 35
clan (r6d) and clan "nests" (gn~arda),
36
clasher (utensd for cooktng millet),
1lo
chondro (sun-dried wheat). 171;
c h d r o p l a (Aeolian polenta), 109
clergy, 6
club wheat (Tnticum compacturn), 113.
See abo wheat
cod, 99, 100; dnrd, 100
cold-frame garden~ng.130
collards, 125
compositurn (early medieval layered
dtsh), 23, 108, 124, 125, 147
compo*itum of cahhage, chard, dill,
and mushrooms, 1 5 0
condiments, 73, 74
cookery hooks, 39; L h l s h , x w ; "False
Plarma," 144: Kuchmtstrzostw. 65.
143. See also LC Vtandm, Ltber de
cnquinae
cooktng urelwils, 66, 68, 70, 110
cookmg veasela. 66-70

court coakrry. 12-14.47-50, 166
court dish of hakrd fruar. 191
courtlet ( R h h rules of hrhavwr), 50,
56
court~erbpottage, 1 4 9
cuw panntp. 127. See also harszcz.
Cracow C n n v m r ~ o not Nohles
(13641, 38-43,48
Cracow "douhle" heer. 80. See also
heer
Cracow lettuce (medlrval varlety),
130
crescent mlla (rofiale), 116
csomhor, 92. 197
cuhrh (Piper cukho). 74; cuheh wnegar, 1 9 9 See also pcpper
cucumhers. 130- 132; ham srewed
w ~ t h 179;
.
S ~ k k ~cucumber,
m
13 1
Cudnirw (Polish glaasworki), 66
Cyprus (influence o n medteval cookery), XVI-xvii,40-41, 171
czem~ga(Pol~shhydromel). 81, 1 6 3
Czern~eck~,
Sranlrlaw (Pdirh cookhook aurh<,r). 144
D e m h h k a , Marla. ~ x - x l t l
dcaserts: pancakes, east day, 177-78;
saffron wafer,, 173- 74; torme,
117-18;
ddl, 122
d m n g fesr (of u n ~ v e r professors),
q
62
L)lugosz. Jan. 78
drmks, 76-81; Pol~shhyrlromel, 163;
Pomeranian trii,nlak, 196. See a h
hem; mrad, w n c
drovers oidmance (Cracow). 87
duck. 94
early h~sronesof Poland. 27
carlng urensd~.50. See alw forks
eggs, 71, 93; filled wlrh fish asplc, 166
elk (100.85
emmcr (Trmcum dialccum), 113. See
a l wheat
~
ergot, 113
rrhnopraph~cewJrnce, 3

falconers, 97
Fahmirz, Stefan (Pol~shphysician), 63
fasting days, 71, 99, 105. See also pancakes, fast day
fat, 143; for cooking, 73
feast days, 73
fennel (Florence). 122
fermrnrrd barley flour soup, 164-65
figs, 133-34
fish, 73.99-103; cnnsumptmn, 99;
cost, 100-101, as gift or tithe, 100101; prsparation, 101; smokrd, 101
fish arplc. 101. 102, 166- 67
fish glue (as thickener), 192
fish stock, prepared, 1 6 8
Flandrm, Jean-Louis (French food hism r ~ a n ) 141
.
flrmting manna grass, 11 1
flour, 105, 114; medieval grades of,
114
food consumptmn. 8-9; distrthutmn
within households, 50; in royal
houarhold. 58-62
forks, 42-43
f r u ~ t132
,
Fuchs. Leonhard (German hotanat),
13, 131
galantines (Pohsh style), 102, 175
Galen (Greek physician), 109
Gallus Anonymus (med~evalchmnicler), 26, 27, 96, 128
game, 94-99; game stewed with sauer.
kraut, 169- 70
game laws. See ius reyak
garhc, Carpathian rocombole. 142
gith (N~yeliasat~sa),171
Gloger, Zygmunt (Polah histonan),
19
glygo amygdalou (Cypnat m a r r p n ) ,
41
Good-King-Henry (Chenopodium
bonus-knricus), 147
goose baked wnh turnips, 94
przalka (vodka), 75
gourweed (Aeyopodum ~ d a g r a r u ) 74
,

grams, 103-14. See also harlry: huckwheat; manna; miller; oats; rlce;
rye; wheat
grains of paradise. 41, 196
great swlnc, 88
green mustard sauce, 1 5 6
Grewe, Rudolf (Spantah food h l r t n
r1an). 141
Groaser. Martin (Silcaian a g n m m i s t ) ,
129
gruel (polewka). 105-6, 109
gruel of mixed grams, 147-48
Grtinkern (parched spelt), 113
ham, 89-90
ham stewed w ~ t hcucumhera, 90, 1 7 9
hare (cold stuffed), 141
hashmeat*, 1 l 1; hashmear in the
Cypriot style, 171- 72
H e d w g (Jadw~ga)of Andechs-Meran,
26-27
hemp seeds (as porridge), 113-14
herhs. See under names of s p c ~ f i cherhs
hb~cot(French cut), 157
hernng, 100, 101; factnrm (elghrh
and ninth centuries), I W
H ~ e a t rConstance
,
(Englt~hf i d h w
torian), 141-42
horsr rads (for scouring), 55
Hungarldn style (in medieval cookcry), 175, 197-98
h u n r ~ n gregulanons, 94-95
lndran long pepper (P~perInnpm), 74,
199. See also pepper
Itahan pleasure gardens (at Lohzbw).
12,121
ius reyak (royal prtwlrgrr), 94-95
Jadw~ga(quern of Poland). 10. 44-45.
46, 134
Januse of Boturzyn (royal chef). 114
Jedlma, ~ n h a h ~ r a n troyal
s' hunt~ng
pr~vileges.98
Jews ( m ~ g r a t ~ oton Poland). 44
Justus (Margrave of Moravia), 48

kale, 125
Kalw (oldest Polish city), 27
kasha. 103; buckwheat gruel, 1 9 5
kasza gryczana (buckwheat kasha),
112; Cracuw-atyle, 194
h z a manna (manna grw), 111
Kararzyna, Queen uf Poland, 61
kwka (hlood sausage), 189
kitchen, 64-65
kitchen staff, 54-55
knchen utens~ls(breakage), 66
Kituwici. Jedrzel (Polish historian),
12
knotgrass (Polygunum aviculme), I20
knysz (buckwheat stmdel), 18
koldfe (Czcch flat cakes), 9, 117, 192
Krrnbumpcja Zywnoiclowa w Polsce
Srcdn~owtecznq(Dembifiska), ix
krepdlkrepk (fried turnovers), 117
kruczmorka (skmet), 126
kuczn (oat flour soup), 106
kugel, 184; rurnlp, 184- 86; etymology, 204
K a t t i p Riiebli (Swms whitc carrot),
127
k y m l (fermented barley soup), 16465
labdanum, 41-42
lamb, 83, 9 3
lamh's quarters (Chenopodium album),
I28
lavender. 168
L r m n ~ sMaria
,
(Palish f w d histonan),
Xi1

lemons, 133
Lcnt. See fastmg days
lentils, 125
lentils and skirrets with baron, 15758
lesser nobility, 34
Le Vrandier, xv-xvi, 11, 72
Libellus de coquinana, 91, 9 8
Liber de coqutna, 72
Louis d ' A n p u ( k ~ n gof Hungary and
Poland). 44

Macedoman beer (p~wom u c e h k i e ) ,
78
manchet breads, 11 15
manna, 111
manna hchen ( r ~ c esubstitute), 11 1
Manteuffel, Tadeusi (Polish historian), 2
mannades, wur, for meata, 99-100;
green mustard sauce, 1 5 6
mead, 80-83
meals, dally, 71
meat, 83-98. See ako beef; game:
organ meats; pork; poultry; veal
meat carvmg, 5 0
menus, Polish royal, (1389), 61, 130,
152; (1390), 59; (1393). 175;
(1394). 58. 123, 132, 159; (1414).
131; (1415), 65, 130; (1502), 90;
(1563). 61; (1568), 8 3
m~ddleclass, 6
Miesiko (prmce), 28-29
millet, 19-20, 103-5, 109-10; m ~ l l e t
hlod~verstry,104; foxtad millet,
104; millet flour soup, 1 6 0
miodowntck (medieval honey cake),
117
miizkuhcja (early form of h~gos),20
Molokhovets, Elena (Russ~ancookbook author). 22
monk's pepper (chaste tree), 42
Monr~gny,Guy de ( M h g r e r de Paris),
11
moss (as todet paper), 53
mugwort (Arremeria vulgm), 21, 92
mushrooms, 132
nulewka (cordial), 78
nipplewort (lnpsann communrr), 128,
129-30
nob~lity,51; composition, 5-6
Nowy Sscz, xix, 45, 51, 76, 219
nutnrlon, 63
nuts, 132, 133
oat flour soup, 1 6 1
oats, 106-7

obnrzanrklobarranki (Cracow ring
prctrels). 116
Ochoruw~ci-Mondtowa,Madame
(Poltsh cookbook author), 19
ohve 011. 156
m i i ~ n *122
.
urache (Atrrpkx hortensis). 184
oranges, 133
organ muara. 9 1-92
orig~nsof Pollah peoplc, 27-31
oskoia ( b m h beer). 79
pancakes, fast day (Good Friday).
177-78
pantlcr, 180
parsley, 121-22
p a r s n p . 126; cow parsnips. 127
patelma (skillet). 22
Paw, Hanns (1475 woodcuts), 63
pea: flour, 192; Engl~shC . ~ r l ~ n149
g,
peaches, 133
pears stewed with cucumbers and figs,
153
p a s . I23
peasantry. 7,32-34
pepper, 74; Guinea, 199; long. 199
peronas (Byrantme tahle fork), 42
Pers~a(Sassantan). 42
Peter de Luaignm (king of Cyprus),
xv1-xvu, 39, 171
P m t dynasty, 28-29
p~ckltngcucumhers, 131; fish. 99;
vegetahleb, 124
pterogr ruikle (Russian-style plerogt).
112
prg tails, stcwed. 1 9 4
pike, procesacd ltke salt cod, 102; m
Pol~shsauce, 175- 76
Poland: national ~denr~ry.
1
Pnlanle tnhe, 28
Pohsh c w k m i : crltrrra for rlrfin~ng.
19-20; foreign 1nfluencw12-15;
Byrantine, 13, 153; Cyprlot, nvlm i l , 40-41, 171; Czech, 9; French,
11, 15, Hungarian, 75; Itdlran, 1213; L~rhuanran,127; Rusa~an.17-18

Pol~shhydmmel, 1 6 3
Polish sauce hr fast days and trlpe,
190
Poluh wheat (Triticum pobnicum),
148
pollt~calpatronage. 16
Pomrranlan rrd~nvak.1 9 6
poppy seeds, 122-23
pWaj ("marsh tea"). 79
pork, 88-91 See also bacon, ham
portlans, 49, 59-62
p m t a ( ~ n r r o d u c t ~ oInto
n Poland),
116
pat marlgold (Calendulu offic~nalir).
160
pottage, court~er's.1 4 9
poulard wheat (Triticum tnr&um). 148
poultry, 93-94
prnczltk~(rmg or tw~stedpretzels).
115-16. See also pretzels
pramw (parched gram porrldye), I I2
pramlce (medieval grain roaster), 112,
I20
pramha (noodlea of parched huckwheat), 17
prerzels, nng. 115-16
Pryz6w (royal hunring grounds). 98

rad~sh,128, I29
redyMki (cheese molds). 4
Rej, Mikolaj (Polish writer), 12. 80,
92, 127, 128, 201
rent-based economy. 11, 33
rice, 105. 11 1
rtng prenela, 115-16
royal banquetb: 47-50: food consump.
tlon, 58-62; sratmy, 49, scrving, 49
royal household: cwnposmon, 52-57;
hunts. 98; mle ofnohles In, 55-57
rum, 41
Rumpolt, Marcus (Wallachlan chef
and cookbook authur). 92-91
ruaks (biwutce), 114. 115
rye, 104; breadr. 114

saffron, 172; wafers, 117, 173- 74
Saint Flormn's Day (May 4). 72
solamacho (whear gruel with goosefat),
17
Sarmatism, 15-16
sauces: green mustard sauce, 156; Pol
a h sauce for fast days and tnpe,
190
sauerkraut, 124; game stewed with,
169-70; trlpe In, 187-89
sausage, 90
Schmarren (baked egg dlsh), 191
seasonings, 73-74, 122-23
x w r r (wait staff), 56
S ~ l v a t w xMatheus
,
(Polish physician), 81
sklrren, 126, 157
skmets stewed wnh fish, 1 9 2
imieurry (Pol~shsour cream), 179
~oumada(Cypriot almond milk), 41
soup: heer soup wnh cheese and q g s ,
159; beet soup, 127-28; fermented
barley flour soup, 164-65; mdlet
flour soup, 160; oat flour soup, 1 6 1
spelt (Triticum spelm), 113, 181
standard of Ilwng, 5-6
stew of parsnps, leeks, and alenanders,
151
strawberries, 135
strudel (Byzant~neongtns). 117-18
sugar (Cypriot), 41, 110
swamp hog, 88
sweet flag (Acorus calamus), 74, 122
Syrenmus. Szymon (Polish herhaltst),
1 1 , 8 2 , 9 0 , 109, 110, 112, 115, 123,
126, 128, 155, 156, 163
azlachta (Polish gentry), 34
Srrombd-Rysowa, Zofia (Polish ethnographer), 18
table ssrwce (organlzar~onof), 49
Tartar hread plant (Crambe tarmica),
112
Teuron~cKnlghrs, 31, 82; wlne cellars,
77-78
t h ~ c kheer or sourdough starer, 1 8 3

T ~ r e lGuillaume
,
(French cookbook
comp~ler),11, 14, 109
rdokno (parched barley flour), 17, 106
Tom6 gmgerbread, 145-46
tradesmen: anlmal flayer, 52; baker,
53; barrel trader, 53; bread purveyor
(Sopny veL Szepny), 54; brewer, 52;
butcher, 52; cooper, 54; coppersmtth. 54; cutler, 54; fishmonger.
52; pardmer, 52-53; herdsman, 53;
miller, 53; o d presser. 54 pharmaclst, 54; potter, 53; provismvx, 54;
stall-keeper, 53; vendor, 53
trencher, 70, 185
trencher bread, 59, 61, 114; Wroclaw
trencher bread, 180- 82
tripe. 91-92; In sauerkraut, 187- 89
turnips, 128-29; rurntp gruel. 200;
turnlp kugel, 184-86
Tuscan ~nfluence(Polish R m a w
sance), 14-15
uma mgnn (med~evalmeasure of
mead), 81
utensds: crwking, 66, 68, 70, 110, eatmg, 40; wear on, 4. See also forks;
k ~ t c h e nutens~ls
U Wierzynka (restaurant). 141
Van W ~ n t e rJohanna
,
Marla (Lhtch
food hstorian), 141
Vasa Dynasty (Swed~sh),15
veal, 92-93; saddle of (pot-maatrd),
108: veal sauerbraten (assatura urruina), 92
vegctahles, 120-132
venlson, 96; salted or corned, 97;
Hungarian.style s p ~ t m a s r s ds l u d
der of, 197- 98
vmegar, 98, 166; lavender vtnegar.
168; cubrh vmegar, 1 9 9
vineyardr, royal ( a t Zagoszcz), 76
enno cotco (rywula), 77
walnuts, 133
water harazcc ("hear's paw"), 143

wels (European catfish), 102
Wclser, S a h ~ n a(Augsbutg patrician
and cookbuuk compder), 175
West African Guinea pepper (PIW
pmeense), 74 See also pepper.
wheat, 104: varieties. 113
Wieniawa clan, 36
Wlcrzynek. Mlkoiaj (Pohsh chancel
lor). 55

wild boar (drik). 88
wine, 75-78; imported, 77
Wislanie tribe, 28
Wladyslaw Jaglello (kmg), 44-45,75,77
Wladyslaw I Lokietek (king), 37
Woysiky family, 34-36
Wroclaw trencher bread, 180-82
Wyciafiski, Andrej (Polah histonan),
8, 62

Yuder. Don (American ethnographer),

Kucza (Oar flour soup), 1 6 1
Kugiel r Riepki (Turn~pkugel). 1 8 4
Kurczak Pieczony z Suszonym~
Sliwkaml (Chicken baked with
prunes), 1 5 4
Misrkulancja, luh B~gos(Came stewed
wtth sauerkraut), 1 6 9
Mostek Jeleni z Roina po Wegiersku
(Hungman-style spit-roasted shuulder of venison), 1 9 7
NaleSnik~Postne (Fast day pancakes),
177
Ocet Kubebowy (Cubeb vmegar). 1 9 9
Ocet Lawendowy (Lavender v~ncgar).
168
Oplatki Szafranowe (SaMon wafers),
173
Piecmne Owoce po KrClwlewsku
(Court dish of baked fruit), 1 9 1
Polsk~Sos na Dnl Postne I Do Flakdw
(Pohsh sauce for fast days and
tripe), 190
Rosol i Ryby (Prepared fish stock),
168

Suizcwira i Kruczmorka z Boczk~em
(Lmtds and skmets wlrh bacon).
157
Strawa Dwurianlna (Court~rr'spotrage), 1 4 9
Siczupak w Polskm SOSIC( P ~ k rIn
Polish sauce), 175
Szynka Duszona iOg6rkami (Ham
stewed with cucumhers), 1 7 9
Tr6lniak Pomorski (Pomeranian trojnlak), 1 9 6
Wieprzowc Ogony Duszone r Kasza
Cryczana (Stewed p ~ gcads wxh
buckwheat grurl), 1 9 4
Wroclawsk~Chleh Z y t n ~(Wroclaw
trencher bread), 1 8 0
Zacierki (Millet Flour Soup), 1 6 0
Zlelony Sos z Musztarda (Green mustard sauce), 1 5 6
Znry po Cyprpku (Haahmeat In the
Cypriot style), 1 7 1
Zupa Piwna 2 Bryndzil, luh Caseata
(Beer aoup with cheese and eggs).
159

XI1

racnclerkr ( t h ~ c ksoup), 106
ragradowa (half-acre gentry). 32
Z ~ p s(reg~onIn Slovak~a),57
7 ~ (fcrmentrd
7
soup). 108, 164

Index of Recipes by Polish Name
Czemiga (Polish hydromel), 1 6 3
Duszony Por z Pasternak i G i r r (Stew of
parsnips, leeks, andalexanders), 1 5 1
Flacrkl w Klszonej KapuScle (Tripe in
sauerkraut), 1 8 7
Galareta z Ryby ( F ~ s hasp,=), 1 6 6
C ~ s t w i n az Drozdzy (Thick beer or
sourdough starter), 1 8 3
Gmszki Duszone z Ogdrkami I F~gaml
(Pears stewed w ~ t hcucumbers and
figs). 1 5 3
Kasra z R6inych Ziaren (Gruel of
mtued gmns), 147
K i d (Fermented barley flour soup),
164
Klrik z Rzepy (Turnip gruel), 2 0 0
Kluskt z Bryndza (Cheese dumplmgs).
152
Komposltum z Kapusty, Cwlckly,
Kopru I GrzyM~w(Compositum of
cabbage, chard, ddl, and mushn~nms).1 5 0
Krucrmorka Duszona z Ryby (Skmets
stewed wlth fish), 1 9 2

